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ABSTRACT
The composite scarf joint configuration was utilized to simulate scarf-patch-repaired
composite panels. An adhesive bonded scarf (tapered) joint was selected due to less peeling and
shear stress over the bondline than with a single-lap or butt joint. The rubber-toughened epoxy
film adhesive used had been characterized using ASTM D5656 Standard test (single-lap)
incorporated with 2-D plane strain finite element analysis to verify its elastic and plastic
properties. In addition to physical test, the ultimate shear strength of the adhesive was predicted
using the von Mises and Drucker-Prager plasticity models in conjunction with dynamic shear
failure criterion in the commercial finite element software ABAQUS. The numerical analysis
provided satisfactory results when compared with experimental data under the relative
displacement versus ultimate load level. The revised 4-pinned method more accurately predicted
relative displacement than did the 3-pinned method in ASTM D5656 Standard. For composite
scarf joint analysis, the 3-D stress analysis with transversely isotropic material properties of
composites gave better results than the 2-D plane strain analysis. Regarding the tensile strength
of repaired laminates, the finite element dynamic analysis based on the adhesive failure
incorporated with the 90-degree ply failure provided the best results, which matched the
experimental ultimate loads and the surface strain distributions within the overlap. As expected,
the edge effects and longitudinal strain variations across the width of the repaired specimens
were only observed in 3-D models and were verified by experimental data. Moreover, the 3-D
static and dynamic simulations revealed the relations between laminate strength and the edge
effects caused by different stacking sequences. Based on the similar geometry, it was also
demostrated in this study that the balanced and symmetric stacking sequence about mid-plane of
the repaired composite panel exhibits higher tensile strength.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The burgeoning interest in utilizing composite materials for a wide spectrum of
applications is due to their particular properties. The term ‘composite material’ means two or
more materials mixed (hybrided) or combined homogeneously on a macroscopic level to form a
purposeful third material. If designed appropriately, the advantage of composite materials is that
they exhibit both the best qualities of their individual components or constituents and as well as
qualities that neither constituent possesses by itself.

Typically, the properties that can be

improved by forming composite materials are [1]:
•

Strength

•

Weight

•

Stiffness

•

Fatigue life

•

Corrosion resistance

•

Temperature-dependent behavior

•

Wear resistance

•

Thermal insulation or conductivity

•

Attractiveness

•

Acoustical insulation

Not all of these properties are necessarily improved simultaneously nor is there usually any
requirement to do so because some of the properties may actually conflict with one another. The
objective is to design a material that possesses those desirable characteristics needed to perform
the assigned task.
Applications of composite materials in the aerospace industry include all-composite wing
construction, composite spoilers, composite ailerons and vertical fins, prototype composite
rudders, composite vertical stabilizers, floor beams and other components of aircraft.
Increasingly, military aircraft, missile and spacecraft designs as well as helicopter applications
are being based on the exclusive characteristics of composite materials. In addition to design,
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composite materials are also being applied as reinforcement (also known as patch), for structural
repairs. Unlike metallic materials, composite materials can be easily tailored to form complex
shapes and contours, and can achieve the various stiffness required in different orientations to
carry combined normal and shear loads. Generally, composite materials can be utilized to repair
both metallic (composite-to-metallic) [2-5] and composite (composite-to-composite) structures.
Major programs and lab research concerning both primary and secondary structural repairs are
currently on going for both military and commercial purposes. In the future, it can be envisioned
that, in addition to the design of new structures, the technology of repair will grow in importance
in the aero-industry.
1.1

Background and Motivation
In recent decades, the knowledge and techniques required for repairs of advanced

composite (such as boron-epoxy, graphite-epoxy, carbon-epoxy, and other non-wood higher
modulus and strength fiber-matrix materials) [6] structures have increased significantly.
Damaged composite structures may cause considerable economic loss if no appropriate repair
technique is developed. The cost of structural repair takes a considerable portion of the total
operational and maintenance (O&M) cost for an aircraft [7].

Normally, an aircraft endures

severe aerodynamic and structure loads throughout its service life. Repeated landing and takeoff, maneuvering, ground handling, environmental degradation, thermal impact, and corrosion,
etc., typically cause these loads [2]. Once the inevitable damage or crack has occurred, a
substantial saving can be achieved if, rather than being replaced, the damaged structure can be
repaired utilizing a durable and reliable process. The objective of any repair method is to restore
the damaged part back to its original material strength and durability as much as is possible.
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For advanced composites, the critical value 4,000 μin./in. ,established in 1979, on
ultimate load strain levels allows strength degradation (due to repair process) and prevents
matrix cracking [8]. Any repair which can reach 4,000 μin./in. would be estimated of adequate
strength (ultimate load is supported). As for repairability expressed by strength restoration and
low cost, a strength restoration to 80% of the tension ultimate allowable [9] is usually considered
sufficient to cover all but the most unusual cases, while the compression ultimate allowable
(might be higher than tension) is rarely used as the critical design allowable.
Since 1969, repair processes have been performed in small damaged areas and were
limited to non-strength critical composite parts [7]. Composite materials have evolved from the
early boron/epoxy structures to the graphite/epoxy and hybrid composite structures in current
use. The most common technique used to restore a damaged structure is to repair or reinforce
the damaged zone with a splice or a doubler of a material having a strength and stiffness higher
than the original (parent) material. The earlier technique used to repair advanced composite
materials was based on an external patch repair method. Alternate layers with film adhesive
were made as a concentric stepped patch to restore some special cases. However, this repair type
withstands high shear and peel stress at the edge of the cut-hole. Furthermore, the increased
external protrusion will reduce the joint efficiency as the thickness of the laminate and the repair
area become larger. As a result, the flush scarf patch repair (scarf-type joint with a co-cured
patch flush with the outer model line (OML)) has been adopted to repair advanced composites
(Figure 1.1). In the beginning, the strength restoration of flush scarf patch repair only reached
54% of the laminate allowable strength [9]. As repair methodologies have been developed and
improved (from well-refined and structurally efficient flush-patch repairs to mechanically
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attached metal-patch repairs), newer methods can restore large damaged areas to 80~100% of
parent laminate strength [9].
According to the research by Darwish et al. [10], the use of bonded scarf patch repair for
composite panel repairs (under static tensile test) can restore up to 93% of their tensile strength.
However, this scarf-patch-repaired achieves its best results when used on critical, highly loaded
components in which load concentrations and eccentricities must be avoided [11]. Since the
flush scarf patch repair seems promising, guidelines or criteria for optimized designs of this type
of adhesively bonded repair must be constructed to estimate the best of both strength and
durability.
Parent
(pre-cured)

Adhesive (co-cured with the patch)
Patch (Repaired)

Z
X

Scarf Configuration
Y

X
Figure 1.1. Schematic configuration of a flush scarf patch repair.
At present, the repair processes or instructions for commercial aircraft are available from
the Boeing commercial aircraft company [12]. For a small damage with less than a maximum of
4 in., the repair can be conducted using the Structural Repair Manual (SRM) issued by the
Original Equipment Manufactures (OEM) of the aircraft. For damage too large or too severe to
be restored by the airline’s shop, the advanced repair method and process should be advised or
performed by the OEM. In composite repair, there is an international committee named the
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Commercial Aircraft Composite Repair Committee (CACRC), organized to develop standards
for composite repair.

Nowadays the internet technology is easily accessible. There is an

internet-based advisory service (Repair Advisory Service, RAS) [12], which was created to
increase the efficiency of the repair process. The RAS system offers integrated design and repair
tools for repair techniques, especially in the estimation of scarf and lap repairs based on tensile
and shear failure models of repairable composite structures.
Combining computer technique with analytical methods, the computational tools such as
computer programs (codes) or more advanced and comprehensive commercial software
including post-process (output) have been developed for design and analysis of composite
structures.

They especially focus on composite joints viz. mechanical joints and adhesive

bonded joints, a plethora of computational codes have been created for analysis and design of
joints since 1974.

An excellent integration of stress analysis codes for joints (including

mechanical and adhesive bonded joints) in composite structures and incorporated with its
applications and reports published was presented by Rastogi et al. [2,13,14]. Most of the codes
were developed by the Air Force in association with other military aircraft companies. The
theories, stress-of-state of analysis, limitations, applications (type of joints and linear or nonlinear material behaviors) according to each code, and comparisons of stress distributions in
adherends and adhesives obtained from some codes were listed and explained in those papers. In
particular it was pointed out, MOSAIC and PGLUE codes for bonded joints and SVELT code for
bolted joints are applicable to 3-D analysis (PGLUE is quasi 3-D). Commercial software viz.
ABAQUS, PATRAN/NASTRAN, ANSYS, CATIA, COMET-AR, FE-77, STAGS and LSDYNA etc. are commonly available for finite element analysis. These software package offers
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particular function, capacity and limitations. Comparisons among these tools can be found in
various numerical researches.
Over all existing technology and fundamentals of the scarf patch repair, the motivation is
triggered to develop a reliably systematic method using finite element analysis. Confirmed by
experimental results, the scenarios start from the basic material property model to systematically
analytical model. The final integrated method developed can be applied to correctly calculate
stress/strains, predict ultimate strength of scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates, and obtain
optimum design parameters. The method should be applicable to nonlinear problems including
geometry, material property, and response. The entire conceptual procedures are sketched in the
flow charts shown in Figure 1.2.

Finite Element Model
(Material Property
Confirmation)

Finite Element Anlytical Mode
(Material Property and Failure
Mechanism Confirmation)

ASTM D5656 Results
(Adhesive Properties)

Repair Project Test Results

Systematic Analysis Mode
Stess/Strain Anlysis
Strength Predication

(Scarf-Patch-Repaired
Composite Laminates)

Figure 1.2. Conceptual flow charts of finite element analyses from ASTM D5656
to scarf patch repair project.
1.2

Review of Literature
The repair project is regarding the scarf-patch-repaired (simplified to taper-to-taper joint)

composite laminates bonded by an epoxy film adhesive, which intends to take advantage of the
highest stress resistance of scarf joint among a variety of joints. The taper or scarf shape of the
composite laminate can reduce the severe edge effect and peel stress around the bonding
portions, which usually occurs in single lap joints. Before the analysis method and direction
decided, the eariler researches should be reviewed. The subjects are basically narrowed down to
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bonded joints, three-dimensional stress-strain analysis of bonded composite joints, and
progressive failure analysis of bonded composite joints.
1.2.1

Bonded Joint Repair
Advanced composites are employed in a variety of structural assemblies involving the

connection of two or more components and between similar or dissimilar material systems. The
repair techniques essentially rely on these assembly components usually called bonded joints,
which are simplified from repair patches due to symmetry properties.

The type of joints

designed to combine those individuals are mainly classified as mechanical joints (such as bolted
and riveted joint) and non-mechanical joints (namely adhesive bonding, welding, and brazing)
[2,13]. As incorporated with advanced composites, an adhesively bonded joint is a preferred and
desirable pattern to attain the structural efficiency and improve the structural integrity. In
addition, the adhesively composite bonded joints contain higher strength-to-weight ratio as to
reduce the weight-penalty that usually happens to conventional non-composite joints. Further in
composite assemblies, the use and design of a fastener (including pattern and material), fastener
holes, and the damage of the composite layers during machining these holes can be avoided.
Therefore, the load is able to transfer more evenly (high stress gradient usually around fastener
holes) and over a larger area, increasing the fatigue life of the repaired structure [2]. During the
test, mechanical joints (bolts or fasteners) sometimes create alignment problem or specimen
damage around the holes due to the friction between the fastener and the specimen.
The common types of the bonded joint applied to patch repairs in aerospace structures are
shown in Figure 1.3. All of the joints are simplified (a half part about symmetry axis) from
patch-repair panels due to the symmetry of geometry and loading.
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a. Single Lap

b. Double Lap

c. Stepped Lap

d. Scarf (Taper)

Figure 1.3. Common types of bonded joint configurations [13].
The good design and analysis of the adhesively bonded joints require analytical methodology to
obtain accurate and truthful stress/strain distributions through the adherends and the adhesive.
These analytical techniques were developed from continuum mechanics, plane strain/stress
closed form solutions, 2-D and 3-D finite element methods, and 2-D and 3-D variational
approach based on solution. Precise elasticity solutions are, so far, still difficult to obtain.
Back to 1944, Goland and Reissner published the classical work on the analysis of
adhesively bonded joints. A single lap joint was analyzed to realize the relationships between
the flexibility of the joints and a thin adhesive layer.

The assumptions (Goland-Reissner

assumptions) that the axial stress in an adhesive layer can be neglected and that normal and
transverse shear stresses within an adhesive layer remain constant across the thickness of the
adhesive are still followed by current researches or analysis modes [13]. Hart-Smith pointed out
many aspects of efficient bonded joint design in composite structures that should be taken into
account while designing bonded joints. A series of studies on single lap, double lap, stepped lap
and scarf joints was studied using the continuum mechanics approach [15]. The load transfer
mechanism in the adhesively bonded joints and practical approaches to minimize the transverse
shear and peel stresses in the adhesive layer were included in his works. Vinson and his
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colleagues [15] developed analytical and experimental work about adhesively bonded joints
along with polymer composite adherends.

The effects of transverse shear deformation,

transverse normal strain, temperature and moisture variations were included in the analytical
tools they developed. An outstanding review of the work done prior to 1969 about adhesively
bonded joints was published by Kutscha [16] and Kutscha and Hofer [17].

In 1979,

Schliekelmann compiled the leading researches involving analysis and design, failure response,
processing and testing of adhesively bonded joints in AGARD lecture series [13].

Regarding

closed-form analytical solutions of adhesively bonded joints, Delale et al., Groth, Liu, Pahoja,
and Srinivas presented their works. Regarding finite element approach, Adams and Peppiatt,
Amijima et al., Roy and Reddy, Sable and Sharifi, Humpherys and Herakovich, Berthelemy et
al., and Barker and Hatt carried out excellent works on analysis of bonded joints.
1.2.2

Scarf (Tapered) Joint
Particularly, the scarf (tapered) joint has been shown by Erdogan and Ratwani using

equilibrium equations to generate an extremely efficient load transfer between adherends [18].
Myhre and Beck [9] proposed the repair concepts for advanced composite structures using single
scarf (taper-taper) joints that were subject to an extensive series of structural tests under different
conditions including tension, compression, static, and post-fatigue.

Myhre and Labor [8]

presented the results of a large composite structure repair program under static tests.

A

description of the bonded-co-cured scarf joint repair was given with a review of strength and
durability test results. Cao and Dancila [19] experimentally compared a modified co-cured fiberreinforced composite nested overlap joint with a single tapered joint under monotonic tensile
test. It was found that the failure load of modified nested overlap joint was 30.8% higher than
that of single tapered joint.
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Darwish et al. [10] studied the performance of scarf patch repair of full-scale laminated
composite panel conducted by the Boeing repair manual. The study includes both nondestructive
tests to characterize the quality of repair and destructive tests to evaluate the performance of
repaired panels under static and fatigue loading conditions. Metzinger and Guess [4] used
tapered steel adherends within tube-joints (double-lap) to reduce adhesive peel stresses. In axial
tension and compression tests, the compressive strength of the joint with tapered adherends was
greater than the baseline joint (butt joint) for both single-cycle and low-cycle fatigue. Moreover,
a minor reduction in tensile strength was observed for joints with tapered adherends when
compared with the baseline joint. In another study [5], Metzinger and Guess utilized a numerical
analysis incorporated with experimental results to inspect the effects of joint geometries on
compressive axial testing. It revealed that the specimens (tube joints) with extra adhesives had a
higher monotonic strength and longer low-cycle fatigue lives than did the baseline and adherendtapered joints. However, the adherend-tapered joint exhibited lower monotonic strength than did
the baseline joint, and the reason was not explained clearly in their study.
Soutis and Hu [11,20] used analytical and 3-D numerical models to determine the stresses
in scarf-patch-repaired laminates under uniaxial compression. To avoid nonlinear analysis, an
average stress failure criterion (ASFC) was used with finite element stress distributions to
estimate the ultimate strength of the 3-D repaired configuration. The semi-empirical analysis (2D analysis) underestimated the strength of the scarf-patch-repaired laminates by more than 40%.
It predicted a smaller optimum scarf angle of 4 degrees compared with an angle of almost 7
degrees using the ASFC. The study, presented by Johnson [18], used a 2-D plane stress finite
element method to detail stress variations in composite scarf joints (cross-ply laminates)
subjected to a unit tensile load. The oscillated stress curves obtained were significantly different
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from those smooth curves predicted by closed-form solutions. Because different load-carry
capacities of the orientation plies caused irregular distributions, whose characteristics were
associated with the location of each ply within a stack.
Research [21] presented using tapered composite structures to prevent delamination and
compare with adding soft inner layers (structural adhesive) under uniaxial tensile load. The
study utilized a 3-D numerical approach, but the analysis of the laminates, within the model far
away from the tapered part, was treated as a 2-D plate problem. The analysis was verified by the
solution obtained from the classical laminated plate theory (CLPT). Pervez et al. [22] performed
3-D finite element simulation (ABAQUS) of taper-taper joints (scarf joint) for cross-ply
laminates in order to compare the results of stress/strain distributions with the analytical
solutions from Helms et al. Various scarf angles, ranging from 30 to 90 degrees, were selected
to demonstrate the variation in peel stress with a scarf angle. The numerical results agreed well
with the analytical solutions. It was also deduced that, far away from the overlap, the us of
CLPT is still valid whereas, in the very vicinity, is inappropriate due to significant transverse
shear deformation effects.
1.2.3

Three-Dimensional Stress/Strain Analysis of Bonded Composite Joints
Analyses of laminated composite structures in nature are 3-D problems; especially the

variations of stress/strain through the laminate thickness direction (interlaminar stress) are of
interest. The variations of stress/strain of sublaminates (interlaminar stress/strain) or through the
width of specimens (edge effects) and stress concentrations in the vicinity of geometric changes
leading to delamination are considered as factors of failure and fracture mechanisms. Most of
the analyses, using a conventional 2-D stress state viz. plane stress or plane strain analysis,
cannot cover interlaminar transverse normal, shear stress/strain, and free edge effects on failure
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mechanisms. Recently, more researches suggested [2,13,23] or have expanded [17,24-31] the
previous 2-D analyses to the 3-D complete stress analysis in order to predict axial strength,
fatigue ,and progressive failure mechanism associated with interlaminar stress/strain and edge
effects, particularly belonging to laminated composites structures.
Comparisons among the 2-D and the 3-D numerical analysis and experimental results
[31] showed that the stress distributions obtained from the SAVE (a 3-D linear elastic structural
analysis program developed in FORTRAN language) predicted more accurate qualitative
correlation with the experimental observations for various double-lap bonded joint
configurations studied.

By contrast, BONJO (a closed-form, quasi-2-D analysis program)

provided a lower magnitude of the adhesive transverse shear stress (τxz) for all the cases studied
than did that from 3-D SAVE analysis. Research [24] showed that a 3-D model (Mosaic Model)
was used to predict the 3-D variational stress/strain and progressive failure analysis of adhesive
composite joints and to compare with experimental results. The 3-D analysis provided accurate
strain predictions for double-lap composite-to-composite adhesive joints, except for a small
region nearby the end of the overlap.
A numerical analysis, presented by Rastogi [32], used variable-order solid elements
(rectangular, cylindrical and wedge elements) within a computational tool SAVE to perform the
3-D, linear elastic, hygrothermomechanical analysis of many complex structures, which contain
a wide spectrum of material behaviors such as isotropic, orthotropic or monoclinic. In addition,
Rastogi et al. [31] compared analytical solutions obtained from a quasi 2-D analysis program
BONJO [13] and 3-D SAVE analysis, with experimental results of design parameters in
composite double-lap joints.

The study spoke that the remarkable difference in stress

distributions (including longitudinal, transverse, transverse normal and shear stress along the
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longitudinal direction) in the adhesive and adherends within the overlap obtained from these two
analytical models.
Bogdanovich and Yushanov [24] presented numerical analyses incorporated with
experimental results, in 3-D variational stress/strain and progressive failure analysis of adhesive
composite joints. The displacement filed in a composite structure was approximated in terms of
triple series with Bernstein basis functions, used for all three coordinate directions.

A

progressive failure analysis approach, utilizing the strain energy release rate, was adopted to
predict various scenarios of cohesive, adhesive or interlaminar crack propagation.
Engelstad et al. [25] published the application of Zig-Zag finite elements (implemented
as user element in the ABAQUS commercial finite element software) for composite bonded teejoint modeling.

The family of Zig-Zag elements was developed under the Composite

Affordability Initiative (CAI) program. The elements are relatively insensitive to large aspect
ratio issues and utilize higher-order thickness direction kinematics for improving ply-level
displacements and stresses. The approach successfully reduced the degrees of freedom (problem
size) compared with ABAQUS modeling. It still accurately predicted the interlaminar stresses
and stress variations across the width of specimens (in agreement with results from StressCheck
software).
Vizzini and Lee [26] emphasized that the 2-D modeling of the tapered section of finitewidth tapered laminates cannot sufficiently describe effects of the stress-free edges due to
discontinuities occurring at the terminated plies and the stress-free edges. As a result, the 3-D
modeling was used to perform damage analysis of composite tapered beams. Rybicki expended
the procedure to a 3-D analysis of interlaminar stresses, which achieved better agreement with
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Pagano solutions [30]. Wang and Choi presented an extensive analysis on the edge singularity
and concluded that the state of stress was inherenly 3-D [30].
1.2.4

Progressive Failure Analysis of Bonded Composite Joints
A general methodology for a progressive failure analysis, at each load step, a nonlinear

analysis is implemented until the solution is converged without any change of material models.
Based on this equilibrium state, the stresses of each lamina are calculated from the nonlinear
analysis solution at the current step. These stresses are then compared with material allowables
or applied to certain failure criteria. The key features, involving in progressive failure analysis
of laminated composite structures are detailed in the work presented by Sleight, Knight, and
Wang [33]. Varieties of numerical analyses are mentioned in this study, such as Ocha, Reddy,
Pandey, Engblom, and Engelstad, etc. Several criteria are discussed, including the maximum
strain criterion, Christensen’s criterion, and Hashin’s criterion. The progressive failure models
can be classified as different the models of failure, such as fiber failure, matrix failure, shear
failure, or interaction of failure models.
In study [12], the RAS system also provides a software package for scarf and lap repairs
in order to predict the tensile failure and shear failure of repaired structures. Parent laminates
and repaired patches, made of fiber-reinforced prepregs, behave linearly elastic. The failure
models are on the basis of the maximum strain criterion for tensile failure, while the shear failure
model is used for interfacial failure. The shear failure is modified from Hart-Smith models and
can be applied to an individual composite layer with anisotropic property. The adhesive between
the parent laminate and the repaired patch is treated as an interlayer with elastic-perfectly plastic
shear behavior. Typically, the base (parent) laminate and the repaired patch fail in tension,
whilst the interlayer adhesive fails in shear.
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Another comprehensive discussion of failure analysis of adhesively bonded composite
joints was edited by Yarrington et al. [27]. The stress and failure analysis of composite bonded
joints have been developed in HyperSizer capacity. HyperSizer can calculate 3-D stresses in
order to predict failure loads in bonded composite joints with complex 3-D stress states. Failure
prediction requires an accurate stress analysis and an appropriate failure criterion with respect to
each specific failure model. For bonded joints, the failure may occur in the adhesive, on the
adhesive-adherend interfaces, or in the adherends. The failure models in the adherends might be
owing to tension or compression failure of matrix, fiber failure in tension or compression, and
delamination, etc. Composite joints fail progressively after a damage is initiated from the
adherends or the adhesive. The ultimate failure of joints can be accessed once the progressively
accumulated damage exceeds the tolerance. Various failure models associated with linear or
nonlinear material properties of the adhesive are discussed combined with comparison of
numerical and experimental results in study [27].
A progressive failure analysis approach [24] used the strain energy release rate to predict
various scenarios of cohesive, adhesive or interlaminar crack propagation. An initial crack(s)
can be located between the adhesive and adherend, inside the adhesive, or between the layers of
composite adherends. Generally, the adhesive joint fails by a progressive crack growth so as the
appropriate ultimate failure criteria cannot avoid the use of fracture mechanics. Neither gross
nor average stress criterion is adequate to describe structure’s performance. Accordingly, a
structural design must be limited to a fracture criterion. Klug et al. [34] used a stress intensity
factor in fracture mechanisms to characterize aluminum cracks and used the distribution of strain
energy release rate in composite-metallic repairs. Fatigue crack growth data were evaluated
from ultrasonic C-scan and an aluminum crack growth was observed from optical microscope.
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Numerical, experimental, and ultrasonic C-scan were incorporated together in the study to
characterize and compare the fatigue behaviors of double side and single side bonded composite
repairs.
Adhesive Failure
Many earlier researches utilized the strain energy release rate or stress intensity factors
including the fracture Mode I, II, and mixed Mode I-II to describe experimental characterizations
of fracture toughness. It was believed that crack(s) always propagates inside the adhesive, yet in
many cases extremely close to the adherend.

Some issues such as the effect of surface

preparations, the effect of plastic deformations (especially for toughened adhesive), and microcrack(s) of the adhesive advancing the main crack front, etc. were addressed. An experimental
study of single-lap and double-lap joints with SEM photo inspections presented by Long [35]
declared that, in single-lap joints, the crack might start in the adhesive fillet, causing its debonding from the edge of the specimen through the prepreg layer close to the adhesive, and then
propagate there and cause the final failure. No failure of the adhesive layer was found in their
tested single-lap joints. In their double-lap joint tests, the initial adhesive failure was found with
the final failure, always occurring within prepreg layers close to the bondline.
Interfacial Failure
In the tests of unidirectional and angle-ply S-glass fiber-reinforced plastics jointed by
Hysol EA951 adhesive studied by Renton et al. [36], it was found that a basic pattern of failure
was either a cohesive or adhesive failure. In fatigue tests, for most of angle-ply specimens, the
resin in the ply adjacent to the adhesive failed first. Composite joints, tested with a toughened
epoxy adhesive Ciba-Geigy XD911 studied by Adams [37], were observed that all joints failed
by interlaminar fracture of carbon fiber-reinforced prepregs within the adherends. Two possible
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mechanisms were proposed. The initial cohesive failure may result in cracks that break through
the adhesive to the interface after composite’s failure transversely in an interlaminar manner.
Another mechanism suggested that the transverse tensile stress at the edge of the joint close to
the interface results in the interlaminar failure of the adherend.
From the studies proposed by Donaldson et al. and Roy et al. [38] on double-lap joints
under tensile test, an observed crack was generally initiated in the region having a maximum peel
stress (at the end of the overlap), and was first detected, when the load level reached 70% of the
ultimate failure load. Based on SEM inspections, independent of surface preparation techniques,
the failure was clearly observed within the laminate surfaces. The conclusion drawn in these
works was to develop 3-D progressive failure criteria for the correlation between the analysis and
experiments. Wang and Yau studied interfacial cracks in adhesively bonded scarf joints [15].
Interfacial cracking (de-bonding) is one of the most common encountered failure mechanism the
joints. The crack(s) initiates at geometric and material discontinuities such as the edge of
adhesive-adherend interfaces. Any assumed failure mechanism without consideration of thin but
critical adhesive layers would be inappropriate.
Delamination of Composite
Free-edge delamination problems include the strength of materials and fracture
mechanics. The strength of materials approach defines a failure to occur when a critical stress
state exceeds material allowables. The fracture mechanics approach suggests that the ignition
and growth of a crack depends on the energy state at that local station. Yarrington et al. [27]
showed a tapered flange bonded to a skin joint using a 3-D numerical model in HyperSizer to
calculate the interlaminar stresses through the thickness of the adherends. The stress analysis
results provided a basis for failure analysis. The failure criteria for delamination and matrix
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cracking were applied to predict the onset of damage. The failure of test specimens was detected
in the skin adherend only. Based on Fenske and Vizzini [30], the delamination can be modeled
as the failure of a resin (matrix) rich region between plies.

Another premise of fracture

mechanics, applied to the delamination of composites, is that the delamination initiates from a
crack in the thin, isotropic, homogeneous, and brittle matrix material between plies. In the
application of fracture mechanics for composites, presented by O’Brien [39,40], the delamination
size and strain energy were required information for delamination.

It was concluded that

interlaminar flaws at the free edge, originally within the material or caused by a stress
singularity, are not sufficient to cause the delamination until a critical strain energy release rate is
attained. In Vizzini and Lee’s [26] work, a 3-D progressive failure model for tapered [±452/04]s
composite beams indicated that the resin pocket failed earlier than the onset of delamination.
Damage initiated at the ply drop and not at the root of the taper for the configuration studied.
1.3

Overview of the Problem and Research Focus
The objective of this study is to use numerical analysis (finite element method), utilizing

ABAQUS software incorporated, with experimental results to determine the ultimate strength
(static/monotonic strength) of single-lap joints (ASTM D5656 models) and scarf joints (scarfpatch-repaired composite laminates) and to explore failure mechanisms. The composite scarf
joint analyzed in this investigation is to simulate the 2-D scarf-patch-repaired laminates. A
parent, pre-cured composite laminate, is tapered at one end by a design angle. The repair patch
is laid up with B-stage prepregs associated with a specified stacking sequence onto the tapered
parent laminate. A thin layer of the film adhesive is used to bond the parent laminate and the
prepreg to form a taper-taper joint (a simplified scarf or single scarf joint shown in Figure 1.4).
The assembly is then co-cured according to the material specs of the prepreg.
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Film Adhesive (co-cured with the repair part)
i
Parent part
(pre-cured)
Repair Part
(layer-by-layer)

Tapered Part

Figure 1.4. Configuration of a composite taper-taper joint (a simplified scarf joint).
The incomparable feature of performing finite element analysis is to compensate for
analyses or simulations that the physical test cannot achieve, in the sense that, it makes entire
analysis process more rigorous and complete. The ABAQUS was selected to perform the
numerical analysis owing to its powerful and comprehensive functions and precision, especially
in nonlinear analysis (including nonlinear material property, nonlinear geometry, and nonlinear
response). The entire repair project is generally divided into two parts: (1) characterizations of
the epoxy adhesive and (2) strength analysis of scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates.
Confirmed material data of the adhesive from the first parts will be applied to the second part
due to the same material. The types of joint involved in the analyses are single-lap and scarf
joints. The research focuses on several issues
•

Derivation and confirmation of the material properties for the epoxy film adhesive using
yield criteria and various plasticity models

•

Strength prediction, based on the failure criteria available in ABAQUS, and discussion of
failure mechanisms

•

Comparisons of elasticity models for laminated composites

•

Exploration of interlaminar stresses and edge effects within scarf-patch-repaired
composite laminates

The analysis methods and procedures of this study are briefly described as follows.
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The rubber-toughened epoxy film adhesive selected in this project has been tested using
ASTM D5656 Standard for displacement/applied force relationship.

Comparing the

displacement/applied force relationship obtained using the ASTM D5656 tests with the
calculated displacement/applied force relationship, using 2-D plane strain finite element analysis,
the elastic and plastic material properties of the adhesive can be determined. The von Mises and
the Drucker-Prager plasticity models are chosen to simulate and confirm isotropic strain
hardening behaviors. The numerical results obtaining from these two plasticity models will be
confirmed by comparing with test data and be utilized to perform the subsequent failure analysis.
The scarf-patch-repaired laminates bonded by the adhesive have also been tested for their
ultimate loads based on various dimensions, scarf angles, and stacking sequences. The pre-cured
parent laminates were fabricated by unidirectional carbon/epoxy prepregs with the same ply
thickness. One end of the parent composite is tapered in a desired angle. The repair prepreg is
laid up on the tapered parent laminate, bonded and co-cured with the epoxy film adhesive to
form a taper-taper joint (Figure 1.4). Both the parent and the repaired laminates have an
identical stacking sequence.
Through the whole analysis, the adherends are assumed to be elastic. Several material
models, including transversely isotropy, orthotropy (engineering constants), and equivalent
isotropy, are used to model the different orientation laminae within the parent and repair
laminates. The properties of each different orientation ply are pre-calculated and inputted into
the finite element models. After various analysis models (2-D plane strain and 3-D stress
analyses) are performed, the results, from various plasticity models for the adhesive and
elasticity models for the composite, are compared with test results and evaluated before
proceeding the strength and failure analyses.
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The failure criterion proposed is based on physical observations and the results from the
physical tests, and suitable for both the ASTM D5656 models and the repaired composite
laminates (taper-taper joints).

Because the shear and peel stresses dominate the failure

mechanism of an adhesive within single and taper-taper joints, a ‘shear failure criterion’ is
chosen as a failure criterion for the adhesive in both the single-lap joints (ASTM D5656 test
specimens) and the composite taper-taper joint (repair project). The shear failure criterion is
expressed in terms of time dependant equivalent/effective plastic strain along with ‘element
removal’ feature within ABAQUS to determine the ultimate load of the adhesive bonded joints.
Ultimate loads, force-displacement relationships (for ASTM D5656 tests), and longitudinal
surface strain distributions (for repaired composite laminates) from the physical tests are used to
verified the numerical analyses with different material models and failure criteria. Various
parameters of design for repaired composite laminates viz. scarf angle, stacking sequence, and
the size of a panel are evaluated at same time.
Expended from 2-D simulations, 3-D finite element analyses are specially utilized to
reveal the interlaminar stress/strain (through thickness-direction) and the free edge effects (across
the width) which usually cause the delamination of laminated composites.

The failure

mechanisms of the repaired composite laminates are constructed by estimating adhesive failure,
cohesive failure, matrix failure, weak ply failure, and edge effects, etc.
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CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF AN EPOXY ADHESIVE
An outstanding design of joints not only withstands higher strength, but also predicts
accurate stress distributions in both adhesive and adherend.

This essentially relies on the

correct methodologies to evaluate reliable mechanical properties, appropriate failure criteria, and
reasonable fracture mechanisms for the adhesive materials utilized.

Before the

scarf-patch-repaired (scarf joint) composite specimens are analyzed and simulated for the
prediction of ultimate strength using finite element methods, the required information of the film
adhesive should be confirmed in advance.
In general, the stress-strain curve of the adhesive must be known in order to obtain the
effective moduli, initial yield strength, ultimate load, and failure load.
be extended to acquire failure in shear, tension, and compression [41].

Furthermore, it also can
In advanced analysis,

the temperature, humidity (moisture content), loading speed (crosshead speed), and test
specimens (film or bulk form), and bond configuration should be considered. Generally, the
mass density of an adhesive is expressed in terms of the area density rather than the bulk volume
density, due to its film shape.

The test specimens should be nearly the same

surface-area-to-volume ratio as the adhesive bonded in joints. A thin adhesive film is chosen
for the adhesive-bonded scarf joint of the repair project, so that mechanical material properties of
the film adhesive obtained from bulk form are inappropriate.

Without any correction made for

Poisson’s ratio constraints, the behavior of the adhesive in thin-film form appears to be different
from the adhesive in bulk form [42].

As a result, it is suggested that test specimens for

determining mechanical properties should be of thin-film configurations.
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Since the adhesive layer is designed to carry shear, the adhesive shear properties, such as
shear moduli and strength, are intensively focused and must be determined through
experimentation.

Some difficulties are encountered in obtaining the pure shear or pure tensile

stresses required to determine the corresponding properties. As shown in Figure 2.1, due to the
bending of the adherends, a high adhesive peel (transverse tensile) stress inevitably occurs at the
edges of the overlap. Neither pure nor uniform adhesive shear stress exists in such a lap-joint
configuration.

a. before loading
Figure 2.1.

b. after loading

Geometrical representations of a single-lap joint under tension.

Therefore, certain standardized measures namely, ASTM standards, are needed to obtain
accurate mechanical material properties of the film adhesive.

Generally, ASTM standards

utilize a thin, or film, adhesive and thick adherends in simple single-lap joints under in-plane
tensile loading, which is more convenient for analysis. Several common ASTM standard tests
related to shear strength of a bonded adhesive are listed as follows:
•

ASTM D3983-98’Standard Method of Test for Measuring Strength and Shear Modulus of
Nonrigid Adhesives by the Thick-Adherend Tensile-Lap Specimen.’

•

ASTM D5656-01 ‘Standard Test Method for Thick Adherend Metal Lap-Shear Joints for
Determination of Stress-Strain Behavior of Adhesives in Shear by Tension Loading.’

•

ASTM D3165-00 ’Standard Test Method for Strength Properties of Adhesives in Shear
by Tension Loading of Single-Lap-Joint Laminated Assemblies.’
The above Standard tests utilize a lap-joint configuration, which is easier to analyze and
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has been studied in a wide spectrum.

ASTM D3165 is suitable for determining shear strength

using thin adherends in large area joints; on the contrary, the adhesive usually responds
differently in small area joints.

ASTM D3983 is typically used for adhesives having shear

moduli ranging up to 700 MPa and is generally used for joints in which the ratio of adherend
tensile modulus to adhesive shear modulus is greater than 300 to 1.

ASTM 3983 is not

appropriate for adhesives that have a high shear modulus in the cured state. Most of the
standard tests listed above provide only relative strengths rather than engineering properties
directly required for joint design.

Those engineering constants are converted from these

monotonic stress-strain curves. In order to apply failure criteria or fracture mechanisms to
joints, it usually requires stress-strain relations (strain or stress allowable and strain energy
release rate) in addition to merely strength data.

The standard test, including simpler

conversion of lap-shear stress-strain relations, is preferred. As a result, without considerations
of temperature and loading speed factors, the standard test for adhesive properties involving
thick adherends and a thin adhesive is the ASTM D5656 test.
2.1

ASTM Designation: D5656 Standard [43]

(Standard Test Method for Thick-Adherend Metal Lap-Shear Joints for Determination of the
Stress-Strain Behavior of Adhesives in Shear by Tension Loading)
The significance and the use of the ASTM D5656 standard test are:
1. The method is appropriate to test of thick-adherend lap-shear specimens for the
evaluation of the shear stress-strain relationship and the proportional-limit of the
stress-strain relationship of an adhesive.
2. The method consists of testing thick-adherend lap-shear specimens on which a tension
load is applied but the adhesive is under shear.
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3. Peel stresses caused by the bending of adherends is minimized due to the significant
thickness (0.375 in.) and rigidity of the aluminum (2024-T3) adherend.
4. The revised 4-pinned configuration will be introduced to correct inherent drawbacks of
the original ASTM D5656 3-pinned configuration due to scattering test data [42].
The schematic figure of KGR-1 Device (3-pinned) on the ASTM D5656 specimen and
terminology are shown in Figure 2.2.

The mechanical properties of the adhesive, including

elastic and plastic properties, can be converted based on the stress-strain relationships obtained
from the ASTM D5656 standard test with certain assumptions and/or calibrations (discussed in
section 2.3 and 2.4).
2.2

Analysis of ASTM D5656 Test Results
The adhesive selected is an epoxy film adhesive, Cytec Metlbond FM1515-3. It has

been tested following ASTM D5656 Standard under quasi-statically monotonic loading (step
loading at 550 lbf/min) and was loaded incrementally until its failure at room temperature.

The

result data integrated via calibrations and statistics are summarized in Table 2.1.

The

load-displacement (extension) relations of the adhesive are shown respectively in Figure 2.3
(port side) and Figure 2.4 (star side) and the port and star sides are defined in Figure 2.2(b).

Figure 2.2(a).

Dimensions of ASTM D5656 specimen [43].
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Adherend 9.53 mm
(0.375 in)
19.26 mm (0.758 in)
Port Side

Adhesive 0.203 mm
(0.008 in)

Port Extensimeter

Star Side

Adhesive
0.203 mm (0.008 in)

Star Extensimeter

2.388 mm
(0.094 in)

4.764 mm
(0.187in)

25.41 mm
(1.00 in)
2.388 mm
(0.094 in)

Figure 2.2(b).

8.436 mm
(0.332 in)

KGR-1 Device and its terminology of ASTM D5656 (3-pinned).
TABLE 2.1

ASTM D5656 TEST DATA OF METLBOND FM 1515-3
Specimen No.

Bond-line
Thickness (in)

Maximum
Load (lbf)

Ultimate Shear
Strength (ksi)

Elastic Shear
Modulus (psi)

0.00862
2,926.8
7.772
79,068
P-1
0.00796
3,103.3
8.273
59,972
P-2
0.00809
3,111.8
8.190
73,189
P-3
0.00829
3,000.7
7.923
71,490
P-4
0.00793
2,928.7
7.738
73,628
P-5
0.00824
3,013.6
7.999
54,725
P-6
0.00807
2,999.0
7.929
55,084
P-7
0.00771
3,183.9
8.421
59,287
R-P-1
0.00821
3,074.6
8.190
R-P-2
0.00795
3,110.4
8.279
56,858
R-P-3
0.00800
3,178.7
8.299
48,298
R-P-4
0.00800
3,133.7
8.439
79,917
R-P-6
Average apparent ultimate shear strength = 8.121 ksi. and average ultimate load =3,063.8 lbf.
Average in-plane shear modulus = 64,683 psi. (shear modulus obtained is from apparent stress-strain test data
curves).
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3500

Applied Load (lbf)

2625

1750

P-1 Port ext.
P-4 Port ext.
P-7 Port ext.
R-P2 Port ext.
R-P4 Port ext.

875

0
0.000

P-2 Port ext.
P-5 Port ext.
R-P1 Port ext.
R-P3 Port ext.
R-P6 Port ext.

0.002

0.004

Relative Displacement (in)

Figure 2.3. ASTM D5656 adherend relative displacement versus load curves (port side).
3500

Applied Load (lbf)

2625

1750

P-1 Star ext.
P-4 Star ext.
P-7 Star ext.
R-P2 Star ext.
R-P4 Star ext.

875

0
0.000

0.002

P-2 Star ext.
P-5 Star ext.
R-P1 Star ext.
R-P3 Star ext.
R-P6 Star ext.
0.004

Relative Displacement (in)

Figure 2.4. ASTM D5656 adherend relative displacement versus load curves (start side).
The material properties of the adhesive are generally treated as an isotropic and
homogeneous material. To completely describe its isotropically elastic behavior, the evaluation
of, at least, any two of Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν), and shear modulus (G) is
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required. From ASTM D5656 test results, the proportional limit in shear (shear stress at initial
yielding or the initial yield strength) and the elastic shear modulus of the adhesive can be
determined.

Furthermore, the numerical prediction of the ultimate strength of the

scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates also requires knowing the plastic properties of the
adhesive after yielding as well. Accordingly, based on the ASTM D5656 test data of the
adhesive, the elastic constants and equivalent plastic strains and/or effective stresses, after
yielding and right at failure, can be converted.
2.3

Evaluation of Linear Elastic Properties for the Adhesive
To begin the analysis of ASTM D5656, the first essential properties required are elastic

constants within the linear portion.

After confirming the linear section from a monotonic

stress-strain curve, the elastic moduli and yield strength can be evaluated. Following the linear
elastic determination, the plastic zone can be defined and, in the sense that, the plastic properties
can be predicted.
2.3.1

Linear Shear Modulus and Initial Shear Yield Strength
In order to execute the data analysis of ASTM D5656 test, the averaged response data

(load-extension raw data recorded from the port and star sides and converted apparent shear
strain (γxy)-stress (τxy)) of each specimen are used.

Regarding curve approximation methods,

two empirical approaches (curve-fit methods) are utilized to approximate the linear shear
modulus (G) and initial shear yield stress (Sxy).

The apparent shear stress and strain mentioned

henceforth will be with the nominal shear strain and nominal shear stress relative to true stress
(Cauchy stress) and true strain (logarithmic strains). Theoretically, the apparent stress and
strain are different from the nominal stress and strain; nevertheless, the apparent stress-strain is
assumed to be nominal stress-strain, hypothetically, in this study for convenience.
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In respect to these two empirically curve-fit approaches, one approach uses a 0.2% offset
(shear strain = 0.2%) straight line parallel to the initial linear segment (with the slope G) of the
average stress-strain curve to intersect the entire average shear stress-strain curve.
intersection point accounts for the initial yield strength in shear.

The

The reason for using the 0.2%

offset method is that most materials have a well-defined yield point that is a very small
percentage of their Young's modulus E (convert to shear modulus G based on the Hooke’s law).
For example, the yield stress of metals is typically less than 1% of the Young's modulus for the
material and its elastic strains will also be less than this percentage. Accordingly, the elastic
response of the material can be modeled, quite accurately, as being linear. Hereafter, this
method is referred to as 0.2% offset method in this study.

An example of the 0.2% offset

approach is shown in Figure 2.5, where a 0.2% offset straight line (G = 67,000 psi), parallel to
the linear segment of the stress/strain curve, is drawn and intersects the curve at τxy = 5,540 psi
which is determined as the initial shear yield strength Sxy.
Shear M odulus (G) & Yield Strength Evalutaion -P1 (Linear section)

Shear M odulus(G) & Yield Strength Evalutaion -P1 (Linear section)
8000
5650

5625

Average Stress (psi)

Average Stress (psi)

6000

Average Stress
0.2% Slope (G) =67000
4000

2000

Average Stress
0.2% Slope (G) =67000

5600

5575

5550

5525

5500

5475

0.09

0.08

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

0.09

5450

0

Average Strain (in/in)

Average Strain (in/in)

Figure 2.5. G and Sxy obtained from the 0.2% offset method for specimen P-1.
Another method used is similar to the ASTM D5656 Standard.

One straight line with a

proper slope (G) is drawn and is either parallel to or superimposed on the initial linearly rising
segment of the average stress-strain curve. The second line is horizontally tangential to the
apex within the parabolic plastic segment of the average stress-strain curve.
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Then the third line

is drawn through the average stress-strain curve bisecting the intersection of the previous two
lines.

The initial shear yield strength Sxy is determined by the intersection of the third line and

the average stress-strain curve.

This method shown in Figure 2.6 is defined as 2-tangent-line

method in this report.

Average Shear Stress (psi)

9000

6000

Yield Shear Stress=7,005.74 psi

3000

Avg shear stress
P-1 Slope(G)=64,683.3 psi
0
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

Average Shear Strain (in/in)

Figure 2.6. G and Sxy obtained from the 2-tangent-line method for specimen P-1.
Table 2.2 lists the linear shear modulus and initial shear yield strength of the 10
specimens tested and their average values using the 0.2% offset method. Meanwhile, the shear
modulus obtained, based on the linear regression of the selected linear portion within the average
apparent (nominal) stress-strain curve of each specimen, is also listed.

As seen in Table 2.2, the

**Average is obtained by taking the mean value of 7 data points, excluding the extreme values
denoted by *.

The difference between the average G values from the 0.2% offset method and

THE linear regression method is only 0.089%.
In some cases, if only the average value G (64,683.3 psi) is applied to approach the initial
yield shear strength, it may not fit the data curve.
G=64,683.3 psi is not applicable to specimen R-P3.
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For instance, in Figure 2.7, the average value

TABLE 2.2
G AND Sxy OBTAINED FROM THE 0.2% OFFSET METHOD
G
(0.2% offset method)

Sxy

G (linear regression
from test data )

P1

67,000

(0.2% offset method)
5,543.68

P2

*90,100

5,685.74

59,972 psi

P3

67,000

-

-

P4

75,000

7,493.24

71,490

P5

*19,0000

-

73,628

P7

56,080

6,709.23

55,084

P-R1

58,800

5,051.04

59,287

P-R2

*190,000

5,754.69

-

P-R3

*52,500

5,099.21

56,858

P-R4

50,000

5,697.79

48,298

P-R6

71,000

5,244.95

79,917

Average

**64,625.71 (psi)

5,988.78 (psi)

64,683 (psi)

79,068 psi

Average Shear Stress (psi)

9000

6000

Yield Shear Stress=6,920.57 psi

R-P3 Slope(G)=64,683.3 psi

3000

Avg shear stress

0
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

Average Shear Strain (in/in)

Figure 2.7. Sxy from the 2-tangent-line method with G=64,683.3 psi for specimen RP-3.

Therefore, the individual G value, corresponding to its own specimen, should be used in
order to match the test data curves.

Then, the amended slope (G) is applied to the specimen

R-P3 (Figure 2.8) which fits the test data curve satisfactorily.
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Average Shear Stress (psi)

9000

6000

Yield Shear Stress=7,497.69 psi

3000

R-P3 Slope(G)=52,500 psi
Avg shear stress

0
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

Average Shear Strain (in/in)

Figure 2.8. Sxy from the 2-tangent-Line method with G=52,500 psi for specimen RP-3.
Table 2.3 illustrates the results through the aforementioned two different accesses. In
order to compare the Sxy values generated by the previous two methods based on stress-strain
curves, another data curve expressed by load applied-average extension is also employed to
locate the ‘knee’ value (mentioned in ASTM D5656 Standard 3.2.1, 11.1-11.4).
2.3.2

Linear Young’s Modulus (E) and Poisson’s Ratio (ν)
Once the linear shear modulus G of the adhesive (considered as isotropic and

homogeneous) has been obtained, and then Young’s modulus E can be computed by using
Hooke’s equation (2.1) (based on the assumed Poisson’s ratio ν) as

E = G(2(1 + ν ))

(2.1)

For most isotropic cases, Poisson’s ratio is usually assumed as 0.3~0.35. Various permutation
and combination of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio (via equation 2.1) are inputted to
material properties in finite element models to perform simulation.

After all, the curve

converted from finite element results is superimposed on the test result curve. Using this
phenomenological curve-fit method, the desirable and optimum data set could be evaluated.
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TABLE 2.3
SHEAR YIELD STRENGTH OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT METHODS

2.4

7,005.74

Sxy
G=individual value
for each curve (psi)
7,062.24 (G=67,000)

Sxy
(Avg. Load &
Extension.)(psi)
7,062.24

P2

7,607.28

7,219.35 (G=90,100)

7,251.78

2,775.52

P4

7,713.77

7,645.37 (G=75,000)

7,645.37

2,920.89

P5

7,050.39

5,813.09 (G=190,000)

5,752.27

2,202.08

P7

6,905.85

7,406.58 (G=56,080)

7,352.05

2,806.64

P-R1

7,237.53

7,544.23 (G=58,800)

7,569.91

2,874.69

P-R2

7,937.98

7,101.01 (-)

7,082.36

2,671.27

P-R3

6,920.57

7,497.69 (G=52,500)

7,519.71

2,838.28

P-R4

7,546.03

7,618.94 (G=50,000)

7,606.17

2,925.1

P-R6

7,440.80

7,645.09 (G=71,000)

7,434.76

27,73.68

Average

7,336.59 (psi)

7,255.36 (psi)

7,227.66 (psi)

2,746.24 (lbf)

Specimen
Code

Sxy
G=6,4683.3(psi)

P1

Yield load
(lbf)
2,674.28

Evaluation of Plastic Properties for the Adhesive
After being loaded beyond their proportional limit (initial yielding point), ductile

materials usually behave nonlinearly due to changes in their stiffness associated with the varying
deformation. Since the stiffness varies with the displacement/strain, the material's displacement
cannot be obtained for any load by multiplying the initial flexibility times the applied load [44].
Because the response of a nonlinear system is not a linear function of the magnitude of the
applied load, each load case must be defined and solved as a separate analysis rather than using
the superposition method.
Taking ASTM D5656 test data (elasto-plastic curves) as an example (Figure 2.9), once the
elastic region and yield strength are evaluated from the previous sections, the plastic portion can
be discriminated.

After initial yield shear stress (σy)-onset of non-linear behavior, the region of

non-linear deformation tends to a plateau stage in shear stress.
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This transition region is called

‘strain hardening’ in elastic-plastic models.

The region prior to failure in which the shear stress

slightly ascends, with increasing strain, is denoted as the flow region. Some epoxy-jointed
specimen’s (bulk or butt joint specimens) response data reveal their highly nonlinear behaviors.
Such adhesives made of epoxy, exhibiting large nonlinear stress-strain behaviors, are called
rubber-toughened adhesives [45-47].

This ductile material can be stressed to large strains

before their failure and allow bonded structures to withstand higher loads remarkably.
Accordingly, it is essential to apply certain plasticity models (yield criterion/surface) to in order
to analyze such a large post-yielding region of epoxy adhesives.

Moreover, the strength

analysis or failure mechanism involves many plastic parameters; therefore, an appropriate
plasticity model for analysis must be decided.

9000

Average Shear Stress (psi)

Linear elastic
6000

σy
Strain hardening

Plastic flow

3000

D5656 P-1Test Data
Solpe= Linear G
0
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

Average Shear Strain (in/in)

Figure 2.9. Average shear stress-strain curve of ASTM D5656 P-1.
Regarding ductile materials, a useful simpler criterion is either the maximum distortional
energy/von Mises yield criterion or the maximum shearing stress/Tresca yield criterion.

From

most experimental data, the von Mises criterion fits better than the Tresca criterion for ductile
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materials. For the application of ABAQUS, the von Mises yield criterion will be the first
plastic model selected to compute related plastic material properties, namely plastic strain,
equivalent/effective plastic strain, equivalent/effective stress.

Furthermore, the more

sophisticated and precise model-Drucker-Prager plasticity model, as revised from the von Mises
criterion [44-48] to describe the sensitivity of hydrostatic components of stress to the yielding, is
introduced to characterize the epoxy adhesive bonded by joints.
2.4.1

Elastic Constitutive Equations
With respect to the ASTM D5656 specimen, the thickness of the adhesive is designed to

be 1/125 (0.008 in.) of the width (1 in. wide). It is reasonable to assume that the stress, which
the adhesive endures, is pure shear stress only, ignoring any out-of-plane effects. The adhesive
is treated as a plane strain model only, without the modeling of width along the z-direction (as
shown in Figure 2.10). Therefore, the problem is simplified as a 2-D plane strain analysis.
The 2-D plane strain model is created on the x-y plane in finite element analysis instead of the x-z
plane modeling.

The plane strain coordinates are symbolized as shown in Figure 2.10.
Plane Strain Coordinates

Figure 2.10.

Coordinate definition in finite element analysis for ASTM D5656 and scarf joint
bonded composite models.

Hooke’s Law is applied to isotropically elastic materials when considering their
stress-strain relations. The constitutive equation (2.2), in tensorial form, is defined as

εi =

[

]

1
σ i − ν (σ j + σ k )
E
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(2.2)

The subscripts i, j and k are from x, y and z for the Cartesian vector. Furthermore, the thickness
of the adhesive, 0.008 in., is relatively small enough when compared with its 1 in. width and its
0.3755 in. length.

The specimen is assumed to be under a state of plane strain so that strain

components in the z-direction are negligible as

ε z = γ xz = γ yz = 0

(2.3)

Additionally, it has been shown that the peer stress/force (y-directional stress) generated
during testing is a function of bending in the adherends.
adherends is far greater than that of the adhesive.

The stiffness of the aluminum

The thickness of the aluminum adherends are

designed to be so significantly ‘thick’ adherends that the ASTM D5656 specimens would
generate less bending in the adherends as well as negligible peel stress in the adhesive
(minimized stress in the y-direction). Accordingly, the ASTM D5656 Standard allows the
adhesive to experience shear stress only.

Since the tension load along the x-direction is applied

to the adherends rather than to the adhesive directly and the adhesive’s analysis is under plane
strain state, all the normal stress components of the adhesive become zero.

From equations (2.2)

and (2.3), all in-plane normal strain components, as well as out-of-plane shear strain components
in the adhesive, are equal to zero.

Therefore, only the γxy term is left, which is stated in terms of

shear modulus G as

γ xy =

1
σ xy
G

(2.4)

From equations (2.3-4), it can be shown that out-of-plane shear stress components (τyz and τxz)
become zero since G is not zero. In the following sections, applicable plasticity models will be
introduced and a proper plasticity (yield) model will be selected to transform stress and strain
components, resulting from non uni-axial loading (multiple loading) or other than tension test to
just one meaningful scale equivalent to uni-axial tension test.
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2.4.2 Prandtl-Reuss Theory
The generalized equations including both elastic and plastic components of strain were
proposed by Prandtl and Reuss and are known as the Prandtl-Reuss equations given by

dε ijp = S ij dλ

(2.5)

The dλ is a factor depending on stress states and is calculated by ensuring equivalence of the
plastic strain energy done by all stress states. Sij denotes deviatoric stress tensors, and the
superscript ‘p’ indicates plastic component. The equation (2.5) can also be rewritten in terms of
the 3-D (3-dimention) actual stress state as
dε ip =

2 ⎡
1
⎤
dλ ⎢σ i − (σ j + σ k )⎥
3 ⎣
2
⎦

dε ijp = dλσ ij

(2.6)

which is similar to Hooke’s Law for incompressible material assumption, with ν=0.5, in
plasticity theory.

The equations can be applied to large plastic flows.

Secondly, in order to calculate the parameters defined in elastic-plastic theory, it is
necessary to obtain stress values from different tests under the same state of yielding.

This

requires the definition of an equivalent/effective stress and equivalent/effective plastic strain.
The effective stress represents a set of stresses that characterize stress states having the same
effective plastic strain. Using the Cartesian tensor, the equivalent/effective stress is defined as
1
2

σe =

(σ

(

− σ y ) + (σ y − σ z ) + (σ z − σ x ) + 6 σ xy2 + σ yz2 + σ xz2
2

x

2

2

)

(2.7)

Similarly, the relations of the equivalent plastic strain increment dεe and plastic strain increment
components are described in terms of tensor form as
dε e =

2
3

(dε

p
x

− dε yp

) + (dε
2

p
y

− dε zp

) + (dε
2

p
z

− dε xp

Therefore the constant dλ can be expressed as
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)

2

(

+ 6 dε xyp

)

2

(

+ 6 dε yzp

)

2

(

+ 6 dε xzp

)

2

(2.8)

dλ =

3 dε p
2 σe

(2.9)

and the stress-strain equations (2.6) becomes as
dε ip =

dε p ⎡
1
⎤
σ i − (σ j + σ k )⎥
⎢
σe ⎣
2
⎦

(2.10)

3 dε p
S ij
2 σe

(2.11)

or in the compact form as
dε ijp =
2.4.3

Von Mises Yield Criterion
The von Mises yield criterion is the simplest yield criterion which expresses yielding as a

pure shear deformation initiating when the effective shear stress σe achieves critical value, σo.

It

also can interpret yielding depending on the deviatoric components of stress and, in turn,
yielding occurs when the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor ( 3J 2 ) reaches the
critical value. The von Mises yield criterion can be either interpreted by six stress components
as

σo =

1
2

(σ

(

− σ y ) + (σ y − σ z ) + (σ z − σ x ) + 6 σ xy2 + σ yz2 + σ xz2
2

x

2

2

)

(2.12a)

or in terms of three principal stresses (σ1, σ2, and σ3) as

σo =

1
2

[(σ 1 − σ 2 ) 2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 ) 2 + (σ 3 − σ 1 ) 2 ]

(2.12b)

On the deviatoric plane, the von Mises yield surface [44] is configured as Figure 2.11. The ‘p’
and ‘q’ used in ABAQUS are referred to as ‘equivalent pressure stress’ and ‘Mises equivalent
stress’, respectively.

They can be mathematically expressed by
q = σe
p = − 13 (σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 ) = − 13 I1
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(2.13)

in which I1 means the first invariant of stress tensor or the trace of stress tensor so that the
equation of the yield surface is defined as q=c, where ‘c’ equal to σo .
q
hardening, dε p
c
Yield surface: q=c

p
Figure 2.11. Von Mises yield surface on the deviatoric plane.
Therefore, the von Mises yield surface assumes that the yielding of materials is
independent of the equivalent pressure stress (p), which has been confirmed experimentally for
most ductile materials except for voided materials.

Comparing these stress equations (2.7) and

(2.12), the equivalent stress becomes the same as the von Mises yield function when σo is equal
to σe.

In other words, the original Prandtl-Reuss assumptions imply the von Mises yield

criterion.
•

Flow Rule—Associated Plastic Flow
Since ABAQUS uses associated flow only for the von Mises yield criterion, the inelastic

deformation rate (strain rate) is along the direction normal to the yield surface (the plastic strain
is volume invariant) (Figure 2.11). This assumption is valid for most ductile metal materials
without void, high stress concentration factor, and high localized stress filed or plastic flow.
2.4.4

Linear Drucker-Prager Yield Criterion
Most adhesives under additional stress states, namely shear and compression, show that

their yielding has certain sensitivity to the hydrostatic components of stress besides the shear
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components, especially for polymeric adhesives/toughened adhesives.

Within the regions of

strain concentration at the edges of the adhesive layer, those hydrostatic stress components reach
a significant magnitude.

Merely relying on the von Mises theory (distortional strain energy

criterion which cannot predict hydrostatic stress state yielding) cannot truthfully describe
realistically the post yielding behavior of the adhesives.

The simplest yield criterion, including

hydrostatic stress sensitivity, is a modification of the von Mises criterion [45-47].

Combined

with the notation defined in ABAQUS, the equation for the yield surface named as linear
Drucker-Prager model is given by

σ e = σ o − tan( β )[ 13 (σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 )]
or σ e = σ o − tan( β )σ m

(2.14)

t = d + tan( β )( p )
where σo and tan(β) are material parameters stemming from different loadings in test. For σo (d,
cohesion of the material in ABAQUS), from different hardening sources, the relations associated
to the test in uni-axial tension, uni-axial compression, and pure shear (cohesion strength) are

d = σ o = σ T = σ C = 3σ S

(2.15)

which can be derived from equation (2.12a). However, in ABAQUS, the ‘d’ is modified due to
consideration of the factor ‘К’, which is the ratio of the yield stress in triaxial tension to the yield
stress in triaxial compression. Then equation (2.15) is rewritten based on tests in compression,
tension, and shear, correspondingly [45-47] as
1
d = (1 − tan( β ))σ C
3
1 1
d = ( + tan( β ))σ T
K 3
3
1
d=
(1 + )σ S
2
K

(2.16)

As tan(β), which describes the sensitivity of hydrostatic components of stress to adhesive
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yielding, can be predicted from tests under two different stress states and is given by
tan( β ) = 3[( 3

σS
3(λ − 1)
, from shear and tension tests,
) − 1] =
σT
λ +1

tan( β ) = 3[(1 − 3

tan( β ) =

σS
)] , from shear and compression tests, and
σC

(2.17)

3[(σ C / σ T ) − 1]
, from compression and tension tests.
(σ C / σ T ) + 1]

The above yield stress in tension, compression, and shear are measured in accordance with the
same effective plastic strain. For convenience, it is given by

λ=

3σ S / σ T

(2.18)

2 − 3σ S / σ T

On the deviatoric plane, the linear Drucker-Prager yield surface [44] is configured as Figure
2.12.
t

dεp

ψ

β

β

hardening, dε p

Yield surface: F= t - p tan β - d=0
d

p

Figure 2.12. Linear Drucker-Prager yield surface [44].
For the possibility of a noncircular yield surface on the deviatoric plane to fit different yield
values in triaxial tension and compression (associated plastic flow on the deviatoric plane),
ABAQUS separates the dilation (ψ) and the friction (β) angles and defines К (the ratio of the
yield stress in triaxial tension to the yield stress in triaxial compression). The other parameter‘t’
in ABAQUS [44] is defined by
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t=

1
1
1 r
q[1 + − (1 − )( ) 3 ]
K
K q
2

(2.19)

where ‘r’ indicates the third invariant of deviatoric stress. Regarding the function of К, on the
π-plane (a deviatoric plane when p=0), different values of К will configure different yield
surfaces [44] (Figure 2.13), which may not match the circular yield surface (in which К=1.0
stands for von Mises circle and results in t = q from equation (2.18)). Frequently, the value of К
may not be equal to 1.0, and should be modified by iteration in ABAQUS. To confirm that the
yield surface remains a convex shape [44], the К value should satisfy 0.778 ≤ К ≤ 1.0.
σ3

t=

1
1
1 r
q[1 + − (1 − )( ) 3 ]
2
K
K q

Curve a: K=1.0
Curve b: K=0.8
σ2

σ1

Figure 2.13. Variations of yield surface and К of the linear model on the π-plane [44].
•

Flow Rule—Associated Plastic Flow

The Prandtl-Reuss equation (2.5) incorporated with a plastic flow potential, F, is
rewritten as

dε ijp = dλ

∂F
∂σ ij

(2.20)

When the flow potential, F, is related to the yield function, the flow is called associated, in the
sense that the linear Drucker-Prager criterion is expressed by
F= t - p tan (β) - d=0
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(2.21)

The equation is valid when the plastic strain increment (dε p) is normal to the yield surface
during the plastic flow. Therefore, the friction angle (β) is equal to the dilation angle (ψ) (i.e.
tan (β) = tan (ψ)), and, accordingly, the stiffness matrix is symmetric.
•

Flow Rule—Non-Associated Plastic Flow

As a non-associated flow, where a plastic flow potential is not equal to the yield function,
the friction angle in equation (2.21) should be replaced by the another parameter, the dilation
angle (ψ), i.e.,
F= t - p tan (ψ) - d=0

(2.22)

Accordingly, the friction angle (β) is not equal to the dilation angle (ψ) for non-associated flow
as illustrated in Figure 2.12. The tan (ψ) is also a material parameter and its definition is given
experimentally by the measurement of the plastic component of Poisson’s ratio in tension or
compression [45-47] as
tan(ψ ) =

3(1 − 2ν P )
2(1 + ν P )

(2.23)

The νp symbolizes the plastic component of Poisson’s ratio measured by uni-axial tension as
p
ε transverse
νp =−
ε Tp

(2.24)

The relation between νp and tan (ψ) from other researches [45-47] is constructed by

νp =

3 − 2 tan(ψ )
2(3 + tan(ψ ))

(2.25)

Usually the plastic flow of the epoxy adhesive is non-associated (the friction angle (β) being
unequal to the dilation angle (ψ) as shown in Figure 2.12), which means the plastic strain
increment (dε p) is not normal to the yield surface (tilted at angle (β-ψ) from the normal of the
yield surface). Frequently, but not necessarily, the friction angle (β) is greater than or equal to
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the dilation angle (ψ).

If the flow is non-associated, it causes the stiffness matrix to be

unsymmetrical and produces negative eigenvalues even though there is no softening within the
hardening data [44,47]. In finite element analysis under non-associated flow, it will generate
difficulty in convergence, especially in the Standard/static or Implicit analysis due to the inverse
of the stiffness matrix. If the off-set between tan (ψ) and tan (β) is small, the associated flow
can be assumed.

The weakness of this hypothesis is the loss of precision and uncertain

stress-strain results.
2.4.5 General Exponent Drucker-Prager Yield Criterion

In some materials with a higher component of hydrostatic tension, the linear
Drucker-Prager yield criterion may not cover this behavior accurately.

Such stress states

usually localize in adhesive bonds due to the high constraint enforced by adherends under the
force normal to the boning interface. The alternative Drucker-Prager criterion, generally more
precise under these circumstances, is introduced and named as ‘general exponent yield criterion’
in ABAQUS. The yield criterion is written as
F = aq b − p − pt = 0

(2.26)

where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are material parameters independent of plastic deformation; and ‘pt’ is the
hardening parameter representing the hydrostatic tension strength (shown as Figure 2.14).
q
(

hardening, dε p

pt 1b
)
a

Yield surface: F= aqb - p- pt=0
p
pt
Figure 2.14. General exponent Drucker-Prager yield surface
and hardening in the p-q plane [44].
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Based on different test methods, the relations between ‘pt’ and test methods (tension,
compression, or pure shear) are defined below [44]; and ‘pt’ can be replaced by

p t = aσ Cb −
pt = aσ Tb −

σC
3

σT
3

if hardening is from the uniaxial compression yield stress , σC

if hardening is from the uniaxial tension yield stress , σT

(2.27)

pt = ad b if hardening is from the cohesion , σS

The value of parameter ‘b’, regarding the shape of the yield surface, is suggested as equal to 2.
Under this presumption, the equation (2.26) is rewritten by

σ e2 = λσ T2 − 3(λ − 1)σ T σ m

(2.28)

in which λ is another hydrostatic stress sensitivity parameter and is associated with tests in
tension, compression, and pure shear [45-47]. λ is given by

λ=

σC
, from compression and tension tests,
σT

λ=

σ C2
, from shear and compression tests, and
3σ S2

λ=

3σ S2

σ T2

(2.29)

from shear and tension tests.

Comparing equations (2.26) with (2.28), the parameter ‘a’ is then expressed by
a=

1

3σ T (λ − 1)

and pt = aλσ T2

since q=σe and p=−σm were defined previously.
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(2.30)

•

Flow Rule—Non-Associated Plastic Flow

In ABAQUS, for the general exponent model, the plastic flow is only a non-associated
flow (ψ ≠ β) on the p-q plane (this plane is given when К=1, t=q in equation (2.19)) and the
plastic strain increment (dε p) is not normal to the yield surface. Then the dilation angle (ψ) in
equation (2.23) can be determined.
2.4.6

Definition of the Yield Surface

The Von Mises yield surface is generally used to define isotropic yielding for ductile
isotropic materials, which means that the yield surface varies its size uniformly in all directions
such that the yield stress changes in all stress directions as plastic straining occurs. Since
ASTM D5656 test is conducted with monotonic loading but not with cyclic loading, the use of
isotropic yielding is more suitable than kinematic yielding.

The isotropic hardening in

ABAQUS is useful for cases involving gross plastic straining or in cases where the straining at
each point is essentially in the same direction in strain space throughout the analysis. The yield
surface, including the Drucker-Prager plasticity modes, defined in ABAQUS is given by the
value of the uni-axial yield stress as a function of uni-axial equivalent plastic strain, temperature,
strain rate, and/or other filed variables.

Therefore, all results from multiple loading or

non-uniaxial loading cases should be converted to equivalent uni-axial loading stress-strain data
form by equation (2.7) and (2.8).
2.5

Adhesive Property Calculations under ASTM D5656

For the adhesive tested under ASTM D5656 Standard, as discussed in section 2.4, all
stress components in the adhesive are zero except for shear stress σxy. The von Mises yield
stress (2.12a) is simplified to σ o = σ e = 3σ xy . The adhesive is under plane strain state in the
z-direction, i.e.,
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dε zp = dε yzp = dε xzp = 0

(2.31)

then the equivalent plastic strain equation (2.7) under pure shear becomes as

(

2
6 dε xyp
dε e =
3

p
2 ⎛⎜ dγ xy
=
6
⎜ 2
3
⎝

)

2

2

⎞
γ
⎟ = xy
⎟
3
⎠

(2.32)

Notice that in ABAQUS, the definition of equivalent plastic strain is expressed by the tensor
form and equation (2.8) should be used, especially for shear strains.

Secondarily, the

relationship between total strain, elastic strain, and plastic strain is expressed by

ε total =ε elastic+ε plastic

→ εt = ε E + ε P

(2.33)

For elastic shear strain of the adhesive in the ASTM D5656 test without cyclic loading is
expressed in terms of

εE =

σ applied
E

=

σ xy

(2.34)

2G

then equation (2.27) can be re-written as

ε P = εt − ε E = εt −

σ xy
2G

(2.35)

Furthermore, for an infinitesimal increment, the above equation can be expressed as
dε P = dε t − dε E = dε t −

dσ xy
2G

(2.36)

It should be mentioned that the difference between εij and γij is that γi represents engineering shear
strain, and εij denotes tensorial shear strain (following the definition in ABAQUS, tensorial shear
strains εij are used for all calculations and formula in this study). For small deformation (strain),
the conversion is given by

ε ij =

γ ij
2

=

σ ij
2G

, when i ≠ j
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(2.37)

Once the initial yield shear stress, applied shear stress σxy, total shear strain εt and G value
have been converted for each specimen using ASTM D5656 test results, the above equations can
be used to pre-calculate plastic shear strain for each specimen using the test data. In turn,
equivalent stresses and strains can be obtained from different stress-strain definitions as follows.
Tables 2.4 and 2.5 are based on nominal stress-strain test data while Table 2.6 is integrated from
true stress (Cauchy stress) and true strain (logarithmic strain) associated with individual G value.
Note that the ‘ABS PEEQ’ inside tables is particularly required for ABAQUS, and is called the
absolute value of equivalent plastic strain, which is a critical factor in shear failure function, and
the PEEQ signifies equivalent plastic strain.
From the integrated effective stress-strain curves, the post-yielding portion rises in
parabolic form after initial yield shear stress. Based on the entire effective stress-strain curve,
the behavior can be regarded as either a perfectly plastic or isotropic hardening plastic model.
In fact, the curve develops in some order of exponential form but does not exactly fall into the
perfectly plastic model. In ABAQUS, for the Drucker-Prager plasticity model, there are three
sub-options which can be chosen, namely the linear Drucker-Prager, the hyperbolic, and the
general exponent models. Only the linear Drucker-Prager model can be applied in ABAQUS
Explicit/dynamic model and the rest are performed in the Standard/implicit analytic model.
However, from the test results and converted plastic properties, based on the nominal
(apparent) stress-strain curves, the behavior of the adhesive shows nearly elastic-perfectly plastic.
Within the hardening range, the ultimate load (the maximum load applied before the necking
region) is not far away from the failure load (only 0.8% difference). Tactically, it can be
simplified as perfectly plasticity using the classical metal plasticity associated with the von
Mises criterion for convenience. The drawback of the perfectly plasticity model is that it will
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produce the same failure load as the ultimate load and cannot generate the hardening with
necking curve similar to the test data after initial yielding and ultimate load, respectively.

TABLE 2.4
CALCULATION OF PLASTIC PROPERTIES FROM TENSORIAL SHEAR STRAIN UNDER
THE SAME SHEAR MODULUS FOR EACH SPECIMEN
Conversion From Test Data (G= 64,683.3) in Tensor form based on Mises Criterion

(All the stresses and strains converted are on the basis of nominal stress-strain test data)

P-1
P-2
P-4
P-5
P-7
R-P1
R-P2
R-P3
R-P4
R-P6
Avg.

Initial
Yield
Stress(psi)

Effective
Stress(psi)

ABS
PEEQ

(Failure)
Relative
Displacement(in)

Failure
Load(lbf)

(Ultimate)
Relative
Displacement(in)

Ultimate
Load(lbf)

7005.74
7607.28
7713.77
7050.39
6905.85
7237.53
7937.98
6920.57
7546.03
7440.80
7336.59

12,134.298
13,176.195
13,360.634
12,211.634
11,961.283
12,535.770
13,748.988
11,986.779
13,070.113
12,887.844
12,707.35

0.0796
0.0797
0.0434
0.0547
0.0894
0.1586
0.0690
0.1120
0.1493
0.1189
0.0955

0.00259747
0.00262137
0.00190144
0.00198085
0.00260268
0.00359002
0.00228491
0.00308724
0.00362841
0.00310196
0.00273963

2905.763
3085.799
2980.721
2912.150
2958.401
3154.419
3060.903
3092.196
3142.410
3103.718
3039.648

0.00219202
0.00219981
0.00165037
0.00179278
0.00217665
0.00291925
0.00199405
0.00275378
0.00298261
0.00258270
0.00232440

2926.760
3103.295
3000.730
2928.730
2999.008
3183.894
3074.556
3110.402
3178.652
3133.730
3063.976

TABLE 2.5
CALCULATION OF PLASTIC PROPERTIES FROM TENSORIAL NOMINAL SHEAR
STRAIN UNDER INDIVIDUAL SHEAR MODULUS OF EACH SPECIMEN
Conversion From Test Data (G= Individual Value) in Tensor form based on Mises Criterion

(All the stresses and strains converted are on the basis of nominal stress-strain test data)

P-1
P-2
P-4
P-5
P-7
R-P1
R-P2
R-P3
R-P4
R-P6
Avg.

Initial Yield Stress(psi)

Effective Stress(psi)

ABS PEEQ

7062.24
7219.35
7645.37
5813.09
7406.58
7544.23
7101.00
7497.69
7618.93
7645.09
7255.36

12,232.158
12,504.281
13,242.169
10,068.567
12,828.573
13,066.990
12,299.293
12,986.380
13,196.374
13,241.684
12,566.65

0.0785
0.0928
0.0470
0.0779
0.0770
0.1500
0.1039
0.0988
0.1300
0.1129
0.0969
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TABLE 2.6
CALCULATION OF PLASTIC PROPERTIES FROM TENSORIAL TRUE SHEAR STRAIN
UNDER INDIVIDUAL SHEAR MODULUS OF EACH SPECIMEN
Conversion From Test Data (G= Individual Value) in Tensor form based on Mises Criterion

(All the stresses and strains converted are on the basis of true stress-strain test data)

P-1
P-2
P-4
P-5
P-7
R-P1
R-P2
R-P3
R-P4
R-P6
Avg.

Initial Yield Stress(psi)

Effective Stress(psi)

ABS PEEQ

7,924.14
7,213.45
8,722.89
6,260.05
9,040.35
8,811.16
6,128.84
6,748.18
9,190.38
7,838.99
7,787.84

13,725.01
12,494.06
15,108.49
10,842.72
15,658.35
15,261.38
10,615.46
11,688.19
15,918.21
13,577.53
13,488.94

0.0605
0.0787
0.0347
0.0704
0.0521
0.1032
0.1061
0.0876
0.0859
0.0951
0.0775

By contrast, if the elastic and plastic properties are calculated from true stress and true
strain, the adhesive behaves like the linear Drucker-Prager hardening feature and the ultimate
load is coincident with the failure load (no necking).

Therefore, only the exponent

Drucker-Prager and the classical metal plasticity with certain hardening data can produce distinct
ultimate and failure load as test result curves. In ABAQUS, either of those sub-options can be
imported into the ‘Material Module’ to perform simulations. The results can be used to decide
which plasticity model is a superior approach.
2.6

Determination of Analysis Model in ABAQUS

Before performing the finite element analysis, the assessment and determination of
analysis models, supported by ABAQUS, should be made.

In this section, the plasticity models,

failure criteria, analytic models (ABAQUS/Standard or ABAQUS/Explicit models), and some
other features are discussed individually.
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2.6.1

Plasticity Model in ABAQUS

Like the general plastic theory, most of the plasticity models, supported by ABAQUS,
divide the mechanical strain rate into elastic part and plastic part. The plastic strain part follows
‘incremental’ theories in which each incremental plastic strain is obtained from associated small
load increment/step.
In BAQUS/CAE, it contains a variety of different models of inelastic behavior.
Comparing the characteristics between the aforementioned plasticity models, only the classical
metal plasticity and the Drucker-Prager plasticity models are appropriate for this study and the
comparisons between them are summarized as follows.
Characteristics of Classical metal plasticity:

•

It is available in both the ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit models.

•

It uses the von Mises (for isotropic yield) surfaces with associated plastic flow.

•

It is appropriate for either the perfect plasticity or isotropic hardening behavior.

•

It is good for applications such as crash analyses, metal forming, and general collapse.

•

It can be combined with the model of either the ‘progressive damage and failure’ or the
‘dynamic failure’ model (shear or tensile failure) in ABAQUS/Explicit (discussed in
section 2.6.3) to provide a simple dynamic failure criterion that allows the removal of
elements from the mesh.

Characteristics of Extended Drucker-Prager plasticity:

•

It can be employed to simulate materials which compressive yield strength is greater than
the tensile yield strength, such as composite and polymeric materials.

•

It is able to simulate material responses under basically static loading and allows
materials to harden and/or soften isotropically.
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•

It can only be used in conjunction with the models of progressive damage and failure in
ABAQUS/Explicit, but not with dynamic failure model such as dynamic shear failure
model, to specify different damage initiation criteria and damage evolution laws, which
allow for the progressive degradation of the material stiffness and the removal of
elements from the mesh.

•

It offers three different yield criteria (in the basis of the shape of the yield surface in the
meridional or p-q plane) in the ABAQUS/Standard models (Implicit/dynamic or
Standard/static) and can be classified into a linear form, a hyperbolic form, or a general
exponent form [44].
Another prerequisite is the use of Explicit/dynamic model in ABAQUS to perform the

dynamic failure analysis in order to obtain the ultimate load of specimens. Both the classical
metal plasticity and the linear Drucker-Prager plasticity can be implemented in ABAQUS
Explicit/dynamic while the Drucker-Prager hyperbolic and general exponent models can only be
used in Standard models.
2.6.2

Analytical Model in ABAQUS

Although both ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit are applicable for various
problems, it is important to select the appropriate analysis method based on the characteristics of
the problem of interest and the features of these two analysis methods.
The explicit dynamics procedure can efficiently solve a wide variety of nonlinear solid
and structural mechanics problems.

When non-linear dynamic response is being studied, the

direct integration of the system must be used. Explicit direction integration is provided in
ABAQUS/Explicit, while implicit direction integration is provided in ABAQUS/Standard. The
distinguishing characteristics of the explicit and implicit methods are (from ABAQUS manual):
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•

Explicit methods require an infinitesimal stable time increment (usually take 103 to 106
increments) merely based on the highest natural frequencies of the model regardless of
the type and duration of loading.

•

In implicit methods, there is no inherent limitation on the time increment size. Generally,
the increment size is subject to accuracy and convergence considerations.

Implicit

simulations typically take orders of magnitude in fewer increments than do explicit
simulations.

•

No global set of stiffness matrix needs to be inversed and solved and no iteration of force
equilibrium is required in explicit methods.

The cost per increment of an implicit

method is far greater than that of an explicit method.

•

The main advantage of the explicit analytical model is that the solutions can reach a
larger extension than that from standard/implicit method [45,46].

Especially for

toughened epoxy adhesive, prior to reaching its failure it can uphold large
extension/strain so that the explicit method is suitable.

•

To predict a material’s failure, the material properties need degrading to represent failure.
The degradation of material properties usually causes material stiffness close to zero and
leads to convergence difficulties in implicit analysis due to the inversion of the
aforementioned global matrices [49,50]. In contrast, the explicit analysis without the
inversion of the global matrices can avoid this problem.

2.6.3

Failure Mechanism

Failure indicates a stress or strain state that results in at least one failure criterion being
met or exceeded. The failure criterion could be a simple and non-interacting criterion or a more
complex and interacting criterion [50]. The failure analysis methodology normally consists of
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three steps: (1) evaluating the stress state from the non-linear analysis, (2) substituting these
stresses based on the material integration points of each element into a failure criterion selected
to obtain the element’s integrity, and (3) degrading the material stiffness in the failed elements to
represent failure [49]. Failure initiation defines when failure is first detected or initiated in a
pristine structure, which contains no initial damage (built in damage) and developed damage
(developed from an initially failed region) [50].

The failure mechanism discussed here is

limited to ‘which part or section of the structure’ is going to reach failure criterion first and the
failed part is expressed by a failure model (dynamic failure) supported by ABAQUS. The
further aspects such as initial and final crack length, crack growth path, growth/propagation rate,
and energy release rate, etc. are not interested in this study.
According to physical results, the failure mechanism/model in ASTM D5656 is confined
in the adhesive. The bonding interface failure (joint failure) is ignored, i.e., it is assumed the
adhesive and the adherend are bonded perfectly. It is also assumed that there is no initial
damage (imperfection), crack, void and peer between the adhesive and the adherend. Failure is
limited to the adhesive section/part (adhesive failure). This failure given in finite element
method (measured in PEEQ) is to simulate the real failure initiated by defects/flaws in real
specimen originated from manufacturing. The failure initiates in critical regions, where usually
the high stress or strain concentrations are localized, such as the bonded ends, edges, and
interfaces, etc. Those regions are expected to have high stress/strain gradients (high PEEQ
values) caused by geometric factors and material property mismatch (discontinuity with adjacent
materials). In fact, these regions do not experience load directly, i.e., they are traction-free
surfaces or regions. Based on the post-processing output contours from ABAQUS, the stress or
PEEQ distributions can be displayed and to depict the path/mechanism of failure. Therefore, it
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can be estimated whether the failure criterion or model applied is realistic. The failure of
certain elements occurs one and only one time throughout the analysis and these failed elements
are not able to carry/resist any load. Therefore, in ABAQUS, all stress components of these
failed elements are set to be zero (discussed in section 2.6.6) for the next analysis step.
However, the failure still progressively propagates to other adjacent elements until the
accumulated critical parameter exceeds the failure tolerance, which means the section/structure
fails.
Regarding failure models in ABAQUS, a simpler failure criterion can be defined as a
critical level of stress or strain, or a combination of these quantities, from which the crack
initiates. Via these critical values, ABAQUS/Explicit failure models offer several dynamic
failure options to simulate the structural failure and determine the strength of structures.
Progressive Damage and Failure:

ABAQUS/Explicit offers general capability for simulating the progressive damage and
failure in the von Mises and the Drucker-Prager plasticity models. The capability supports the
specification of one or more damage initiation criteria, including ductile and shear criteria. After
damage initiation, the material stiffness is degraded progressively, according to the specified
damage evolution response. The progressive damage models allow a smooth degradation of the
material stiffness, which makes these models suitable for both quasi-static and dynamic situations
over the dynamic failure analysis.
Dynamic Failure:

In ABAQUS/Explicit, it includes two types of dynamic failure models, provided for the
von Mises plasticity model. One is the shear failure model, which the failure criterion is
decided by the accumulated equivalent plastic strain. Another is the tensile failure model,
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which uses the hydrostatic pressure stress as a failure measure to model a dynamic spall or a
pressure cutoff.
Comparing these two options of dynamic failure mechanism, the former model (the
progressive damage and failure) requires more parameters than the latter.

The progressive

damage and failure divides the failure mechanism into initiation and evolution steps, which
requires PEEQ, shear stress ratio (stress triaxality), strain rate, a material parameter (Ks) in the
initiation step ,and equivalent plastic displacement or fracture energy per unit area (Gf) in the
evolution step, correspondingly. In stead, the dynamic failure model requires only PEEQ or
hydrostatic pressure stress. As a result, the dynamic failure model is selected due to the ease of
execution.
2.6.4

Shear Dynamic Failure in ABQUS/Explicit

Concerning these two dynamic failure (shear and tensile) models, both can be used along
with the von Mises plasticity model. Since the classical metal plasticity is based on the von
Mises yield surface, it can combine with these two explicit dynamic failure models. Although
the specimens are loaded in tension at the adherends of the ASTM D5656 models and of the
scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates, the adhesive (the critical and interested part) is
primarily under shear. The tension load is basically transferred in shear from one adherend to
another; therefore, the shear stress contributes to a large percentage of stress state. In addition,
the adhesive is more susceptible to the failure from tensile strain than from either pure shear or
compression. Some adhesives are nonlinear behavior dominant and their strain to failure can
exceed 100%. The failure model of ductile adhesives usually involves PEEQ (including tension,
compression and shear strains); therefore, the dynamic failure model–dynamic shear failure
model is preferred. The shear failure model is also mentioned in other researches [12,27],
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especially for the adhesive failure [12]. For most lap joints or scarf joints, the failure initiates
near the regions withstanding high peel stress. These regions have relatively high components
of hydrostatic stress and volumetric strains. However, the hydrostatic stresses are critical but
not sufficient enough to determine the failure.

Considering the hydrostatic stresses may

improve the accuracy of the solution but it cannot dominate the entire failure mechanism.
Furthermore, polymer adhesives, which act like ductile materials, usually fail after substantially
large plastic deformation and plastic flow have occurred. It is more appropriate to choose a
critical strain based failure criterion [47].
2.6.5 Shear Failure Criterion

Research [51] recommended that, for strength investigation of single lap joints, the
combination of the linear Drucker-Prager plasticity model along with the maximum shear strain
failure criteria is the best approach rather than along with the stress based failure criteria.
Therefore, the shear failure criterion is selected and applied to the strength analysis of ASTM
D5656 single lap joints and scarf joints within repaired laminate composites.
The shear failure model is based on the value of the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) at
element integration points (different from nodes) and the failure only occurs once the damage
parameter is equal to or exceeds 1. The damage parameter, ω, is defined as [44]

ε 0 + ∑ Δε
pl

ω=

pl

(2.38)

pl

εf

pl

where ε 0 is any initial value of the equivalent plastic strain, Δε

pl

is an increment of the

pl

equivalent plastic strain, and ε f is the equivalent plastic strain at failure, which is given by the
pl

test or iteration of finite element method [52]. The summation of Δε is performed over all
increments throughout the analysis. This method requires the use of isotropic materials (for
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elasticity part) and the von Mises plasticity model (for plasticity part) but not for non-isotropic
materials or other plasticity models.
2.6.6

Element Removal

Once any integration point (different from node) inside material elements reaches the
shear failure criterion, all stress components will be set to be zero automatically, which means
the material point fails. For any material integration point, it can fail only one time throughout
the analysis. By default, if all integration points at any section of an element fail, the element is
removed from the mesh (or the deviatoric stress components are equal to zero for the integration
points and remain zero for the rest of the computation in sequence). In fact, it is not necessary
waiting for all integration points within the material element to fail before the element is
removed.

For 2-D finite element models of the ASTM D5656 lap joints and the

scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates, the first-order reduced-integration solid elements are
used and the element will be removed once its (only one) integration point fails. From the
failure steps described earlier, the element removal can be regarded as a material degradation
model.

Generally, after the failure initiation has been detected, the elastic mechanical

properties of the material are degraded (reduced) by a ‘knockdown factor’ or a ‘material
degradation factor’ [50]. Based on experience, this factor could be given by certain value or
zero. Since the failed element has been removed or the deviatoric stress components of the
element are equal to zero in ABAQUS, it implies that the element cannot withstand stress any
more and its stiffness degrades into zero, i.e., the degradation factor is set to be zero.
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CHAPTER 3
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS ON ASTM D5656
Through the calculation in chapter 2, the admissible elastic and plastic properties of the
adhesive have been obtained. The purpose of the performance of finite element model to
inspect the ASTM D5656 test is to verify linear Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) of
the adhesive from preceding mathematic computations.

The confirmation of required

parameters for the failure criterion in ABAQUS will be carried out by combining ASTM D5656
test with finite element inspection. The conceptual flowchart of running finite element method
is sketched as Figure 3.1.

ASTM D5656
Test Raw Data

Elasticity and Plasticity
Calculations
Permissible
G, E, ν - elastic properties
PEEQ, σe -failure parameters
ABAQUS FE Simulation

Confirmation of
Material Properties and Failure Parameters

Figure 3.1. The purpose of finite element method for ASTM D5656 test.
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3.1

Pre-Processing of ASTM D5656

3.1.1

Physical Features and Properties of ASTM D5656
The geometry and dimensions of ASTM D5656 single-lap joint specimens modeled in

ABAQUS are specified in Figure 3.2.
8.00 in
0.375 in
3.815in

3.685 in

0.375 in

0.758 in

0.187 in

0.094 in

0.094 in

Adhesive 0.008 in

Figure 3.2. Geometry and dimensions of ASTM D5656 specimen.
Concerning the physical properties of ASTM D5656 specimen, the adherend is made of
aluminum (2024-T3) and the film adhesive consists of Metlbond FM 1515-3 epoxy polymer.
Owing to the consistent unit definition in ABAQUS (Table 3.1), the unit of physical properties
should be converted in advance. The density unit will influence the dynamic analysis and end
up with different parameter values in the failure criterion (PEEQ and stress limit). In addition,
dynamic response, stress and strain, and reaction forces are also involved.

The physical

property data for Metlbond FM 1515-3 are listed in Table 3.2.
TABLE 3.1
CONSISTENT UNIT DEFINITION IN ABAQUS
SI Unit
US Unit

Length

Force

Mass

Time

Stress

Energy

Density

m
in

N
lbf

kg
lbf s2/in

sec
sec

Pa
psi

J
in-lbf

kg/m3
lbf s2/in4

The area weight of the film adhesive here is 0.0302 lbf/ ft2, and the volume density can
be converted by area weight 0.0302 lbf/ ft2 to volume weight 0.0302 lbf/ ft3 for unit thickness.
The thickness of the film adhesive within ASTM D5656 specimens is 0.008 in. and for the same
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type of the adhesive within scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates is 0.005 in. The volume
density of aluminum is 2.5901×10-4 lbf s2/in4 (2,768 kg/m3) and its elastic properties are given
by E=10.0 Msi and ν = 0.33.

The physical properties of each component has been converted

and grouped in Table 3.3.
TABLE 3.2
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METLBOND FM1515-3
Metlbond FM 1515-3
Tg°F(°C)
Area density
Weight lbf /ft2 (g/m2)
Cure temp. range, °F(°C)
Service temp. range, °F(°C)
Color

338(170)
0.03~0.10 (146~486)
250~350 (121~177)
-65~320 (-54~160)
blue

(Data source from Cytec website)
TABLE 3.3
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES IN TERMS OF US UNITS FOR EACH COMPONENT

lbf s2/in4

ASTM D5656
Adhesive

Composite Scarf
Joint Adhesive

Aluminum

1.0890×10-4

1.7427×10-4

2.5901×10-4

3.1.2 Artificial Density and Damping Factor
The processing time required for Explicit/dynamic analysis is extremely longer than the
regular Standard/static when running large specimens.

For reasons of timesaving in processing,

the physical density of each material is multiplied by a factor (fρ) and the damping factor should
be taken care of as well.

Artificially increasing the physical density is similar to the function

‘Mass Scaling Factor’ embedded in ABAQUS. The multiplied density (artificial density) can
reduce the dilatational wave speed (Cd) which is defined in ABAQUS [44] by
Cd ≈

E

ρ
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(3.1)

where ρ is mass density of materials. It should be noticed that the above equation is simplified
and suitable for isotropic elastic materials only.
In addition, the increase of stability limit Δ tstable in finite element analysis can
significantly reduce computation time, especially for Explicit/dynamic model.

In ABABQUS,

based on the element-by-element estimate without damping, the stability limit can be simply
defined using the element characteristic length, Le, and the wave speed of materials, Cd:
Δt stable ≈

Le
Cd

(3.2)

Actually, the above equation is a simplified form for stability limit in the Explicit/
dynamic analysis.

The original stability limit in terms of the highest frequency (ωmax) in the

system with fraction of critical damping [44] is given by
Δt stable =

in which ξ

max

2

( 1 + ξ max − ξ max )
2

ω max

(3.3)

is the fraction of critical damping in the model with highest frequency.

The

fraction of critical damping is interpreted as

ξ=

α R β Rω
+
2ω
2

(3.4)

where ω denotes natural frequency and αR and βR mean the mass proportional damping factor
and the stiffness proportional damping factor, respectively.

The damping system can be

expressed by

[C ]damp = α R [M ] + β R [K ]

(3.5)

where the [C]damp is a damping matrix and [M] and [K] mean a mass matrix and a stiffness matrix,
correspondingly.

They are specified in ABAQUS as belonging to Rayleigh damping factors,

which can be used in steady-state dynamic analyses to get quantitatively accurate results.
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The

reason for introducing damping factors into the model is to limit numerical oscillations or to add
physical damping to the system.

Damping is a convenient manner of including the essential

absorption of energy without modeling the effects in detail.

The equations (3.3) and (3.4)

indicate a tendency for stiffness proportional damping to have a greater effect on the stable time
increment than mass proportional damping.

Generally, it is recommended [44] to use the mass

proportional damping (αR) rather than the stiffness proportional damping (βR).

Too large a

value of αR will cause significantly rigid body motion and the misuse of βR causes convergent
difficulties.
The critical damping defines the limit between oscillatory and non-oscillatory motion in
the context of free-damped vibration.

Contrary to engineering intuition, ABAQUS/Explicit

introduces a small amount of damping in the form of bulk viscosity to control high-frequency
oscillation. The actual high frequency in the system is based on a complex set of interacting
factors, and it is not computationally possible to obtain its exact value. It can be shown that the
highest element frequency determined on an element-by-element basis is always higher than the
highest frequency in the assembled finite element model [44]. The equation (3.1) is an efficient
and conservative form.
3.2

Finite Element Modeling of ASTM D5656
In ABAQUS/CAE, the finite element model of the entire ASTM D5656 specimen has

been constructed in 2-D space in order to reduce processing time and simplify the stress-strain
analyses. The state of stress-strain analysis for adhesives is under the plane strain model due to
the modeling facet in ABAQUS (Figure 3.3).
The modeling and mesh of ASTM D5656 2-D specimens and particularly the mesh of
analyzed portion within the adhesive layer are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
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Plane Stress Modeling Facet
Y

Z

X

Plane Strain Modeling Facet

Figure 3.3. Definition of plane stress and plane strain modeling in ABAQUS.
The overlap portion (gauged part) has been meshed tensely so as to produce more precise results
(mesh convergence or h convergence [53]).

The portions away from the overlap are relaxed in

mesh using ‘biased seed’ along the edges of parts.

Four-node quadrilateral bilinear elements

(CPE4R) are defined for the whole model.
Adhesive Tested Region

Figure 3.4. 2-D finite element mesh of entire ASTM D5656 specimen.

Dense Mesh Portion

Figure 3.5. Dense mesh in the adhesive region of ASTM D5656 2-D finite element model.
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After modeling, Table 3.4 lists the number of elements and the total nodes generated in the
adhesive and the adherends corresponding to different plasticity models.

For Drucker-Prager

plasticity, the analysis is much more difficult to converge, especially under the Standard/static
model.

The mesh of the overlap within the Drucker-Prager model has been refined rigorously.
TABLE 3.4

THE NUMBER OF ELEMENT IN ASTM D5656 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS MODELS
Classical Metal Plasticity Model
Adhesive
Adherend
Total element
Total node

Overlap
160
1,360

Drucker-Prager Plasticity Model

Non-overlap
800
7,242
9,562
9,885

Overlap
240
5,200

Non-overlap
12,650
22,740
33,740
34,291

Regarding each modeling steps in ABAQUS/CAE, they are summarized in brief below
(the definition and terminology are defined by ABAQUS exclusively):
Part Module: 2-Dimensional, Deformable, shell model.
Property Module:
1. Elasticity: isotropic for both adherend and adhesive sections.
2. Plasticity 1: the classical metal plasticity (given by tabular isotropic hardening data
without strain-rate-dependence) and the dynamic shear failure are given in the adhesive
part (only applied with classical metal plasticity model).
3. Plasticity 2: the Drucker-Prager plasticity, linear and general exponent models defined by
shear criterion (isotropic, tabular Drucker-Prager hardening data corresponding to true
stress-strain test data without strain-rate-dependence) are under Standard/static and
Explicit/dynamic (only for linear Drucker-Prager) analyses without the dynamic shear
failure.
4. The dynamic shear failure should be manually defined by code are under ‘Property
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Module’ right after the plastic property in the input file because ABAQUS/CAE does not
support it.
Interaction Module: Tie (constrains)
Step Module:
1. Explicit/dynamic and Standard/static analyses are applied alternatively.
2. ‘Nlgeom’ option is switched on to indicate that geometric non-linearity (due to large
displacement or strain >5%, and moderate rotation kinematics [49]) should be accounted
for during the analysis step.
Mesh Module:
1. Quadrilateral structural mesh, continuum/solid, 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral,
reduced integration, and hourglass control, explicit elements (CPE4R for whole model)
are applied under Explicit/dynamic analysis.
2. CPE4R elements are given in adherend sections and 4-node bilinear plane strain
quadrilateral, while incompatible elements (CPE4I) are defined in the adhesive section
under Standard/static analysis.
3. 2-D 4-node cohesive elements (COH2D4) are given in the adhesive section (used only
with ABAQUS 6.5).
Load Module: Displacement control is loaded in the loading direction (x-direction).
With respect to element type, in Standard/static of ABAQUS, there are many more
options than that in Explicit/dynamic.

In Standard/static, the element CPE4I is defined for the

adhesive due to the remarkable difference of stiffness from adherends (aluminum). The element
CPE4R is specified for adherends. While in Explicit/dynamic, both adherend and adhesive
sections are given CPE4R only due to the limitation of ABAQUS.
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As described in chapter 2, the purpose of using Explicit/dynamic model is to track the
reaction force and displacement at each infinitesimal time increment.

The dynamic analysis is

based on the premise of a quasi-static dynamic state, which assumes the system is under
rate-independent situations (regardless of strain-rate and loading speed).

The ASTM D5656

test was performed under a monotonic low speed rate of 0.05 in./min, which ensures the whole
system remaining statically in equilibrium for every loading step/increment.

When the shear

dynamic failure is activated under ABAQUS/Explicit, by default, the stress components of the
elements are set to zero once the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) reaches the specified failure
value at integration points of the elements.

Through this procedure, the load can be outputted

instantaneously at the exact instant of failure.
The reason for running Standard/static in parallel is to rapidly obtain and confirm the
linear elastic properties. Because the behavior of the materials is within the linear behavior
region, the relation of stress-strain is completely linear and the time increment of analysis can
increase with large span, in turn, reducing computation time.
there are no inertia matrix and acceleration terms.

Furthermore, in Standard/static,

Without inertial force, the consideration of

frequency and damping factors can be avoided, which makes the simulation easier to implement.
Concerning loading type, it is suggested taking the advantage of displacement control
instead of tension applied directly on the adherend, which make the analysis easier to converge.
Compared with force applied, the displacement control can provide a more precise response.

In

dynamic analysis model, the load/displacement must be given by magnitude along with the
‘Amplitude’. Usually by default, VALUE (magnitude) is set equal to RELATIVE (percentage
of given load/displacement) for each time increment.

All the finite element analyses were

performed on a high performance computer system, a SGI Altix 3700 with 32 1.3GHz Intel
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Itanium2 (64 bit) processors with 32 GB RAM and 36GB scratch disk and a pair of clusters
from Atipa Technologies. Each Atipa cluster has 17 dual 2.666 MHz Xeon (32 bit) processor
nodes (2 GB RAM with 77GB scratch disk each) along with 1TB of file storage accessible to all
nodes via NFS.
3.3

All nodes are running Red Hat Linux.

Finite Element Analysis within the Linear Elastic Region

3.3.1 Confirmation of Adhesive Young’s Modulus
From Metlbond FM 1515-3 database on the Cytec website, there is no property data
exactly obtained from similar standard as ASTM D5656 to be compared.

Different standards

sometimes carry out dissimilar results especially for shear tests. As a result, the Standard/static
analysis within the linear behavior region, before yielding, is used to determine Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio of the adhesive.
First, ABAQUS records the historical changes of the coordinates of the four nodes
specified in Figure 3.6(a), in which the KGR-1 device (4-pinned method [52]) is attached to the
specimen during the test.

The Figure 3.6(b) shows the deformed ASTM D5656 2-D model and

the relative positions of these 4-pinned holes (expressed by node number).

Node
4462

Node
3482

Node
4462

Node
3482

Node
2559

Node
2879

Node
2559

Node
2879

a.

b.

Figure 3.6. (a) Locations (node numbers) of the ASTM D5656 2-D FE model where the
KGR-1 device is mounted and (b) after it is deformed (deformation scale factor 30).
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Second, based on the recorded historical coordinate data, they can be converted into
historical displacement/extension data using the 4-pinned method (Appendix). These converted
displacements represent the relative displacement of two adherends along the KGR-1 direction
(not along the global x-direction). In addition, the converted load-relative displacement data
from finite element analysis will be compared with the raw data from the physical tests. In
ABAQUS, the reaction force versus relative displacement data (converted by 4-pinned method)
are recorded up to the reaction forces reaching approximately 2,400 lbf and are compared with
the test data using various combinations of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The reaction
force limit 2,400 lbf given here is was determined from test data to ensure the material under
linear elastic behavior region. The ABAQUS results are obtained corresponding to several
permutation and combination sets of E and ν.

The ABAQUS data curves are compared with the

star and port side test data, respectively, to seek the data curve with the best fit (Tables 3.5 to 3.8
and Figures 3.7 to 3.10).

TABLE 3.5
ABAQUS RESULTS FOR E = 175,630 psi AND E = 168,167 psi WITH ν = 0.3 FROM
STANDARD/STATIC ANALYSIS
ABAQUS Data E=175,630 psi v=0.3
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4R
Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
45.11
90.23
157.90
259.41
411.67
640.06
982.65
1496.53
2267.35

ABAQUS Data E=168,176 psi v=0.3
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4R

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
0.00002180
0.00003411
0.00006181
0.00009388
0.00015173
0.00022575
0.00035432
0.00054324
0.00081574

Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
44.71
89.42
156.49
257.09
407.99
634.34
973.87
1483.16
2247.10

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
0.00002180
0.00003411
0.00006181
0.00009388
0.00015672
0.00024575
0.00036533
0.00055927
0.00084225

3000

Applied Load (lb)

Applied Load (lbf)

3000

2000

P-1 Star ext.
P-4 Star ext.
P-7 Star ext.
R-P2 Star ext.
R-P4 Star ext.
ABAUQS E=175,630 V=0.3

1000

0
0.000

0.001

P-2 Star ext.
P-5 Star ext.
R-P1 Star ext.
R-P3 Star ext.
R-P6 Star ext.

0.002

0.003

2000

P-1 Port ext.
P-4 Port ext.
P-7 Port ext.
R-P2 Port ext.
R-P4 Port ext.
ABAQUS E=175,630 V=0.3

1000

0
0.000

0.004

0.001

0.002

Relative Displacement (in)

0.003

0.004

Relative Displacement (in)

3000

3000

Applied Load (lb)

Applied Load (lbf)

P-2 Port ext.
P-5 Port ext.
R-P1 Port ext.
R-P3 Port ext.
R-P6 Port ext.

2000

P-1 Star ext.
P-4 Star ext.
P-7 Star ext.
R-P2 Star ext.
R-P4 Star ext.
ABAUQS E=168,176 V=0.3

1000

0
0.000

0.001

P-2 Star ext.
P-5 Star ext.
R-P1 Star ext.
R-P3 Star ext.
R-P6 Star ext.

0.002

0.003

2000

P-1 Port ext.
P-4 Port ext.
P-7 Port ext.
R-P2 Port ext.
R-P4 Port ext.
ABAQUS E=168,176 V=0.3

1000

0
0.000

0.004

0.001

Relative Displacement (in)

P-2 Port ext.
P-5 Port ext.
R-P1 Port ext.
R-P3 Port ext.
R-P6 Port ext.

0.002

0.003

0.004

Relative Displacement (in)

Figure 3.7. Reaction force versus relative displacement of E = 175,630 psi
and E = 168,167 psi with ν = 0.3 compared to star and port sides, respectively.
TABLE 3.6
ABAQUS RESULTS FOR E = 193,023 psi AND E = 198,796 psi WITH ν = 0.35 FROM
STANDARD/STATIC ANALYSIS
ABAQUS Data
E=19,3023 psi v=0.35
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4R
Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
45.11
90.23
157.90
259.41
411.67
640.06
982.65
1496.53
2267.35

ABAQUS Data
E=198,796 psi v=0.35
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4R

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
0.00002180
0.00003411
0.00006181
0.00009388
0.00015173
0.00022575
0.00035432
0.00054324
0.00081574

Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
46.03
92.05
161.09
264.65
419.99
653.00
1002.51
1526.77
2313.17

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
-0.40498154
-0.00003089
0.00005181
0.00008888
0.00014121
0.00022024
0.00033381
0.00051223
0.00077473

3000

Applied Load (lb)

Applied Load (lbf)

3000

2000

1000

0
0.000

P-1 Star ext.
P-4 Star ext.
P-7 Star ext.
R-P2 Star ext.
R-P4 Star ext.
ABAUQS E=193,023 V=0.35

0.001

P-2 Star ext.
P-5 Star ext.
R-P1 Star ext.
R-P3 Star ext.
R-P6 Star ext.

0.002

0.003

2000

1000

0
0.000

0.004

P-1 Port ext.
P-4 Port ext.

P-2 Port ext.
P-5 Port ext.

P-7 Port ext.
R-P2 Port ext.
R-P4 Port ext.
ABAQUS E=193,023 V=0.35
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Figure 3.8. Reaction force versus relative displacement of E = 193,023 psi and E = 198,796 psi
with ν = 0.35 compared to star and port sides, respectively.
TABLE 3.7
ABAQUS RESULTS FOR E = 213,484 psi AND E = 200,172 psi WITH ν = 0.35 FROM
STANDARD/STATIC ANALYSIS
ABAQUS Data
E=213,484 psi v=0.35
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4R
Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
46.65
93.30
163.27
268.23
425.66
661.82
1016.05
1547.41
2344.43

ABAQUS Data
E=200,172 psi v=0.35
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4R

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
0.00001180
0.00002360
0.00005167
0.00008336
0.00013570
0.00020473
0.00031278
0.00048571
0.00073719

Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
45.94
91.88
160.79
264.15
419.19
651.76
1000.61
1523.89
2308.80

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
0.00001680
0.00003411
0.00006181
0.00009388
0.00014172
0.00022626
0.00034085
0.00052427
0.00078780
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Figure 3.9. Reaction force versus relative displacement of E = 213,484 psi
and E = 200,172 psi with ν = 0.4 compared to star and port sides, respectively.
TABLE 3.8
ABAQUS RESULTS FOR E = 190,400 psi AND ν=0.4
FROM STANDARD/STATIC ANALYSIS
ABAQUS Data
E=190,400 psi
Adhesive element-CPE4I
Adherend element-CPE4I
Time
Increment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reaction
Force (lbf)
0.00
45.55
91.11
159.44
261.93
415.68
646.29
992.22
1511.10
2289.43
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v=0.4

Relative
Displacement (in)
0.00000000
-0.00000820
0.00003411
0.00006181
0.00009439
0.00015275
0.00022729
0.00035688
0.00054132
0.00082087
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Figure 3.10. Reaction force versus relative displacement of E = 190,400 psi
and ν =0.4 compared to star and port sides, respectively.
3.3.2

Results and Observation of the Linear Region Finite Element Analysis
According to finite element results within the linear behavior section, the following

observations can be made.
1. From Figures 3.7 to 3.10 and Tables 3.5 to 3.8, the test data from either the star side or
the port side cover a wide range so that various combinations of Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio all fall within the ballpark (E from 175,630 to 213,484 psi).

The finite

element results approach the test data from the star side much more than do those from
the port side.

In particular, the R-P1 and R-P3 two curves almost bond all data curves

from finite element results (Figure 3.11).
2. After yielding, both the port and star side test data curves still scatter widely and diverge
with different exponential orders.

It is difficult and not efficient to compare those

(neither the port nor the star side) test data with finite element results.

Furthermore, it is

inappropriate merely to choose the linear region of curves to compare the test data with
the finite element results.

The plastic region curve should be considered as well in finite

element analysis to make curve-fit more persuasive and easier to back-check the linear
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.
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Figure 3.11.

Comparison of ASTM D5656 results from ABAQUS and
R-P1 and R-P3 star side test data.

3. With similar Young’s moduli, the results of Standard/static finite element analysis
obtained from several combinations of element type (CPE4R or CPE4I) do not display a
significant difference.

Either using load control or displacement control under the linear

region gives analogous results. The relative displacements calculated using 4-pinned
method produce a much more desirable curve closer to the test data, as expected.
4. Average Data: To generate a meaningful and normalized test data curve, the
total-specimen averaged data must be introduced to represent ASTM D5656 test results to
perform curve-fit.

The port and star side test data of each specimen are averaged first.

Then all specimen’s average data are taken on average again, which results in only one
total-average curve.

Excluding unreasonable test data, only 10 sets were selected to be

normalized and will be referred to as the 10-average (10-Avg) in this study (Figure 3.12).
5. Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio of Adhesive: Once the 10-average data curve
has been obtained, the linear region curve-fit can be more easily achieved.
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Through

linear Standard/static analysis with load-displacement curve-fit (Figure 3.13) without
plastic and failure consideration, the elastic properties, E = 174,645 psi and ν =0.35, of
the epoxy adhesive, Metlbond FM 1515-3 under ASTM D5656 test, are determined.
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Figure 3.12. ASTM D5656 10-average curve versus individual averaged data curve.
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of ASTM D5656 ABAQUS results for different combinations of E
and ν with average test data within the linear region.
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3.4

Finite Element Analysis within the Non-Linear Plastic Region
In non-linear analysis, the Explicit/dynamic analytic model is employed to obtain the

ultimate strength and failure load, and to determine the plastic properties of the adhesive at the
same time.

As described in section 2.6.4 and 2.6.5, the dynamic failure criterion—shear failure

is applied only to the adhesive. Once the adhesive within the overlap part fails, the two
adherends are torn apart.

The nodal reaction force of the left-hand-side adherend (constrained)

along the loading direction reduces to zero. In turn, the ultimate and failure load are generated
in historical output files.

The recorded position coordinate data are output and converted to

relative displacements of the four nodes specified which represent 4-pinned holes. The entire
elasto-plastic curve can be constructed by plotting the historical reaction force versus the relative
displacement curve.

Comparing the finite element result curve with the test data curve, the

plastic properties are modified until curve-fit accomplished satisfactorily.

The degree of

curve-fit in the non-linear analysis of the adhesive bonded in ASTM D5656 models will vitally
influence the simulation of scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates.

Following the procedure

in the ASTM D5656 Standard/static model, Young’s modulus 17,4645 psi and Poisson’s ratio
0.35 are imported to the Explicit/dynamic input file.

Only under the ‘Property Module’, the

material property of the adhesive is added by classical metal plasticity model expressed in terms
of ‘Tabular Data’ (defining yield stress/effective plastic stress, σe and equivalent plastic strain,
PEEQ for each load increment after material’s initial yielding).

The PEEQ is expressed by

tensor form, and the difference between the PEEQ computed from engineering shear strain is
shown in Figure 3.14. The absolute PPEQ is defined as the PPEQ after the initial yielding,
which increases from zero until the value at material failure. In the ‘Step Module’, the ‘General
Static’ model is switched to ‘Explicit Dynamic’ and ‘Nlgeom’ is automatically activated.
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14700

13900

13100
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Figure 3.14.

Comparison of PEEQ converted from engineering shear strain
and tensorial shear strain.

The hardening ‘Tabular Data’ given in ABAQUS are defined as isotropic hardening
(obtained from nominal stress-strain curve) without strain rate-dependence.

If the nominal

stress-strain relation is converted to true stress-strain, the adhesive’s behavior, after yielding,
changes to exponent form (Figure 3.15).
over-simplified as perfectly plasticity.

The significant strain hardening cannot be

The adhesive’s hardening data should approximate the

calculated data in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, and should be modified by the curve fit of the result curves
from finite element simulations (load-displacement data converted from the 4-pinned method) to
the average load-displacement test data curve.
The shear failure value (denoted by ‘Sf’ in this study) is determined by the comparison of
ultimate load, failure load, and the relative displacement at failure between the 10-average test
data and finite element results. From Table 2.4, the percentage of the difference between
ultimate and failure loads is merely 0.8 %. The classical metal plasticity with strain hardening
data is chosen for the plasticity model and the values of ultimate and failure load may be very
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close in the results from dynamic simulations. In addition, the exponent Drucker-Prager model
also produces ultimate and failure loads distinctly, whilst the linear Drucker-Prager model cannot
discretely simulate ultimate and failure loads.
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10-Avg True Stress-Strain Test Data
G=75,000 psi

3000

10-Avg Nominal Stress-Strain Test Data
G=64,683 psi
0
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

Tensorial Shear Strain (in/in)

Figure 3.15.

Comparison of 10-average test data converted from nominal and true
stress-strain.

Through iteration and curve-fit procedures with entire 10-average test data curve under
the classical metal plasticity model, it has been found that the absolute PEEQ trial data
associated with nominal stress-strain relation lead to acceptable numerical results in ABAQUS
when the effective plastic stress rises from 9,700 psi.

The classical metal plasticity model

following the von Mises yield surface also produces analogous exponent or hyperbolic result
curves.

Based on the results from ABAQUS and theories discussed in section 2.4, the von

Mises yield surface could be regarded as a special case simplified from Drucker-Prager model
when the sensitivity to the hydrostatic component stress is not as dominant as the shear
component.

In each case, the optimum property data sets under the classical metal plasticity
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model are tabulated in Table 3.9 and plotted in Figure 3.16.

In both nominal and true

stress-strain cases, the trial data curve 4 is the optimum, marked as Tn-4 (nominal stress-strain
case) and Tt-4 (true stress-strain case), respectively.
TABLE 3.9
NON-LINEAR PROPERTIES OF THE ADHESIVE WITH DIFFERENT
STRESS-STRAIN DEFINITIONS UNDER CLASSICAL METAL PLASTICITY DYNAMIC
MODEL
Trail Data 4 (Tn-4)
(Nominal stress-strain case)
Explicit/Dynamic Model
Eff. Stress (psi)
9,700.0
10,400.0
11,300.0
12,100.0
13,000.0
13,700.0
14,070.0
14,310.0
14,340.0
14,310.0
14,050.0

Trail Data 4 (Tt-4)
(True stress-strain case)
Explicit/Dynamic Model

Abs PEEQ
0.00000
0.00220
0.00630
0.01180
0.02100
0.03500
0.05500
0.08400
0.11000
0.14000
0.17000

Eff. Stress (psi)
9,700.0
10,400.0
11,300.0
12,300.0
13,050.0
13,535.0
13,850.0
14,050.0
14,200.0
14,270.0
-

Abs PEEQ
0.00000
0.00160
0.00500
0.01150
0.02150
0.03500
0.05500
0.08000
0.11000
0.13000
-

Effective Stress (psi)

15000

13167

11333

Trial Data Tn-4 (Nominal case))
Trial Data Tt-4 (True case)
9500
0.00

0.06

0.11

0.17

Absolute PEEQ - Tensorial Form

Figure 3.16. Finite element analysis trial data curves of the adhesive based on different
stress-strain definitions under classical metal plasticity dynamic Model.
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With the Drucker-Prager linear model, owing to the insufficiency of information about
the yield stress in tension and in compression, some parameters (β, ψ, a, and b) cannot be
predicted. The iteration is again applied to obtain the optimal approximation based on curve-fit.
Both the Standard/static (Linear DP-STC) and Explicit/dynamic (Linear DP-DYN) models use
displacement control for analysis. The results from the static analytical model are slightly
different from the dynamic analytical model because the rate-dependent hardening is simplified
as non-rate-dependent.

The rate-dependence, including loading speed and strain rate, has

significant influence on the final force/extension results [45,46].

The isotropic hardening data

are based on the true stress-strain converted data (Tt-4 in Table 3.9) and the most desirable set is
given in Table 3.10 and plotted in Figure 3.17.

TABLE 3.10
NON-LINEAR PLASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ADHESIVE UNDER DRUCKER-PRAGER
LINEAR MODEL
Standard/Static Model
(True stress-strain case)
Eff. Stress (psi)
Abs PEEQ
97,00.0
10,400.0
11,300.0
12,300.0
13,400.0
14,200.0
14,600.0
14,950.0
15,170.0
15,250.0
15,310.0

Friction Angle (β)
Dilation Angle (ψ)
К

Explicit/Dynamic Model
(True stress-strain case)
Eff. Stress (psi)
Abs PEEQ

0.00000
0.00194
0.00440
0.00780
0.01370
0.02300
0.03650
0.05700
0.08000
0.11000
0.13000
2
1
0.875

9,700.0
10,400.0
11,300.0
12,300.0
13,400.0
14,200.0
14,680.0
14,980.0
15,170.0
15,250.0
15,310.0

Friction Angle (β)
Dilation Angle (ψ)
К
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Figure 3.17.

Finite element analysis trial data curve of the adhesive based on true stress-strain
hardening under Drucker-Prager linear model.

If the linear Drucker-Prager model is extend to the general exponent Drucker-Prager
model for comparison, the properties from the linear Drucker-Prager model (as discussed in
section 2.4) are implemented to predict a parameter ‘a’.

The results of using the tabular data in

Table 3.10 overestimate the load-displacement significantly, no matter how much the parameter
‘a’ varies.

Therefore, the optimum isotropic hardening tabular data based on Table 3.9,

modified by the parameters defined in the general exponent model, are grouped in Table 3.11 and
Figure 3.18 which shows the difference between linear and exponent tabular data. The iteration
data (Figure 3.18) are obtained by using the Standard/static model because the general exponent
Drucker-Prager plasticity model cannot be performed in the Explicit/dynamic but only in the
Implicit/dynamic.
By observing Figures 3.16 to 3.18, the hardening data arise from the effective stress
9,700 psi which is less than any pre-calculated value in Tables 2.4 to 2.6.
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The values in Tables

2.4 to 2.6 obtained from either the 0.2% offset method (explained by Figure 2.4) or the
2-tangent-line method (Figure 2.5), mentioned in section 2.3, are not precise.

These methods

use a straight line extrapolation from the very initial portion of the test data curve, and the slope
of this straight line represents the initial linear elastic shear modulus but cannot count for the
whole elastic portion. Using these methods to predict the yield stress (strength) is somewhat
over the real value, especially using the 2-tangent-line method and the method descried in ASTM
D5656 Standard.

These similar methods are used to locate the ‘knee’ point, to be the initial

yield stress value, which is far away from the value evaluated from the 0.2% offset method
(compared Figures 2.4 and 2.5).

In fact, based on the degree of similarity of curve-fit, the

acceptable value of the initial yield stress/strength falls in the range 9,000~10,000 psi, which is
close to the result (Sxy=5,988.78 psi equal to σe =10,372.87 psi) predicted by the 0.2% offset
method (Table 2.2).

TABLE 3.11
NON-LINEAR PLASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ADHESIVE UNDER GENERAL
EXPONENT DRUCKER-PRAGER STATIC MODEL
Standard/Static Model
(True stress-strain case)
Eff. Stress (psi)
Abs PEEQ
9,700.0
10,400.0
11,300.0
12,300.0
13,400.0
14,200.0
14,680.0
14,980.0
15,170.0
15,250.0
15,310.0

0.00000
0.00150
0.00390
0.00740
0.01360
0.02300
0.03650
0.05700
0.08000
0.11000
0.13000
0.0025
2
1

a
b
Dilation Angle (ψ)
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Figure 3.18. Isotropic hardening curves of the adhesive under
different Drucker-Prager static model in ABAQUS.
In addition, although the stress-strain hardening data should be defined in true
stress-strain form in ABAQUS, the iteration results dictate that the most satisfactory hardening
curve is analogous to nominal stress-strain (apparent stress-strain in ASTM D5656 case) rather
than in true stress-strain form (Figure 3.15).

The linear elastic shear module obtained from true

stress-strain data curves will overestimate the test value (64,683.3 psi) significantly and,
accordingly, Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus are difficult to confirm.

Table 3.12 shows

Young’s modulus yielded from different Poisson’s ratios assumed under the same finite element
model but using different stress-strain hardening curves.

When using true strain hardening with

Poisson’s ratio from 0.13 to 0.35, the results in terms of reaction force-relative displacement
curve cannot fit the 10-Avg curve as well as when using the nominal strain hardening data.
Therefore, in this study, Young’s modulus 174,645 psi and Poisson’s ratio 0.35 from the nominal
stress-strain data will be implemented in the following finite element simulations.
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TABLE 3.12
YOUNG’S MODULUS OBTAINED FROM VARIOUS POISSON’S RATIOS BASED ON
NOMINAL STRESS-STRAIN AND TRUE STRESS-STRAIN
Poisson’s ratio (ν)
Nominal
Case
True
Case

G
64,683.3
G
75,000.0

0.13

0.17

0.20

0.25

0.3

0.33

0.35

146,184.2

151,358.9

155,239.9

161,708.2

168,176.5

172,057.5

174,644.9

169,500.0

175,500.0

180,000.0

187,500.0

195,000.0

199,500.0

202,500.0

(Unit for modulus is psi)
3.5

Comparison and Discussion of Finite Element Analysis Results

3.5.1

Dynamic Analysis
As discussed in chapter 2, while using dynamic failure-shear failure, the elements fail

once the accumulated PEEQ reaches the given limit at the integration points within elements.
The failed element can no longer carry any load and the other un-failed elements must share the
load which the failed element previously withstood.

This process is repeated until the whole

structure/section fails completely. The disturbance in the dynamic responses can be recorded
simultaneously during element’s failure one by one throughout the analysis step. Using the
example of ASTM D5656, when the adhesive fails (time increment 0.635), the reaction force
drops significantly and starts to oscillate drastically (Figure 3.19). Due to the inertial force
(mass times acceleration) of the material and given material damping (Rayleigh damping factors
discussed in section 3.1.2), the additional energy created by external loading will be damped out
or dissipated (Figure 3.19) by the structure’s motion.

The failed specimen acts like a

mass-spring free damped vibratory/oscillation system released from a given initial spring
elongation.

Due to damping factors, the failed structure keeps oscillating at its natural

frequency until the magnitude of the oscillation decreases to zero.

The entire system energy

goes to zero or remains constant (actually some models cannot reach exactly zero system energy
but will satisfy the tolerance or default value embedded in software), as exhibited in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.19. Response trends from ASTM D5656 FE Explicit/dynamic models
(artificial density [fρ=103,αR =10] with nominal stress-strain case).
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Figure 3.20.

System energy balance trend of ASTM D5656 FE Explicit/dynamic models
(artificial density [fρ=103,αR =10] with nominal stress-strain case).
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Results of Dynamic Analysis
The finite element results are graphically compared with the 10-average test data based
on the reaction force and relative displacement relations.

The results from the nominal and true

strain hardening sources under Explicit/dynamic analysis associated with the classical metal
plasticity model are plotted as Figure 3.21.

The results from the linear Drucker-Prager model

corresponding to Explicit/dynamic analysis are plotted and compared with the classical metal
plasticity model in Figure 3.22.

Evidently, the dynamic classical metal plasticity model with

nominal strain hardening data works better than that with the true strain hardening data based on
the reaction force and relative displacement curve.

Within the hardening portion, the dynamic

linear Drucker-Prager model fits the 10-average test data better than the classical metal plasticity
model.
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Figure 3.21. Reaction force-relative displacement trends from
classical metal plasticity analysis and 10-average test data.
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Figure 3.22. Reaction force-relative displacement trends from
different plasticity dynamic analyses and 10-average test data.
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Figure 3.23. Linear elastic regions of reaction force-relative displacement curves from
different plasticity dynamic models in ABAQUS (E=174,645 psi and ν = 0.35).
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The finite element analysis also declares that the entire curve matches the 10-average test
data, not only in the post yielding region, but also in the linear region. It is easy to verify which
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio set can overlap the 10-Average test data satisfactory under
the linear region.

According to the cut-in of all curves within the linear region (shown as

Figure 3.23), it is confirmed that the E=174,645 psi and ν =0.35 still remains the best
curve-fitting set.

Compared with previous linear region simulation, the current model, in

conjunction with the plastic part, interprets more clear and convincing results.
3.5.2

Classical Metal Plasticity Model
For numerical results under the classical metal plasticity model, the ultimate and failure

loads obtained from ABAQUS dynamic simulations are compared with test data and listed in
Table 3.13. As shown, the classical metal plasticity model is also able to produce the ultimate
and failure loads respectively, since the ‘necking’ is given within the hardening data.

In

contrast, based on the true stress-strain hardening curve (Figure 3.15), there is no existence of
‘necking’. As a result, the reaction force-relative displacement curve contains neither distinct
ultimate and failure loads nor different displacements between at ultimate and at failure.

The

numerical results (Table 3.13) show that these two data sets yield very similar ultimate loads and
relative displacements.

In Table 3.10, the rotated angle (φ) at failure depicts that, due to shear,

the cross-section of the overlap rotates at a small angle (small bending) about the z-axis (3-axis
in ABAQUS) right at the adhesive’s failure when the 2-D plate theory—Hencky-Mindlin
assumptions (first-order shear deformation theory) are applied.

The appendix shows this

rotated angle (φ) is derived from the relative displacement of adherends.

The deformed

contours of the adhesive and the adherends are demonstrated by Figure 3.6b. Compared with
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research [52], its rotated angle, obtained from ASTM D5656 model, is smaller due to the weaker
properties of the adhesive (Metlbond 408).
TABLE 3.13
ASTM D5656 2-D FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS VERSUS
10-AVERAGE TEST DATA
Shear Failure Value =0.25 (Nominal Stress-Strain Case) Element-CPE4R
ρ= real density, αR=10
Ultimate load (lbf)
Failure load (lbf)
Relative displacement at Ultimate, in
Relative displacement at Failure, in
Rotated angle (φ) at Failure, degree

Shear Failure Value =0.249
ρ= real density, αR=10
Ultimate/Failure load, lb
Relative displacement at
Ultimate /Failure, in
Rotated angle (φ) at Failure, degree

Shear Failure Value =0.25

FEM Data
3,056.92
3,031.06
0.002341
0.002637
-1.580

Test Data
3,063.976
3,039.647
0.0023244
0.0027396
-

(True Stress-Strain Case)

Error %
-0.23
-0.28
0.71
-3.74
-

Element-CPE4R

FEM Data
3,052.43

Test Data
3,063.976

Error %
-0.37

0.002956

0.0027396

7.93

-1.760

-

-

(Nominal Stress-Strain Case) Element-COH2D4

ρ= real density, αR=10
Ultimate load, lb
Failure load, lb
Relative displacement at Ultimate, in
Relative displacement at Failure, in
Rotated angle (φ) at Failure, degree

FEM Data
3,115.15
3,046.05
0.002664
0.004356
-2.600

Test Data
3,063.976
3,039.647
0.0023244
0.0027396
-

Error %
1.67
0.21
14.6
59.0
-

Note that the thickness of the adhesive bonded in ASTM D5656 models (0.008 in.) is
different from that in composite scarf joint models (0.005 in.) and, in turn, the volume density is
different.

However, for expedience, the density value of the adhesive within composite scarf

joints is substituted for the adhesive within ASTM D5656 finite element models.

Regarding the

adhesive within composite scarf joints (0.005 in. thick), the dimension of original ASTM D5656
finite element model has been retained (0.008 in. thick).

The test data from the adhesive (0.008

in. thick) are still being used for comparison due to the lack of test data using a 0.005 in. thick
model.

Moreover, results due to the different dimensions are negligible.

Within ASTM

D5656 specimens, the adhesive of 0.008 in. thickness occupies 1.021 % while the adhesive of
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0.005 in. thickness takes 0.641 % out of the whole specimen.

As composite scarf joint models,

the adhesive contributes 0.274~0.448 % to the entire specimen and 0.95~1.514 % to the trimmed
scarf joint specimen (discussed in chapter 5).

From the analysis of ASTM D5656 models using

the adhesive density of composite scarf joints, the ABAQUS results show the shear failure value,
Sf , still remains around 0.25 (Table 3.14). Therefore, the shear failure value 0.25 is reliable
TABLE 3.14
ASTM D5656 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS FROM ADHESIVE DENSITY OF
COMPOSITE SCARF JOINT MODELS
Shear Failure Value =0.249 (Nominal Stress-Strain Case) Element-CPE4R
ρ= real density, αR=10
FEM Data
Test Data
Error %
3,055.42
3,063.976
-0.292
Ultimate load (lbf)
3,041.99
3,039.647
0.077
Failure load (lbf)
0.002399
0.0023244
3.209
Relative displacement at Ultimate, in
0.002641
0.0027396
-3.599
Relative displacement at Failure, in
-1.572
Rotated angle (φ) at Failure, degree

3.5.3

Stability and Accuracy

Artificial Density
Concerning the artificial density factor (fρ) discussed in section 3.1.2, the magnitude of
density interferes with the dynamic analysis results crucially, especially the shear failure (Sf) in
ASTM D5656 and affects the failure stress limit in composite scarf joint models.

The Data of

Table 3.13 and 3.14 are collected from the ABAQUS results using the real density.

On the

other hand, the numerical results from ABAQUS simulations for different artificial densities (the
same individual αR of adhesive and adherend) are grouped in Table 3.15.
Evidently, the ASTM D5656 finite element results are quite comparable for each case,
even though the artificial density combinations are different.

Therefore, for nominal

stress-strain with the CPE4R element case, the value Sf =0.25 is still plausible.
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TABLE 3.15
ASTM D5656 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS FROM
ARTIFICIAL DENSITY MODELS
ASTM D5656 Adhesive’s Density (Nominal Stress-Strain Case) Element-CPE4R
ρadhesive
Density

0.10890
0.01089
0.001089

ρadherend

(Ultimate/Failure)
load (lbf)

Relative displacement
Ultimate/Failure (in)

0.25910
0.025910
0.0025910

3,052.47 / 3,029.56
3,056.84 / 3,029.43
3,057.07 / 3,030.27

0.002359 / 0.002618
0.002348 / 0.002638
0.002325 / 0.002624

Sf
0.25
0.25
0.25

ASTM D5656 Adhesive’s Density (True Stress-Strain Case) Element-CPE4R
ρadhesive
Density

0.10890
0.01089
0.001089

ρadherend
0.25910
0.025910
0.0025910

(Failure) load (lbf)

Relative displacement
at Failure (in)

3,048.80
3,051.88
3,051.77

0.002860
0.002879
0.002858

Sf
0.249
0.249
0.249

ASTM D5656- Adhesive’s Density of Composite Scarf Joint (Nominal Stress-Strain Case)

Density

ρadhesive

ρadherend

0.17427
0.017427
0.0017427

0.25910
0.025910
0.0025910

Element-CPE4R
(Ultimate/Failure)
load (lbf)

Relative displacement
Ultimate/Failure (in)

3,054.97 / 3,041.42
3,056.98 / 3,030.41
3,057.05 / 3,030.25

0.002368 / 0.002655
0.002327 / 0.002632
0.002325 / 0.002629

Sf
0.25
0.25
0.249

With careful control, the only effects of increasing the artificial density with the same damping
factor in ASTM D5656 model are processing time and system energy-dissipating trend. The Sf
value will reduce when the artificial density (>4.0) is too large, which is not recommended.
Figure 3.24 exhibits the real density of both adhesive and adherend and Figure 3.19 illustrates the
artificial density (fρ=103) for both adhesive and adherend.
under-damped and the damping factor should be modified.

Figure 3.19 implies slightly

The increase of ratio of the adhesive

density (artificial density) to the density of the adherend (under the same individual damping factor)
will yield a smooth oscillating trend.
From researches [45-47], the density of critical elements is artificially multiplied by a factor
of 102~103; however, the resulting data are still admissible.

While the fρ is larger than 104, the

responses of result oscillate drastically and it is difficult to estimate curve-fit from stress-strain
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However, the artificial density (fρ= 104) is still being used throughout the finite

result curves [46].
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element analyses because the damping factor has been magnified (discussed as follows).

-3600
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Figure 3.24. Response trends from ASTM D5656 FE Explicit/dynamic models
(real adhesive density and adherend density with nominal stress-strain case).
In fact, any other number of the artificial density could achieve admissible results
(force-extension curve) in ASTM D5656 finite element analysis, provided the given artificial
density does not cause vital/significant inertial force to the system.
Rayleigh Damping
In most dynamic problems, the natural frequency or damping data required of materials
are not possible to predict without dynamic test data and specialized research or experience,
especially for a large system with massive multi-degrees of freedom [54].

Researches [55-57]

how the natural frequency of materials varies with different materials, geometry shapes,
boundary conditions/constrains, degrees of freedom, etc, and, in turn, the frequency equation can
be expressed in several forms.

The equations (3.1) and (3.2) given in ABAQUS hold for
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isotropic and elastic materials only.
composites are more intricate.

Therefore, the equations for non-linear materials or

However, the optimum value αR can be reached when the

dynamic response converges quickly and remain in steady state.

From the ABAQUS manual

and the results from Explicit/dynamic analysis, based on a variety of αR with the same real
density, as demonstrated in Figure 3.25, it is suggested using αR rather than βR.
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Figure 3.25. Dynamic responses versus various damping factor αR
(real densities used for adherend and adhesive).
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1

Evidently, the larger the values of αR, the faster converge is obtained, as expected. The
numerical solutions from different αR are almost the same.

Therefore, αR is given by 10 in this

study, which is 104 or 105 larger than usual [55,56] in order to speed up the processing.
Although, the critical damping is accepted by any given positive value in ABAQUS and
consequently results in any positive αR, it should be cautioned that over damping causes the
dynamic response slightly less than in the real solution. This is confirmed from the comparison
between static, over-damping, and under-damping solutions. Research [55] shows the effect of
αR on the critical step size tested for a wide range of material properties to verify Courant
condition. When αR is smaller than 2, the accuracy is maintained with excessive processing;
whilst, the dynamic response is underestimated with the rise of critical step size when αR is over
10.

In addition, the over damping might cause body motion, if the section of larger damping

occupies a significant volume percentage of the whole structure.
3.5.4

Drucker Prager Plasticity Model
The Drucker-Prager model is used to compare the finite element results from two

different advanced plastic hardening models, namely the linear and the general exponent
Drucker-Prager models which correspond to the Standard/static and the Explicit/dynamic,
respectively. The main difference between these two analytic models was discussed in section
2.6.2 and the distinction between the Explicit/dynamic and the Implicit/dynamic models is the
time integration for calculation of acceleration. The same hindrance encountered has been
reported in the researches [45-47].

The application of the Implicit/dynamic analytic model

leads to the difficulty of convergence even in the beginning of a small extension range.
Accordingly, the dynamic Drucker-Prager plasticity model only relies on the Explicit/dynamic
analytic model.

The ABAQUS results with different Drucker-Prager plasticity models are
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plotted in Figures 3.26 to 3.28.

Evidently, the difference between the static and dynamic

simulation is revealed from the result curves. Due to the conditionally time stable condition,
more response data can be extracted from the Explicit/dynamic than the Standard/static analysis.
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Figure 3.26.

Linear Drucker-Prager model results versus 10-average test data
(real density and true stress-strain).
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Figure 3.27. Results from different static Drucker-Prager models versus
10-average test data (real density and true stress-strain).
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Figure 3.28.

Different Drucker-Prager model results versus 10-average test data
under linear region (real density and true stress-strains).

Compared to the classical metal plasticity, the Drucker-Prager model requires much more
material parameters of plasticity, which were mentioned in section 2.4.4 and 2.4.5. These can
be calculated reversely according to ABAQUS results (presented in section 3.4) through iteration.
All calculations will be divided into two sets in parallel, namely explicit and standard result data,
which are marked by (a) and (b), correspondingly. First, the friction angle (β) can be acquired
from Table 3.10 and λ ,which stands for the measure of the sensitivity of yielding to hydrostatic
stress, can be computed by equations (2.17) from the shear and tension tests,. Second, the
plastic component of Poisson’s ratio (νp) can be calculated by taking advantage of the equation
(2.23) in which dilation angle (ψ) is obtained from Table 3.10.

Based on curve-fit level, either

of those plastic parameters inputted can produce admissible results from ABAQUS.

Notice that

the friction angle in Standard/static models is very small and then ends up with the plastic
Poisson’s ratio close to 0.5.

This implies that the inelastic deformation of the material is
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incompressible.

Third, λ can be employed to predict the ratio of the yield stress in shear to the

yield stress in tension at the same equivalent plastic strain (σS /σT) via equation (2.18).
As the exponent Drucker-Prager model, λ is calculated by equation (2.29), hardening
defined from shear and tension tests); the ratio (σS /σT) is already given by equation (2.18); ‘a’ is
given by equation (2.30). σT can be derived from the test data and equation (2.18). Compared
with К, the ratio of the yield stress in triaxial tension to the yield stress in triaxial compression,
defined in ABAQUS, is restricted 0.778 ≤ К ≤ 1.0 to ensure the yield surface is convex.

After

all, the material properties regarding the Drucker-Prager plasticity model are tabulated in Table
3.16.
TABLE 3.16
ELASTIC AND DRUCKER-PRAGER PLASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ADHESIVE
Adhesive
FM 1515-3
λ
1.0355
Adhesive
FM 1515-3
λ
1.0235
Adhesive
FM 1515-3
λ
1.0235

Explicit/Dynamic Linear Model
G
ν
E
64,683.3 psi
0.35
174,645 psi
β
ψ
νp
0.483
3
2
Standard/Static Linear Model
G
ν
E
64,683.3 psi
0.35
174,645 psi
β
ψ
νp
0.491
2
1
Standard/Static General Exponent Model
G
ν
E
64,683.3 psi
0.35
174,645 psi
b
a
νp
0.491
2
0.0025

σS /σT
0.5874
К
0.875
σS /σT
0.5841
К
0.835
σS /σT
0.5841
ψ
1

During the iteration in ABAQUS, the curve-fit shows that ‘b’ can be also replaced by ‘3’
and the range of ‘a’ varies from 0.001 to 0.03 under the general exponent Drucker-Prager
plasticity model.

The finite element results remain satisfactory in curve-fit level.

If there is no

ratio (σS /σT) available from equation (2.18) to perform the general exponent Drucker-Prager
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plasticity, ‘a’ can be guessed by using larger value multiplied by 10-2 and then reducing the value
gradually. The ‘b’ can be set at ‘2’ or ‘3’ to perform the iteration in finite element analysis.
For nonassociated plastic flow, the dilation angle (ψ ≈ 1~2) obtained in the ASTM D5656
is remarkably smaller than other finite element results proposed by most researches (ψ>20).
This is because the Drucker-Prager strain hardening data are defined in ‘tension’ in ABAQUS for
most related researches. Nevertheless, the hardening should be given by ‘shear’ for ASTM
D5656, which ends up with much a smaller dilation angle (ψ).

Actually, not only the dilation

angle (ψ) but also the friction angle (β) and the ratio of the yield stress in triaxial tension to the
yield stress in triaxial compression (К) are smaller in the ‘shear’ case than those in the ‘tension’
case.

Besides, in this study the loading speed/strain rate which affects the stress-strain relations

is omitted for convenience.

Furthermore, some issues such as whether the strain hardening data

should be obtained from tests in tension or in shear, and the specimen prepared should be bulk
(dumbbell-shaped), V-notched (Acran), or joint (butt or lap joint) are still in question. The test
data resulting from either combined case are different, so that they produce various plastic
parameters.
3.5.5 Comparison of 3-D and 2-D Analysis
As mentioned in section 2.4, the ASTM D5656 model is simplified as a 2-D plane strain
problem. Therefore, currently the elastic constants and plastic parameters are obtained based
on 2-D analysis. If the ASTM D5656 simulation is expended to 3-D analysis, the deviation
between 2-D and 3-D results and stress/strain concentrations around critical bonded areas or
edges can be examined.

Those critical regions contain high stress and strain gradients,

especially peel and shear stresses [42,52,58].

Here, the premise is made such that all the

elastic, plastic constants and parameters for failure criterion resulted from 2-D analysis are
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preserved and imported into 3-D material input files.

The classical metal plasticity model, with

nominal strain hardening data and incorporated with the dynamic shear failure model, is applied
to the adhesive part.

The results of reaction force-relative displacement from ABAQUS are

converted using the 4-pinned method.

The comparisons of numerical result data (Table 3.17)

and reaction force-relative displacement curve from 3-D and 2-D are compiled in Figure 3.29.
TABLE 3.17
STRENGTH AND EXTENSION COMPARISONS FROM ABAQUS RESULTS BETWEEN
ASTM D5656 AND 3-D SIMULATIONS
2-D Model Sf =0.25 (Nominal Stress-Strain Case) Element-CPE4R
ρ= real density, αR=20
Ultimate load (lbf)
Failure load (lbf)
Relative displacement at Ultimate, in
Relative displacement at Failure, in

FEM Data
3,056.88
3,032.67
0.002330
0.002591

Test Data
3,063.976
3,039.647
0.0023244
0.0027396

Error %
-0.23
-0.23
0.24
-5.42

3-D Model Sf =0.25 (Nominal Stress-Strain Case) Element-C3D8R
ρ= real density, αR=20
Ultimate load (lbf)
Failure load (lbf)
Relative displacement at Ultimate, in
Relative displacement at Failure, in

FEM Data
2,983.360
2,934.730
0.002436
0.002956

Test Data
3,063.976
3,039.647
0.0023244
0.0027396

Error %
-2.63
-3.45
4.80
7.89
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Figure 3.29.

Comparison of dynamic responses between ASTM D5656 2-D and
3-D ABAQUS simulations (nominal stress-strain case).
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It should be noted that, the premise made here is to compare the difference between 3-D
and 2-D analyses under a roughly qualitative spectrum.

More precise quantitative analysis

using the 3-D model should be performed beginning from the elastic moduli and constants
through the plastic stress-strain data and the failure parameters.

The reaction force-relative

displacement curve from 3-D simulation is clearly below that from 2-D simulation. This can be
explained by equation (2.12a) of the Mises yield criterion, which is applied to the classical metal
plasticity model.

Under a 2-D plane strain state, there is only one term σxy contributing to

effective stress (equation 3.6). Therefore, if the value of σe remains the same and is applied to a
3-D stress state, this critical stress value will be earlier to reach in 3-D analysis. In 3-D analysis,
there are more stress components (namely σxz and σyz in equation 3.7) taken into account due to
non-zero strains along the z-direction (3-direction in ABAQUS).
σe =

1

σe =

1

2

2

( )

2
6 σ xy

(

2
2
6 σ xy
+ σ yz
+ σ xz2

(3.6)

)

(3.7)

Accordingly, the effective stress is attributed to three shear stress components, which more
quickly achieves the critical value and, in turn, a reduction in the reaction force.
Concerning stress concentrations, although there are more than one stress component
appearing in equation (3.7), the reaction force-relative displacement curve from 3-D simulation
is slightly below that from 2-D simulation. That means there is no existence of significant
increase/jump in any shear stress component, i.e., there are no noteworthy stress concentrations
occurring around bonded areas or overlap edges in ASTM D5656 models. Otherwise, the
reaction force-relative displacement curve from 3-D simulation must be far below that from 2-D
simulation and, meanwhile, the ultimate strength drops down remarkably.
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The 3-D simulation

is not used very often due to the requirement of excessive processing and memory unit.
However, in some cases, the 2-D plane stress or plane strain state may not adequately simulate
some distribution of parameters interested through the depth or width.
3.5.6

Element Type
Although the cohesive element COH2D4 model gave similar responses in the curve-fit

level as the element CPE4R did based on the graphic results, the numerical results (Table 3.13)
of relative displacement (either at ultimate or failure) from the element COH2D4 are different
from those obtained by the element CPE4R. If both the relative displacement and load at
failure must be matched for the COH2D4 case, the shear failure should be reduced to 0.12.

Still,

the COH2D4 model cannot produce distinct ultimate and failure loads like the CPE4R model.
The advantage of using COH2D4 is to reduce the mesh layer of the adhesive section
(usually one layer) and the adhesive elements along with adjacent adherend elements may not
necessary to have common nodes.
huge models.

This can reduce the amount of processing time for some

The restrictions of using COH2D4 are (1) the COH2D4 has an orientation

defining the thickness direction of the element and should be consistent throughout the cohesive
layer; (2) the geometry of the adhesive section should be regular in order to apply swept or offset
meshing techniques which are required for COH2D4; (3) the use of more than one layer through
the thickness of the adhesive could produce unreliable results and is not recommended; (4) the
analysis model cannot create any compression load/stress which can compress the adhesive
fatally along the thickness direction and cause the analysis to be aborted in ABAQUS.

For

ASTM D5656 case, either COH2D4 or CPE4R is applicable due to the regular shape of its
adhesive. But for composite scarf joints, it is not suggested, owing to the critical geometry
shape and orientation, making it is difficult to perform the swept mesh technique.
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Based on

previous simulation, COH2D4 cannot produce the distinct ultimate and failure load/relative
displacement like CPE4R in the characterization of the adhesive.

Therefore, CPE4R is

preferred to COH2D4 in the following composite scarf joint analysis.
3.5.7

Displacement Correction
As mentioned before, the relative displacement data converted by the 4-pinned method

best match the physical phenomenon and it can be proved by the results from the finite element
method [52].

From the classical metal plasticity simulation shown as Figure 3.30, the relative

displacement data based on the 4-pinned method and the projective extension along the
x-direction (X-Projection, similar to laser extensimeter) are paralleled in order to compare the
dissimilarity.

Evidently, the curve from 4-pinned method almost superimposes the test data

curve except for the hardening portion.
Furthermore, the reaction force and relative displacement data converted and recorded
from ABAQUS can be inputted to be the data source for ASTM D5656 Standard.

Using the

calculation described within ASTM D5656 Standard to generate both apparent stress-strain curve
and true stress-strain, the degree of similarity between the physical test and the finite element
simulation can be assessed (plotted as Figures 3.31 and 3.32).

In accordance with the Figures

3.31 and 3.32, apparently all the results from finite element analyses deviate slightly from test
data within the entire linear region, which implies the slope (apparent shear modulus) is larger
than the test data.

The slope of the entire linear region of the test data is roughly

70,000~75,000 psi (shown in Figure 3.15 G=75,000 psi) and the input value of finite element
model is given by 64,683.3 (psi), which is determined from the estimation of test and previous
linear finite element analysis.
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Figure 3.30. Comparison of different approaches for relative displacement
(nominal stress-strain case).
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Figure 3.31.

Results from various finite element analysis models versus 10-average test data
(based on apparent stress-strain scale) under linear region.
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Figure 3.32.

Results from various finite element analysis models versus 10-average test data
(based on true stress-strain scale) under linear region.

The reasons why the apparent shear modulus 64,683.3 (psi) has been chosen are
explained as follows:
(1) The value 64,683.3 (psi) is the best fit around the very beginning section of the
completely elastic linear region (Figure 3.33). (2) Another explanation is supported by other
research [42].

It shows when the bonded thickness of the adhesive (bondline) is greater than

0.02 in. (optimum value), the apparent elastic shear modulus obtained from finite element
simulation along with 4-pinned method is lower than the true value. If the bondline is less than
0.01 in., the calculated shear modulus from the finite element model will be higher than the true
value [42,52]. The thickness of ASTM D5656 adhesive is 0.008 in. which is less than 0.01 in.
so that the apparent shear modulus is possibly higher than the true value. (3) In addition, when
the bonded thickness of the adhesive is thinner than 0.01 in. the slope (apparent shear modulus)
of stress-strain curve from ASTM D5656 test is actually higher than the true value [42,52].
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This is because the effect of non-uniformity of the adherend deformation is no longer negligible
when the adhesive is very thin.

(4) Moreover, most studies state that adhesives made of

polymer epoxy have a particular characteristic where the stress-train or load-displacement test
data curve exhibits a slight curvature in the beginning elastic section under constant loading
speed/deformation rate. As illustrated in Figure 3.33, the curve of the 10-average test data
deviates with a certain curvature in the elastic region where the behavior is usually assumed
elastic [47]. This kind of adhesive made of polymer is called rubber toughened material and
belonging to viscoelastic materials.

The properties of such viscoelastic material are

time-dependent and a function of temperature as well.
6000

10-Average Test Data (Apparent)

Apparent Shear Stress (psi)

Slope=65,000

3000

0
0.00

0.03

0.07

0.10

Apparent Shear Strain (in/in)

Figure 3.33. Straight line with slope 65,000 versus 10-average test data
(based on apparent stress-strain scale) under liner elastic region.
(5) The elastic moduli will decrease with time under creep (constant stress) or stress relaxation
(constant strain).

In dynamic analysis, the elastic moduli increase with frequency along with

damping property [47].

(6) Another factor of the adhesive namely cavitation (void) is also
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included to be a parameter, especially contributing to a yield function.

However, the cavitation,

defect, and condition of cure process also accounts for the slight digression.

In-depth research

to explain this characteristic is still wanting.
3.6

Conclusions of Finite Element Analysis on ASTM D5656
Considering the dynamic finite element models, namely the classical metal plasticity

model and the linear Drucker-Prager plasticity model, the latter model fits the 10-average test
data quite well.

Of all models, based on curve-fit without consideration of rate-dependence, the

explicit linear Drucker-Prager combined with the dynamic shear failure model is the best
dynamic plastic model for ASTM D5656 adhesive study, especially around the hardening portion
of the curve (proved as Figure 3.34).

Reaction Force (lbf)

3600

2400

10-Avg Test Data
1200

Exponent-DP Static (True)
Linear-DP Static (True)
Linear DP-Dynamic (True)
Classical M etal-Dynamic (Nominal)

0
0.0000

0.0009

0.0018

0.0027

Relative Displacement (4-pin) (in)

Figure 3.34.

Comparison of dynamic plastic models versus 10-average test data.

Figure 3.34 also demonstrates all the models can fairly match the test data including the
elastic and the plastic regions. Therefore, all the analogical curve-fit results declare that both
the elastic and the plastic properties of the adhesive inputted are correct. They also satisfy all
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kinds of the 10-average test data curves associated with different stress-strain scales.

Based on

the numerical data from ABAQUS, Tables 3.13 and 3.14 prove that the strength and relative
displacement at failure, predicted by dynamic shear failure criterion, agree with the test data
quite closely.

Therefore, the conclusion can be made that the shear failure criterion is realistic

and correct for a lap joint bonded with epoxy adhesive.
By focusing on the post-yielding behavior, the explicit classical metal plasticity model
with the dynamic shear failure, based on the nominal stress-strain hardening data, can describe
the ultimate and failure loads distinctly.

For more complicated geometry of specimens, the

classical metal plasticity model is easier to converge than is the linear Drucker-Prager plasticity
model, in the sense that, the classical metal plasticity model with the dynamic shear failure must
be applied to apply to the analysis of composite scarf joints.

In addition, comparing the

calculation of the relative displacement of ASTM D5656 models, the 4-pinned method is a
truthful and highly recommended method of calibration.
For the advanced analysis of ASTM D5656 test, the loading speed (cross-head speed),
strain-rate dependent hardening data, and more precise frequency/damping data need to be
studied further. In this study, all above are simplified or assumed, which has the potential
unanticipated flaws.

Any of those events could generate significant effects on the results from

finite element simulations.

For instance, a lack of rate-dependence factor, the linear and

exponent Drucker-Prager model would produce different strain hardening data shown in Tables
3.10 and 3.11.
not reasonable.

Under the strict frame of material property theory, this alternative approach is
All the parameters required within a Drucker-Prager model can only be

modified under the same hardening data combined with different rate-dependent factors, namely
strain rate/loading speed.

Even within the linear elastic region, the elastic properties of
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adhesive are proved to be rate-independent such that the rate-dependent (strain rate) behavior
should be added to assure the accuracy of the moduli, stress, and strain calculations [47].
Moreover, the sources from which the strain hardening tabular data are derived should be at least
based on two different test methods (usually tension and shear tests). Only relying on the shear
test data is tentative, due to the deviation and variation of the specimen tested.

Different shear

test standards and geometry of specimens designed could result in scattered stress-strain data.
The quality or manipulation control of the adhesive and the specimen should be well prepared
such that scattered test data as Figures 2.2 and 2.3 can be avoided while increasing reliability.
Most of the time, the impediment to implementing analysis is due to the dearth of complete or
representative data.

Moreover, the strain-stress concentration and distribution within the

bonded overlap are not discussed profoundly in this study.
explain in more detail the failure model and failure path.

Such an in-depth study could

For comprehensive analysis, both the

3-D finite element model and more complete, reliable tests data are required at the same time.
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CHAPTER 4
SCARF-PATCH-REPAIRED COMPOSITE LAMINATES
The simplified flush scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates (designated as OPT53
composite scarf joint models throughout this study, in which ‘OPT53’ stands for the code of
specimens) were machined in a shape of rectangular panel due to the simplification of symmetry
of loading and geometry.

The original scarf configuration, in fact, has been transformed into

taper-taper (single scarf) joint as mentioned in section 1.3.

The repair patches, laid up in

different stacking sequences (according to the parent plates), were tailored as a taper at one end
and co-cure-bonded with a film adhesive (Metlbond FM 1515-3) onto the tapered parent plate
(Figures 1.3 and 1.4) to form a taper-taper joint (a simplified single scarf joint [9]). In order to
keep consistent through the text, the ‘scarf joint’ still used instead of taper-taper joint in this
study.
Currently, analytical non-linear and elasticity solutions on scarf-patch-repaired composite
laminates are difficult to obtain so that the finite element method is alternatively performed to
analyze the stress distributions along the repair patch, the adhesive layer, and the parent plate.
As a result, the project first attempts to obtain the ultimate load associated with a variety of
stacking sequences, scarf angles, and the size of the composite specimens by physical testing.
Second, the finite element analysis is performed to inspect and verify the strength of the
specimens.

Figure 4.1 shows the procedure and mutual relations between the test and the finite

element analysis from ASTM D5656 Standard test to the repaired composite scarf joint project
(OPT53).
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ASTM D5656 Test and FEM
(Adhesive Material Data)

OPT53 Composite Scarf Joint
Standard/Static Analysis to
Confirm All Material Properties
OPT53 Composite Scarf Joint
OPT53 Composite Scarf Joint

Test Results

Explicit/Dynamic Analysis to
Verify Scarf Joint Strength

Figure 4.1. Procedure and mutual relations of finite element analysis from ASTMD5656 to
OPT53 composite scarf joint.
Based on results proposed by study [51], scarf joints resists tensile load almost 2 times
larger than single lap joints with similar dimensions.

Owing to this particular geometric feature,

both the adherends and the adhesive within scarf joints have less peel and shear stress nearby the
tapered ends (within the overlap) than those from single lap joints under similar dimensions and
in-plane loading [22].

Therefore, the adhesive in scarf joints is abele to endure higher shear

stress than that in single lap joints. The scarf length (as a function of scarf angle) is designed in
several dimensions in order to achieve an optimum. The parent and repaired adherends of the
specimens were laid up with Torayca 800 carbon-epoxy unidirectional composite tapes (T-800
S-3900-2B or T-800S/3900-2) and were bonded with the epoxy film adhesive (FM 1515-3) were
co-cured in an autoclave.

The cure cycle for composite adherends was first to apply a

temperature ramp from ambient to 270±10°F at a rate of 3.0±1°F per minute and then to
maintain the cure temperature at 270±10°F for 120~150 minutes. In final, the temperature was
cooled down to 170°F or lower at a rate of 4.5±0.5°F per minute before removing the vacuum.
After cooling, the specimens were tested at room temperature under in-plane quasi-static
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uni-axial tension only and were loaded monotonically until failure. Two dimensional strain
contours (upper surface strains along and transverse to the loading direction) right at failure of
the structure tested were recorded using the ARAMIS system.
All the properties of the adhesive including elasticity, plasticity, and failure criterion
follow the previous ASTM D5656 test, inspected and validated by finite element analyses in
chapter 3.
CLPT.

The material properties of the adherends (laminated composites) are calculated using

From CLPT 2-D plane stress state, the reduced stiffness/compliance matrices are

expended to 3-D complete constitutive matrices to determine all the elastic moduli of
T800/3900-2 composites.

The material properties of T-800S/3900-2 composites are in terms of

different elasticity models defined in ABAQUS.

In scarf joints, all loads are transferred

through the adhesively bonded interfaces. After losing the support of patch, the damaged plate
(a plate with a tapered open hole) still carries load for a while.

Therefore, 2-D analysis would

underestimate the strength of the repaired laminates and 3-D stress analysis should be utilized.
Both 2-D and 3-D numerical models are performed respectively and compared with each other to
accomplish the comprehensive analysis.

Once all the material properties of T800/3900-2 are

confirmed using Standard/static analysis, the extended dynamic analysis with a failure criterion
is executed to predict the scarf joint strength under various geometric factors and stacking
sequences. All the finite element results are compared and validated by the upper surface strain
data recorded by the ARAMIS systems throughout the testing.
4.1

Fundamentals of Scarf-Patch-Repaired Composite Laminates

4.1.1

Pre-Processing of OPT53 Composite Scarf Joint
The scarf-patch-repaired composite laminate (Figure 4.2a) is generally a 3-D problem,

which is over simplified by a taper-taper (simplified scarf) joint model.
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First, only one-half of

the panel is modeled due to symmetric loading and geometry.

Second, a rectangular piece of

the circular repaired patch, including the parent laminate, can be abstracted from the half part for
ease of manufacture and testing.

As a result, the transformed composite taper-taper or single

scarf joint (as shown in Figures 1.4 and 4.2) is studied to approximate a various analyses of the
scarf-patch-repaired composite laminates.
Y
X
Loading

Loading

Parent

Adhesive
Patch (Repair)

Z
X
Y
X

Patch (Repair)

Parent

Z
X

Simplified Scarf Joint (taper-taper) Specimen (Analyzed Part)
Figure 4.2(a). Geometry and terminology of the flush scarf-type bonded repair plate [11].

A typical scarf joint bonded specimen is designed to have two high-stiffness and
high-strength adherends bonded by a thin adhesive layer along a scarf angle θ (taper angle) as
shown in Figure 4.2(b).

In a real repair specimen as mentioned in section 1.3, it is divided into

a parent adherend (original pre-cured laminate) and a repair (patch) adherend, which has been
co-cure-bonded by a film adhesive with the same stacking sequence as parent’s as shown in
Figure 1.4. Under some situations, the cure temperature, the moisture content, and the joint
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shape (not ideally a scarf shape but actually approximated by a stepped joint shape) of the repair
part are different from those of the parent part. However, both the parent and repair adherends
are theoretically identical in the finite element model, including geometry and material properties
in this study.

Adherend- Left (Parent)
Adhesive

Adherend- Right (Repair)
Simplified Scarf (Tapered) Parts

Adhesive Thickness

Scarf Angle

θ
Scarf Length (Joint-Overlap portion)
Figure 4.2(b).

Geometry and Terminology of scarf-patch-repaired laminate plate.

The specific dimensions for each specimen are integrated in Table 4.1.

The scarf length is a

function of the scarf angle and the angle is measured in the ‘degree’ in this study. For example,
the geometry of the overlap portion for OPT53-1 and OPT53-2 is drawn in Figure 4.3.

In order

to obtain better finite element mesh, to reduce the singularity in analysis, to increase the accuracy
of solution, and to simulate a real repaired adherend, a stepped joint is introduced in the finite
element method as an alternative to simulate the scarf joint model (illustrated in Figure 4.4).
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TABLE 4.1
DIMENSIONS OF OPT53 COMPOSITE SCARF JOINT SPECIMENS
Specimen Code

Length

Width

Specimen
Thickness

Scarf Length

Scarf Angle

Adhesive
Thickness

OPT53-1
OPT53-2
OPT53-3
OPT53-4
OPT53-5
OPT53-6

24.17 in
24.17 in
24.48 in
23.98 in
20.67 in
19.68 in

3 in
3 in
3 in
3 in
3 in
3 in

0.144 in
0.144 in
0.236 in
0.236 in
0.360 in
0.360 in

1.9 in
1.9 in
3.6 in
4.1 in
5.4 in
6.4 in

4.334 º
4.334 º
3.763 º
3.305 º
3.763 º
3.814 º

0.005 in
0.005 in
0.005 in
0.005 in
0.005 in
0.005 in

Overlap (Adherend + Adhesive) 1.9659 in.

Thickness 0.1440 in. (18 Layers)

Scarf Angle 4.334 °

Adhesive 0.0659 in.

Figure 4.3. OPT53-1and OPT53-2 composite scarf joint model.

Overlap (Adherend + Adhesive) 1.9659 in.

Thickness 0.1440 in. (18 Layers)

Scarf Angle 4.334 °

Adhesive 0.1715 in.

Figure 4.4. OPT53-1and OPT53-2 composite stepped joint model.

4.1.2

Material Properties of Lamina and Adhesive
The unidirectional carbon-epoxy fiber-reinforced composite consists of the Torayca 800

(T-800S/3900-2) prepregs.

The specific gravity of T-800S/3900-2 fiber is 1.8 and the fiber

volume fraction within the T-800S/3900-2B unidirectional lamina is 60~75%.
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The specific

gravity of T-800S/3900-2 composites is given by 1.65 and is converted to the volume density of
1.5446×10-4 lbf s2/in4.

The volume density of the adhesive, according to its thickness 0.005 in.,

is converted to a value of 1.7427 lbf s2/in4.
is carefully used (Table 4.2).

To reduce the processing time, the artificial density

The elastic and plastic material properties of the FM 1515-3

adhesive follow the confirmed results from the ASTM D5656 analysis in Chapter 3.
TABLE 4.2
DENSITIES FOR ADHESIVE AND ADHEREND IN OPT53
COMPOSITE SCARF JOINTS
Unit
lbf s2/in4
Artificial Density

Adhesive-FM 1515-3
1.7427×10-4
3.5725

Adherend-Torayca 800S
1.5546×10-4
3.2019

The care should be taken for explicit dynamic analysis regarding the mass and damping of
system.

The governing dynamic equilibrium equation with damping [44] is expressed by
M l u&& = P − I , and I = Ku + C damp u&

(4.1)

where Ml means the lumped element mass (diagonal element mass),

u&& stands for the nodal acceleration at the beginning of time increment,
u& and u represent the velocity and displacement integrated through time,
P and I mean the external force and internal element force correspondingly,
K and Cdamp account for the stiffness and damping matrix for an element.
K is a function of the characteristic length of an element (the size of an element).

For example,

in one-dimension models, K is a function of the length of an element. Since the structure has
been trimmed (the length of the adherends outside of the overlap is reduced) and refined (the
element size is changed), K should not remain the same.

In addition, the Rayleigh damping

factor αR is given by 20 to speed up the processing, and the damping matrix Cdamp increases
consequently. Over all, the internal force matrix (I) changes in magnitude. In order to remain
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the same reaction force/external force (P) from the finite element analysis, a correction factor (Cf)
for the lumped mass/density needs to be added.

The governing dynamic equilibrium equation

(4.1) becomes
P = ( M l C f ) u&& + Iˆ , where Iˆ ≠ I

(4.2)

For each OPT53 composite scarf joint specimen, the ratio of the full-scale volume to the reduced
volume is listed in Table 4.3.

Cf is difficult to calculate precisely for the structure because the

global stiffness matrix should be assembled in advance for the whole structure. Therefore,
based on the investigation of the results from ABAQUS for all models, Cf is empirically
estimated by 2.02×105, which at least satisfies all the OPT53 models.

The elastic engineering

constants for T-800S/3900-2 prepregs are evaluated from test results directly (Table 4.4) rather
from effective moduli expressed by the volume fraction, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of
the fiber and matrix, individually.
TABLE 4.3
THE VOLUME RATIO OF THE FULL-SCALE TO REDUCED SPECIMEN FOR
EACH OPT53 SPECIMEN
OPT53-1 OPT53-2 OPT53-3 OPT53-4 OPT53-5 OPT53-6
Volume Ratio
5.536
5.536
4.028
3.640
2.624
2.214
TABLE 4.4
TORAYCA 800S/3900-2B PREPREG PROPERTIES
T-800S

4.1.3

Longitudinal
Tensile Modulus

Transverse
Tensile Modulus

In-Plane
Shear Modulus

Major Poisson’s
Ratio

Ex = 21.384×106 psi

Ey = 1.185×106 psi

Gxy = 3.51×105 psi

νxy = 0.317

Stacking Sequences and Characteristics of Composite Laminates
The stacking sequence/lay-up sequence for each composite model is listed as follows.
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•

OPT53-1 Composite Scarf Joint
Stacking Sequence: [(45/90/-45/0)2/45]s

•

OPT53-2 Composite Scarf Joint
Stacking Sequence: [45/-45/0/90/0/90/0/-45/45]s

•

OPT53-3 Composite Scarf Joint
Stacking Sequence: [(45/90/-45/0)4]s

•

OPT53-4 Composite Scarf Joint
Stacking Sequence: [45/-45/0/90/0/-45/45/0/90/0/45/-45/0/90/-45/45]s

•

OPT53-5 Composite Scarf Joint
Stacking Sequence: [(45/90/-45/0)6]s

•

OPT53-6 Composite Scarf Joint
Stacking Sequence: [45/90/-45/45/0/0/90/0/0/(45/90/-45/0)4]s
The volume percentage of each orientation ply-group within each model is also tabulated

in Table 4.5.

As shown, all the composite models are laid up symmetrically about the

mid-plane of composite laminates in order to uncouple in-plane strains, out-of-plane curvatures,
and twists, i.e., matrix [B] equal to zero.

From CLPT, the extensional stiffness matrix [A],

bending-extension coupling stiffness matrix [B], and bending stiffness matrix [D] are calculated
under a plane stress state [1] using the ‘Maple’ program software and verified using the ‘CLASS’
composite software.
Based on the constant ply thickness and the amount of n lay-up ply, those stiffness
matrices are calculated using
n

Aij = ∑ (Q ij ) k ( z k − z k −1 ) Bij =
k =1

1 n
1 n
(Q ij ) k ( z k2 − z k2−1 ) Dij = ∑ (Q ij ) k ( z k3 − z k3−1 )
∑
2 k =1
3 k =1
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(4.3)

where Q ij is the stiffness of each ply orientation with respect to the global coordinates, and z
denotes the out-of-plane coordinate.
TABLE 4.5
PERCENTAGE OF EACH ORIENTATION PLY-GROUP WITHIN OPT53 MODELS
Ply Group

0-degree

Number of Ply
(% ) of Ply

4
0.22 %

Number of Ply
(% ) of Ply

6
0.33 %

Number of Ply
(% ) of Ply

8
0.25 %

Number of Ply
(% ) of Ply

10
0.31 %

Number of Ply
(% ) of Ply
Number of Ply
(% ) of Ply

12
0.25 %
16
0.32 %

90-degree
45-degree
OPT53-1
4
6
0.22 %
0.33 %
OPT53-2
4
4
0.22 %
0.22 %
OPT53-3
8
8
0.25 %
0.25 %
OPT53-4
6
8
0.19 %
0.25 %
OPT53-5
12
12
0.25 %
0.25 %
OPT53-6
12
12
0.24 %
0.20 %

-45-degree

Total

4
0.22 %

18
100 %

4
0.22 %

18
100 %

8
0.25 %

32
100 %

8
0.25 %

32
100 %

12
0.25 %

48
100 %

10
0.24 %

50
100 %

An adherend with different stacking sequences would result in different stiffness matrices.
The reduced 2-D stiffness matrices and the characteristics of the adherend with respect to each
OPT53 composite scarf joint model are remarked below.
•

OPT53-1 Composite Scarf Joint

Stacking Sequence:

[(45/90/-45/0)2/45]s, ply thickness tp=0.008 in.

Composite Property: 1. unbalanced (A16, A26 ≠ 0) but symmetric ([B]=0)
2. not quasi-isotropic (even A11=A22, 2A66 ≈ A11-A12)
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⎡1.2233 5 10 6
[A] = ⎢⎢ 4.65113 10 5
⎢8.12488 10 4
⎣

4.65113 10 5
1.22336 10 6
8.12488 10 4

8.12488 10 4 ⎤
⎥
8.12488 10 4 ⎥ (lbf/in)
4.61264 10 5 ⎥⎦

[B] = [0] (lbf)
⎡1 .70451 10 3
[D ] = ⎢⎢8.38765 10 2
⎢ 2 .30529 10 2
⎣

•

8 .38765 10 2
2 .45330 10 3
2 .30529 10 2

2 .30529 10 2 ⎤
⎥
2 .30529 10 2 ⎥ (lbf-in)
8 .32111 10 2 ⎥⎦

OPT53-2 Composite Scarf Joint

Stacking Sequence:

[45/-45/0/90/0/90/0/-45/45]s, ply thickness tp=0.008 in.

Composite Property: balanced (A16, A26 = 0) and symmetric ([B]=0)

⎡1.46800 10 6
[A] = ⎢⎢3.82969 10 5
⎢
0
⎣

3.82969 10 5
1.14300 10 6
0

⎤
⎥
⎥ (lbf/in)
5⎥
3.79120 10 ⎦
0
0

[B] = [0] (lbf)
⎡ 2 .40709 10 3
[D ] = ⎢⎢ 7.84440 10 2
⎢ 7 .27982 10 1
⎣

•

7 .84440 10 2
1 .8627 10 3
7 .27982 10 1

7 .27982 10 1 ⎤
⎥
7 .27982 10 1 ⎥ (lbf-in)
7 .77786 10 2 ⎥⎦

OPT53-3 Composite Scarf Joint

Stacking Sequence:

[(45/90/-45/0)4]s, ply thickness tp=0.0074 in.

Composite Property: 1. balanced (A16, A26 = 0) and symmetric ([B]=0)
2. quasi-isotropic (A11=A22, 2A66 = A11-A12)

⎡ 2.07927 10 6
[A] = ⎢⎢ 6.97312 10 5
⎢
0
⎣

6.97312 10 5
2.07927 10 6
0

⎤
⎥
⎥ (lbf/in)
5⎥
6 .90982 10 ⎦
0
0

[B] = [0] (lbf)
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⎡8.46215 10 3
[D ] = ⎢⎢3.52473 10 2
⎢5.59710 10 2
⎣
•

3.52473 10 2
1 .04376 10 4
5.59710 10 2

5 .59710 10 2 ⎤
⎥
5 .59710 10 2 ⎥ (lbf-in)
3 .49514 10 3 ⎥⎦

OPT53-4 Composite Scarf Joint

Stacking Sequence:

[45/-45/0/90/0/-45/45/0/90/0/45/-45/0/90/-45/45]s, ply thickness
tp=0.0074 in.

Composite Property: balanced (A16, A26 = 0) and symmetric ([B]=0)

⎡ 2.37990 10 6
[A] = ⎢⎢ 6.97312 10 5
⎢
0
⎣

6.97312 10 5
1.77866 10 6
0

⎤
⎥
⎥ (lbf/in)
5⎥
6.90982 10 ⎦
0
0

[B] = [0] (lbf)
⎡ 1.14574 10 4
[D ] = ⎢⎢3.334997 10 3
⎢ 7.40800 101
⎣
•

3.34997 10 3
7.79187 10 3
7.40800 101

7.40800 101 ⎤
⎥
7.40800 101 ⎥ (lbf-in)
3.32039 10 3 ⎥⎦

OPT53-5 Composite Scarf Joint

Stacking Sequence:

[(45/90/-45/0)6]s, ply thickness tp=0.0075 in.

Composite Property: 1. balanced (A16, A26 = 0) and symmetric ([B]=0)
2. quasi-isotropic (A11=A22, 2A66 ≈ A11-A12)

⎡3.16108 10 6
[A] = ⎢⎢1.06010 10 6
⎢
0
⎣

1.06010 10 6
3.16108 10 6
0

⎤
⎥
⎥ (lbf/in)
6⎥
1.05048 10 ⎦
0
0

[B] = [0] (lbf)
⎡3.11506 10 4
[D ] = ⎢⎢1.20729 10 4
⎢1.28537 10 3
⎣

1.20729 10 4
3.58808 10 4
1.28537 10 3

1.28537 10 3 ⎤
⎥
1.28537 10 3 ⎥ (lbf-in)
1.19690 10 4 ⎥⎦
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OPT53-6 Composite Scarf Joint

Stacking Sequence:

[45/90/-45/45/0/0/90/0/0/(45/90/-45/0)4]s, ply thickness tp=0.0072in.

Composite Property: unbalanced (A16, A26 ≠ 0) but symmetric ([B]=0)

⎡3.56444 10 6
[A] = ⎢⎢ 9.49210 10 5
⎢ 7.31232 10 4
⎣

9.49210 10 5
2.97948 10 6
7.31232 10 4

7.31232 10 4 ⎤
⎥
7.31232 10 4 ⎥ (lbf/in)
9.39586 10 5 ⎥⎦

[B] = [0] (lbf)
⎡3 .8065 0 10 4
[D ] = ⎢⎢1.04360 10 4
⎢ 2 .62670 10 3
⎣
4.2

1 .04360 10 4
3 .25310 10 4
2 .62670 10 3

2 .62670 10 3 ⎤
⎥
2 .62670 10 3 ⎥ (lbf-in)
1 .02240 10 4 ⎥⎦

Elastic Material Property Model in ABAQUS
Unlike the ASTM D5656 case, the elastic properties of the OPT53 composite laminates

are much more sophisticated and need to be detailed. In ABAQUS, the linear elasticity model
is valid for small elastic strains (normally less than 5%) and there are three primary options for
linear elastic materials such as isotropic, orthotropic, and fully anisotropic model embedded in
the ‘Property Module’ of ABAQUS.
Selection of the elastic model depends on the number of plane of material property
symmetry for elastic properties.

A material can be classified as

-Isotropic-an infinite number of symmetry planes throughout every point.
-Orthotropic-has two orthogonal planes passing through every point.
-Anisotropic-has no plane of material property symmetry.
The number of the independent constants/components of elasticity tensor (stiffness or
compliance) depends on such planes of material property symmetry.
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4.2.1

Isotropic Elasticity
Isotropic elasticity is the simplest linear elastic behavior, and the stress-strain relations

are completely expressed by two independent elastic constants, namely Young’s modulus (E) and
Poisson’s ratio (ν).

The shear modulus (G) can be obtained by equation (2.1). The stability

criterion or the Drucker stability [1,44] (discussed in section 4.3.2), which the linear elastic
materials must satisfy, requires that the elasticity tensor be positive definite.

Therefore, E and

G must be greater than 0, which results in -1 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5 (where ν = 0.5 accounts for nearly
incompressible behavior). For composite laminates, the moduli E and G should be called
effective or equivalent moduli measured by one equivalent (in a manner) homogeneous and
isotropic laminate, which has similar stress and strain responses to the original composite
laminate consisting of several different ply orientations. The restrictions of using the 2-D
isotropic model for a composite laminate under the state of plane stress require that the stacking
sequence should be
1. balanced (extensional stiffness A16=A26=0 but bending stiffness D16 and D26 may not
equal to zero)
2. may or may not symmetric (bending-extension stiffness [B] may not =0)
3. containing n ply groups spaced at 180°/n degrees (n≥3) and the equal number of ply in
each group
4. A11=A22, and 2 A66=A11 - A12
Therefore, the property results in E11=E22, including ν12=ν21 (proved by equation (4.15)).
composite laminate containing such stacking sequence is called quasi-isotropic.

A

Note that the

quasi isotropic model still remains certain inherently difference from the isotropic model,
especially tending toward the application of 3-D models.
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4.2.2

Orthotropic Elasticity in Terms of Engineering Constants
Linear orthotropic elasticity is most easily and clearly defined by the amount of 9

independent engineering constants: three stiffness moduli (E11, E22, and E33), shear moduli (G12,
G23, and G13), and Poisson’s ratios (ν 12, ν 23, and ν 13) associated with the principal material
directions (i.e., 0 or 90-degree lamina). The other Poisson’s ratios (ν21, ν32, and ν31) can be
derived by the reciprocal rule, equation (4.15).
For 2-D plane stress state, the reduced stiffness/compliance matrices require only 4
independent engineering constants, excluding E33, G23, G13, ν23, and ν13 terms.

The restrictions

of using the orthotropic elasticity by specifying the engineering constants are basically similar to
those of the isotropic elasticity, which the composite laminate is laid up in a balanced (A16=A26=0,
and D16=D26=0 for principal material axes aligned with the global axes) and symmetric sequence
([B]=0).

The reasons of the stacking sequence subject to balance and symmetry are explained

as follows.
1.

A16 and A26 are derived from the coupling terms of the stiffness, namely Q16 and Q26,
bridging the shear-extension in stress-strain relations. Upon the definition of orthotropic
materials, Q16 and Q26 are zero so that the stacking sequence of an orthotropic composite
laminate should have zeros for A16 and A26 terms according to equation (4.1).

2.

The [B] matrix couples the extension and bending.

If the stacking sequence is not

symmetric to eliminate the [B] matrix, the curvatures (κij) and moment (Mij) resultants
may get involved not only in producing out-of-plane twisting or bending, which is not
realistic for orthotropic materials, but also in creating more coupling equations to be
solved simultaneously.
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4.2.3

Orthotropic Elasticity in Terms of Elastic Stiffness Matrix
Linear orthotropic elasticity also can be pristinely defined by 9 independent elastic

stiffness/compliance parameters rather than the engineering constants.

Via the constitutive

equation (4.12), the stiffness matrix [Q] or the compliance matrix [S] is derived from test data of
Ex, Ey, Gxy, and νxy in the fiber direction or at zero degree.

Therefore the [T]matrix, a

global-local coordinate transform matrix, is used to determine [Q] or [S] in different material
orientations by substituting different values of angle (θ) for the trigonometric equations within
[T].

Similarly, the restriction of symmetric and balanced stacking sequence is required because

the 9 engineering constants are derived from these 9 constants of [Q] or [S].
4.2.4

Orthotropic Elasticity in Plane Stress
Under 2-D plane stress condition (σ33 =0), only E11, E22, ν12, G12, G23, and G13 are

required to defined orthotropic materials. Because the plane stress model is based on the
in-pane analysis (the 1-2 plane as shown in Figure 4.5b) and ignores the out-of-plane stresses
(assumed zero), the constants E33, ν23, and ν13 can be omitted. However, the strain components
in the 3-direction still exist, which results in need of G13 and G23.

In ABAQUS, this property

option is given in ‘Lamina’ under ‘Property-Elastic’, which is used for plane stress elements, but
2-D shell elements are not included.

2, y

2, y
1, x

3, z

3, z
a. 3-D Model

1, x

b. 2-D Model

Figure 4.5. Definition of the coordinate system in ABAQUS.
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4.2.5

Transversely Isotropic Elasticity
Transversely isotropy is a special subclass of orthotropy (anisotropic material symmetry

[59]), which is characterized by a plane of isotropy at every point in materials.

In other words,

at every point of a material, there is one plane in which the mechanical properties are equal in all
directions. Usually but not necessary the 1-2 plane (Figure 4.5) is defined as a plane of isotropy
[1,59,60] at every point and the fiber direction is along the z-direction (the 3-direction).
Especially if composite failure is observed from a crack, running between the cylindrical fiber
and the matrix [60], the finite element model should be built as Figure 4.5b.
fiber is along the 3-direction (z-direction).

The cylindrical

Therefore, if the 1-2 plane is an isotropic plane, the

moduli and Poisson’s ratios of the isotropic plane, namely E11=E22, G13=G23, ν13= ν23, and ν31=
ν32 are the same.

In fact, the isotropic plane and the fiber direction are determined by how to

create a model in the finite element software.

Provided that the 1-direction is the fiber direction,

which is usually aligned with the loading direction, in turn, the 2-3 plane is the isotropic plane
[59].

For such a modeling space as 2-D plane strain modeling, the related coordinates should

be swapped (2- and 3-direction) in advance before the associated elastic moduli and Poisson’s
ratios imported into the input file of finite element analysis. At last, the required constants
within the stiffness/compliance matrices can be reduced from 9 to 5 independent constants.
Basically this model is simplified from the orthotropic behavior so that the restrictions
A16=A26=0 and [B] =0 still hold.
4.2.6

Anisotropic Elasticity
Fully anisotropic elasticity requires 21 independent elastic stiffness constants (triclinic

elasticity/symmetry [59]) to describe material behaviors.

When characteristics of the strain

energy are considered, Sij=Sji (or Qij=Qji) and the original 36 elastic constants can be shown to
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reduce into 21 independent ones for elastic materials (discussed in section 4.3.2).

Usually, there

are some additional assumptions, such as plane stress state (σ33 =0) or one more symmetric plane
is added into the anisotropic elasticity.

Then the 21 elastic constants can be reduced to 13

(symmetry about the 1-2 plane or z=0) and the elasticity is referred to as monoclinic elasticity
(reduced anisotropy) [1,59].

Its stiffness/compliance matrices still keep shear-extension

coupling terms, namely S16, S26, S36 (Q16, Q26, Q36), and one more shear-shear coupling term, S45
(Q45).

When the principal material axes of a unidirectional fiber-reinforced lamina are aligned

to the global axes (at 0 and 90-degree of the fiber direction with respect to the global direction),
the material belongs to the orthotropic elasticity. Otherwise, the shear-extension coupling and
the shear-shear coupling terms may not be zero. In such cases, the elastic property of the
lamina should be expressed by the anisotropy in conjunction with the orthotropy, in the sense
that, the elastic constants could be reduced to 5 constants. In fact, the amount of independent
elastic constants depends on various conditions or analytical models assumed.
4.3

Material Property Calculations of OPT53 Composite Laminates
For each elasticity model discussed in section 4.2, it requires related elastic constants and

may not be the same or compatible for each model.

Typically, unidirectional fiber-reinforced

laminae have a particular material property—transversely isotropy that differs from the general
orthotropy and complete anisotropy.

Usually CLPT follows the plane stress state and develops

sequent theories for various applications.

The 2-D modeling of OPT53 composite scarf joints is

under the plane strain state in order to analyze the special feature-scarf joint. The elastic
constants cannot be merely replaced by those calculated using CLPT or the CLASS software.
The foremost difference is in the constitutive equations, which will be discussed later.

In this

study, three material models, namely the anisotropy (transversely isotropy), the engineering
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constant (orthotropy) and the equivalent isotropy are used to describe the material properties of
composite laminates associated with different stacking sequences.
4.3.1

Material Property Assumption
The out-of-plane elastic engineering constants of composites are usually not reported in

the vender’s mechanical material data sheet. Therefore, they are assumed based on certain
material property symmetry models for Torayca 800 composites. Under the considerations of
physical phenomena and the natures of unidirectional fiber-reinforced laminae, the material
property is symmetric about the 3-axis (the 1-2 plane is a material symmetric plane).
monoclinic material requires 13 constants to describe its behavior.

Such a

Besides, another material

symmetric plane, the 1-3 plane about the 2-axis, is taken and the shear-extension and shear-shear
coupling terms are truncated so that only 9 independent constants remain. Eventually, the 2-3
plane is treated as a plane of isotropy at every point and the 1-axis is the axis of symmetry.

The

material properties are independent of orientation on the 2-3 plane so that the 9 independent
constants can be reduced to 5 independent ones. This kind of material is marked as transversely
isotropic especially for unidirectional fiber-reinforced laminae [59].

The complicated measure

of 9 independent constants (for orthotropic materials) can be avoided.

Furthermore, using these

5 constants can calculate the engineering constants without out-of-plane material data. The
procedures are described associated with CLPT and the definition of ABAQUS in following
sections.
4.3.2

Anisotropic Material Model
For orthotropic materials, it is usually assumed that the principal material axes (1,2,3) are

aligned with the natural body axes/global axes (x,y,z) (Figure 4.6).
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3, Z

Matrix

2, Y
Cylindrical fiber
1, X
Figure 4.6. Specially orthotropic material (principal material axes
of fiber-reinforced lamina aligned with global axes).
There are two symmetric orthogonal plane sets for the elastic properties so that the
stiffness/compliance matrices can be described by 9 constants, which may not be absolutely
independent. The material is called specially orthotropic [1] and can be explained using equation
(4.4)
_

[ S ij ]=[T][Sij][T]T

(4.4)

where [Sij] is defined as compliance matrix, expressed by equation (4.5) and the transformation
matrix [T].

⎡ ε 11 ⎤ ⎡ S11
⎢ε ⎥ ⎢ S
⎢ 22 ⎥ ⎢ 12
⎢ε 33 ⎥ ⎢ S13
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎢γ 23 ⎥ ⎢ S14
⎢γ 31 ⎥ ⎢ S15
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣⎢γ 12 ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢ S16

S12
S 22

S13
S 23

S14
S 24

S15
S 25

S 23

S 33

S 34

S 35

S 24

S 34

S 44

S 45

S 25
S 26

S 35
S 36

S 45
S 46

S 55
S 56

S16 ⎤
S 26 ⎥⎥
S 36 ⎥
⎥
S 46 ⎥
S 56 ⎥
⎥
S 66 ⎦⎥

⎡σ 11 ⎤
⎢σ ⎥
⎢ 22 ⎥
⎢σ 33 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢τ 23 ⎥
⎢ τ 31 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢ τ 12 ⎦⎥

(4.5)

Within the compliance matrix [Sij] of orthotropic materials, the shear-extension coupling terms,
namely S14, S15, S16, S24, S25, S26, S34, S35, S36 , and shear-shear coupling terms, namely S45, S46, S56,
are all equal to zero. Only S11, S12, S22, S13, S23, S33, S44, S55, and S66 in total 9 constants are left.
Provided that the principal material axes are not aligned with the global axes or the stressed axes
of materials are not aligned with the global axes (Figure 4.7), the foregoing shear-extension
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terms such as S16, S26, S36 and shear-shear coupling term S45 are not all zeros [1,28,29,59].

This

kind of material is called generally orthotropic, especially for off-axis laminae whose principal
material coordinates do not coincide with the global coordinates.

In other word, the global

coordinate system is oriented at some angle (θ) to the principal material coordinate system
(Figure 4.7).

For example, a ±45-degree unidirectional fiber-reinforced lamina behaves such

characteristics that its principal material axes are rotated by ±45-degree from the global
coordinate system.

The generally orthotropic should be applied for a ±45-degree lamina (or

other off-axis lamina).
Y
2

1
θ

Fiber

X

Figure 4.7. Generally orthotropic material (principal material axes
of fiber-reinforced lamina not aligned with global axes).
For 2-D deformable shell solid structures (solid element), in the ‘Property Module’ of
ABAQUS/CAE under linear elastic material options, the orthotropic elasticity can be defined by
specifying (1) the elastic stiffness and (2) the engineering constants, or (3) defining the
orthotropic elasticity in the plane stress: type: lamina.

Note that the first two are applicable for

9 constant orthotropic materials, while the third is used for the state of plane stress in
ABAQUS/CAE. Since the feature of scarf should be constructed in the finite element model,
the lateral surface of a specimen will be modeled on the x-y plane in ABAQUS (Figure 4.8).
The state of plane strain must be chosen rather than that of plane stress.

Furthermore, an

auxiliary option with 2-D shell elements-composite is embedded in ABAQUS/CAE.
option is better for same parallel plates (surfaces) under the state of plane stress analysis.
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This

Plane Stress Modeling Surface

Scarf Cut

2, y
1, x

3, z

Plane Strain Modeling Surface
Figure 4.8. Definition of plane stress and plane strain modeling surface
in finite element model.
Options (1) and (2) in ABAQUS are admissible for 0 and 90-degree laminae.

For

non-principal materials, i.e., ±45-degree laminae, the shear-extension coupling terms exist.

As

discussed above, the engineering constant (specially orthotropic) method is not appropriate for
±45-degree laminae.

Accordingly, it is better to keep the original stiffness or compliance form,

including positive and negative values and possibly including S16, S26, S36, and S45, rather than
using the 9 positive engineering constants. In ABAQUS/CAE, the anisotropic material property
is introduced to solve this problem.

For fully anisotropic materials, the relations of stress-strain

are defined as stiffness matrix shown in equation (4.6), which is inverted by 21 independent
constants within the symmetric compliance matrix (Sij=Sji, equation (4.5)). In equation (4.6),
the elastic stiffness is written in the tensor form (Dijkl) defined in ABAQUS.

Because the

principal material axes still exist within the unidirectional fiber-reinforced lamina, even though
the fiber rotated by ±45-degree, the shear-shear coupling terms and some shear-extension terms
can be deleted [1].

Furthermore, the transversely isotropic property (isotropy about the 2-3

plane in OPT53 cases as shown in Figure 4.8) model can be added.

Eventually, the final

simplified anisotropic matrix consists of only 13 constants for ±45-degree laminae, but actually
only 9 of the constants are independent.
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⎡σ 11 ⎤ ⎡ D1111
⎢σ ⎥ ⎢ D
⎢ 22 ⎥ ⎢ 2211
⎢σ 33 ⎥ ⎢ D3311
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎢ τ 12 ⎥ ⎢ D1211
⎢ τ 13 ⎥ ⎢ D1311
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎣⎢τ 23 ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢ D2311

D1122

D1133

D1112

D1113

D2222
D3322

D2233
D3333

D2212
D3312

D2213
D3313

D1222

D1233

D1212

D1213

D1322
D2322

D1333
D2333

D1312
D2312

D1313
D2313

D1123 ⎤
D2223 ⎥⎥
D3323 ⎥
⎥
D1223 ⎥
D1323 ⎥
⎥
D2323 ⎦⎥

⎡ ε 11 ⎤
⎢ε ⎥
⎢ 22 ⎥
⎢ε 33 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢γ 12 ⎥
⎢γ 13 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢γ 23 ⎦⎥

(4.6)

As how Qij tensor defined in CLPT, Dijkl tensor is denoted in ABAQUS.
the same meanings of the elastic stiffness.

They indicate

In this study, the Qij (or Sij) is used for the notation
_

For the tensor Q ij , by

within the calculations of various formulas from the plate theory.
_

definition, it can be also derived from the inverse of [ S ij ],
[Qij]=[Sij]-1

and

_

_

[ Q ij ]=[ S ij ]-1

(4.7)

_

where [ S ij ] denotes the compliance rotated by θ degree from the global axes and [ S ij ]
indicates the compliance of fiber direction/ zero degree.

The Reuter’s Matrix and the

transformation matrix [T] can be used to obtain the local compliance matrix [1] based on the
local coordinate/principal material axis system (1,2,3).

The symbols defined here, the

1-direction represents the fiber direction, the 2-direction means the in-plane transverse direction,
and the 3-direction denotes the out-of-plane direction of laminae.

The entire transform

equations of compliance [1] are defined as
_

S 11 = S11 cos 4 θ + ( 2 S12 + S 66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + S 22 sin 4 θ
_

(

)

S 12 = S12 sin 4 θ + cos 4 θ + ( S11 + S 22 − S 66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ
_

S 22 = S11 cos 4 θ + ( 2 S12 + S 66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + S 22 cos 4 θ

(4.8)

_

S 16 = (2 S11 − 2 S12 − S 66 )sin θ cos 3 θ − ( 2 S 22 − 2 S12 − S 66 ) sin 3 θ cos θ
_

S 26 = (2 S11 − 2 S12 − S 66 )sin 3 θ cos θ − (2 S 22 − 2 S12 − S 66 ) sin θ cos 3 θ

(

_

S 66 = 2(2 S11 + 2 S 22 − 4 S12 − S 66 )sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + S 66 sin 4 θ + cos 4 θ
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)

_

In the same manner, the tensor Q ij also can be derived by inversing equation (4.4).
When [Qij] is rotated by an arbitrary angle, the special trigonometric property can also be utilized
for transformation matrix [T], i.e.,

[T(-θ)]=[T(θ)]-1 and [T(-θ)]T=[T(θ)]-T

(4.9)

When the axis is rotated by an angle (θ), equation (4.4) with (4.7) can be rearranged using
equation (4.9) as
_

_

[ S ij ]θ =[T(θ)][Sij][T(θ)]T→ [ Q ij ]θ =[ T(θ)]-1[Qij][ T(θ)]-T
_

[ Q ij ]θ =[ T(-θ)][Qij][ T(-θ)]T

(4.10)

_

As a result, all the components of [ Q ij ] are converted individually from equations (4.11).
_

Q11 = Q11 cos 4 θ + ( 2Q12 + 2Q66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + Q22 sin 4 θ
_

(

)

Q12 = Q12 sin 4 θ + cos 4 θ + (Q11 + Q22 − 4Q66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ
_

Q 22 = Q11 sin 4 θ + 2(Q12 + 2Q66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + Q22 cos 4 θ

(4.11)

_

Q16 = (Q11 − Q12 − 2Q66 )sin θ cos 3 θ + (Q12 − Q22 + 2Q66 ) sin 3 θ cos θ
_

Q 26 = (Q11 − Q12 − 2Q66 ) sin 3 θ cos θ + (Q12 − Q22 + 2Q66 ) sin θ cos 3 θ

(

_

Q 66 = (Q11 + Q22 − 2Q12 − 2Q66 ) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + Q66 sin 4 θ + cos 4 θ

)

Same as [Sij] at zero degree, the complete 3-D stiffness matrix [Qij] can be defined in terms of the
9 independent engineering constants (E11, E22, E33, G12, G23, G31, ν12, ν31, and ν32).
the 3-D constitutive equations [1,59], following the Hooke’s law, are expressed as
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Therefore,

⎡ 1 − ν 23ν 32
⎢
⎡σ 11 ⎤ ⎢ E 22 E33 Δ
⎢σ ⎥ ⎢ν 12 + ν 13ν 32
⎢ 22 ⎥ ⎢ E E Δ
⎢σ 33 ⎥ ⎢ 33 11
⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ν 13 + ν 12ν 23
⎢τ 23 ⎥ ⎢ E11 E 22 Δ
⎢ τ 31 ⎥ ⎢
0
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
0
⎣⎢ τ 12 ⎦⎥ ⎢
⎢
0
⎣

Δ=

ν 21 + ν 31ν 23

ν 31 + ν 21ν 32

E 22 E33 Δ
1 − ν 31ν 13
E33 E11 Δ
ν 23 + ν 13ν 21
E11 E 22 Δ
0
0
0

E 22 E33 Δ
ν 32 + ν 31ν 12
E33 E11 Δ
1 − ν 12ν 21
E11 E 22 Δ
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

G23
0
0

0

G31
0

⎤
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
G12 ⎥⎦

⎡ ε 11 ⎤
⎢ε ⎥
⎢ 22 ⎥
⎢ε 33 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢γ 23 ⎥
⎢γ 31 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢γ 12 ⎦⎥

1 − ν 12ν 21 − ν 23ν 32 − ν 31ν 13 − 2ν 12ν 23ν 31
E11 E 22 E33

(4.12)

(4.13)

Due to the symmetry of the stiffness matrix, it requires that

ν 21 + ν 31ν 23
E22 E33 Δ

ν 31 + ν 21ν 32
E22 E33 Δ

ν 32 + ν 31ν 12
E33 E11Δ

=

ν 12 + ν 13ν 32

=

ν 13 + ν 12ν 23

=

ν 23 + ν 13ν 21

E33 E11Δ

E11 E22 Δ

(4.14)

E11 E22 Δ

in the sense that the reciprocal rule, equation (4.15), is generated as

ν ji =

ν ij E j
Ei

( i ≠ j)

(4.15)

Based on the state of 2-D plane strain, the tensor Qij can be simplified and rewritten as
E11 (1 − ν 12 )
1 − ν 12 − 2ν 12ν 21
E 22 (1 − ν 12ν 21 )
Q22 = D2222 =
(1 + ν 12 )(1 − ν 12 − 2ν 12ν 21 )
ν 12E 22
ν 21 E11
Q12 = D1122 =
=
1 − ν 12 − 2ν 12ν 21 1 − ν 12 − ν 12ν 21
D1212=G12= Q66
Q11 = D1111 =
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(4.16)

While under 2-D plane stress state, the constitutive equations become as
Q11 = D1111 =

E11

1 −ν 12ν 21
E 22
Q22 = D2222 =
1 − 2ν 12ν 21
ν E
ν E
Q12 = D1122 = 12 22 = 21 11
1 − ν 12ν 21 1 − ν 12ν 21
D1212=G12= Q66

(4.17)

Same as the compliance matrix, according to the orthotropic theory, D1113, D1123, D2213, D2223,

D3312, D3313, D3323, D1213, D1223, and D1323 all remain zero (compared with the complete stiffness
matrix in equation (4.12)).

Analysis under either the plane stress or the plane strain state is a

2-D problem and certain out-of-plane components are ignored.

The difference in the

constitutive equations between the state of plane strain and plane stress is spoken from the
equations (4.16) and (4.17)).

From CLPT, the plane stress state is applied and the properties

converted cannot be directly imported to OPT53 plane strain models.

Note that, even though

the OPT53 model is constructed in 2-D space and analyzed by the plane strain state in ABAQUS,
the element type is still defined by continuum/solid plane strain elements.

The material

properties applied to ABAQUS in the ‘Property Module’ should keep the complete 3-D form, i.e.,
using the tensor Qij in equation (4.12) rather than in equations (4.16) and (4.17).
From the definition of the stiffness/compliance for anisotropic materials and the physical
phenomena of unidirectional fiber-reinforced laminae, it can be proved [1,52,59] that

⎡Q11
⎢Q
⎢ 12
⎢Q
Qij = ⎢ 12
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢⎣ 0

Q12

Q12

0

0

Q22

Q23

0

0

Q23
0
0

Q22
0
0

0

0

1
2

0
0
(Q22 − Q23 ) 0
0
Q66
0
0
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0 ⎤
0 ⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
Q66 ⎥⎦

(4.18)

Therefore, the amount of independent elastic constants required is reduced to 5, because Q44 and
Q55 terms can be rewritten by equation (4.19) from equation (4.12).
Q44 = G31 = D1313 = 12 (Q22 − Q23 )

(4.19)

Q55 = D2323 = G23 = Q66 = D1212 = Q66 = G12

After all required equations are completely defined, two more conditions as E22
=E33=1.185 Msi. and ν12 = ν13 = ν23= 0.317 or ν23= 0.444 are added to the material properties of
T-800S/3900-2 prepregs (listed in Table 4.4). The former assumption is generally valid for
unidirectional fiber-reinforced laminae, while the latter ν23 is an admissible value just for ease of
calculation.

In fact, from the reported data of similar carbon fiber-reinforced materials

[52,57,61], ν23 is around 1.25~1.55 times ν12 and the G23 is roughly around 0.5~0.7 times G12, if
ν12 = ν13, E22=E33, and G12=G13 are valid. Therefore, based on the premise ν23= 0.317, the
stiffness matrices of different orientations (90 and ±45-degree) are obtained using equations
(4.12) to (4.15) and the 3-D coordinate transformation matrix [T]. To consist with ABAQUS
definition, as equation (4.6), the constants within the matrices associated with the 2- and the
3-direction should be swapped in advance and the final results are summarized in the matrix
form as follows.

0-degree Lamina Dijkl (psi)

⎡ 2.17385 10 7
⎢
5
⎢5.59108 10
5
⎢
[Q ] 0 = ⎢5.59108 10
0
⎢
⎢
0
⎢
0
⎣⎢

5.59108 10 5

5.59108 10 5

0

0

6

5

0

0

1.33176 10 6

0

1.33176 10

4.31991 10 5

4.31991 10

0
0

0
0

3.51000 10
0

0

0

0
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0
5

0
3.51000 10 5
0

⎤
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
4.49884 10 5 ⎦⎥
0

90-degree Lamina Dijkl (psi)
⎡1.33176 10 6
⎢
5
⎢ 4.31991 10
5
⎢
[Q ] 90 = ⎢5.59108 10
0
⎢
⎢
0
⎢
⎢⎣
0

4.31991 10 5

5.59108 10 5

0

0

7

5

0
0

⎤
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
3.51000 10 5 ⎥⎦
0

1.33176 10
5.59108 10 5

5.59108 10
2.17385 10 6

0
0

0

0

4.49884 10 5

0

0

0

0

3.51000 10 5

0

0

0

0

-45-degree Lamina Dijkl (psi)
⎡ 6.39812 10 6
⎢
6
⎢ 5.69612 10
5
⎢
[Q] −45 = ⎢ 4.95550 10
0
⎢
⎢− 5.10164 106
⎢
⎢⎣
0

5.69612 10 6

4.95550 105

0

− 5.10168 106

6

5

0
0

− 63558

6.39812 10
4.95550 105

4.95550 10
1.33176 10 6

− 5.10168 106
5

0
− 63558

0
− 5.10164 10 6

4.00442 10
0

0
5.48796 10 6

0

0

49442

0

10 6

5 .69612 10 6

4 .95550 10 5

0

5 .10168 10 6

6

6

5

⎤
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
49442 ⎥
⎥
0
⎥
4.00442 105 ⎥⎦
0

45-degree Lamina Dijkl (psi)
⎡ 6 .39812
⎢
⎢ 5 .69612
⎢
[Q ] 45 = ⎢ 4 .95550
0
⎢
⎢ 5 .10164
⎢
⎢⎣
0

•

10
10 5
10

6

6 .39812 10
4 .95550 10 5

4 .95550 10
1 .33176 10 6

0
0

63558
5 .10168 10 6

0
63558

0
5 .10164 10 6

0
5 .48796 10 6

0

0

4 .00442 10 5
0
− 49442

0

⎤
⎥
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
− 49442 ⎥
⎥
0
⎥
4 .00442 10 5 ⎦⎥
0

Stability restriction on Engineering Constants

Elastic materials are required to satisfy the restrictions of material (the Drucker stability),
which leads to certain conditions on the values of the elastic constants. The work done by the
stress is defined by the product of the stress and corresponding strain. In order to avoid the
generation of energy, which results in an unstable system, the summation of the work done by all
stresses should be positive.

This condition constitutes a thermodynamic constraint on the

engineering constants. The restriction for orthotropic materials, proposed by Lempriere, says
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the matrices (both the stiffness and compliance matrices) relating stress to strain must be
positive-definite [1], that is, the matrices contain positive principal values or invariants. For
orthotropic materials, the stability [1,45] derived from the compliance matrix is given by
inequality (4.20) or expressed in terms of the engineering constants (4.21).
S11, S22, S33, S44, S55, S66 >0

(4.20)

E11, E22, E33, G23, G31, G12 >0

(4.21)

Likewise, from equations (4.12) and (4.13) they can be written as

(1 −ν 23ν 32 ) > 0

(1 −ν 31ν 13 ) > 0

(1 −ν 12ν 21 ) > 0

_

Δ = 1 −ν 12ν 21 −ν 23ν 32 −ν 31ν 13 − 2ν 21ν 32ν 13 > 0

(4.22)
(4.23)

Due to the matrix being positive-definite, the determinant of the matrix must be positive and,
from the reciprocal relations (4.15), the requirements can be rewritten as

ν 21 <

E22
E11

ν 32 <

E33
E22

ν 13 <

E11
E33

(4.24)

ν 12 <

E11
E 22

ν 23 <

E22
E33

ν 31 <

E33
E11

(4.25)

When the left-hand side of the inequality attains zero, the material behaves incompressible.
These stability restrictions can be applied to the engineering constants for orthotropic materials
in order to verify the experimental or assumed data whether they physically consist with the
skeleton of the mechanical elasticity theorem.
For fully anisotropic materials, the restrictions of stability that the elasticity [Dijkl] matrix
is positive definite requires all of the eigenvalues of [Dijkl] are positive [45].

From the

foregoing [Dijkl] matrix of different orientation laminae, their eigenvalues are computed as shown
in the following matrices, respectively.
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⎡2.17698 10 7 ⎤
⎢
6⎥
⎢1.73250 10 ⎥
⎢8.99769 10 5 ⎥
λ0 = ⎢
5⎥
⎢3.51000 10 ⎥
⎢3.51000 10 5 ⎥
⎥
⎢
5
⎣⎢4.49884 10 ⎦⎥

λ −45

⎡1.67514 10 7 ⎤
⎢
6⎥
⎢1.47658 10 ⎥
⎢7.02000 10 5 ⎥
=⎢
5⎥
⎢6.85990 10 ⎥
⎢4.49884 10 5 ⎥
⎥
⎢
5
⎢⎣3.51000 10 ⎥⎦

λ 90

⎡2.17698 10 7 ⎤
⎢
5⎥
⎢8.99769 10 ⎥
⎢1.73250 10 6 ⎥
=⎢
5⎥
⎢4.49884 10 ⎥
⎢3.51000 10 5 ⎥
⎢
⎥
5
⎣⎢3.51000 10 ⎦⎥

λ 45

⎡1.67514 10 7 ⎤
⎢
6⎥
⎢1.47658 10 ⎥
⎢7.02000 10 5 ⎥
=⎢
5⎥
⎢6.85990 10 ⎥
⎢4.49884 10 5 ⎥
⎢
⎥
5
⎢⎣3.51000 10 ⎥⎦

The above results show that all [Dijkl] matrices based on the assumptions satisfy the restrictions
of stability and are permissible.
4.3.3

Orthotropic Material Model

If the orthotropic elasticity is expressed in terms of the 9 engineering constants, namely
E11, E22, E33, G12, G23, G13, ν12, ν13, and ν23, it should be restricted to the specially orthotropy, i.e.,
no existence of shear-extension coupling terms. Otherwise, it should be incorporated with other
engineering constants, namely coefficients of mutual influence/shear-extension coupling
coefficients and Chentsov coefficient/ shear-shear coupling coefficient, which are relative to
Poisson’s ratio/extension-extension coupling coefficients [1]. The coefficients, used to describe
the in-plane shear-extension terms such as S16 and S26, are proposed by Lekhnitskii. The
Chentsov coefficients are related to S45, S46, and S56 and do not affect in-plane behaviors [1].
None of these cofficients arises in any orthotropic material (no shear-extension coupling terms)
unless its principal material axes are not aligned with the global coordinates.
0-degree and 90-degree laminae are orthotropic, but ±45-degree laminae are generally
orthotropic which have shear-extension coupling terms.
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To determine the orthotropic

characteristics of ±45-degree plies within the OPT53 models, the elastic properties must be
obtained from the balanced and symmetric composite laminate consisting of ±45-degree plies
only [1,62,63], i.e., the stacking sequence is [45/-45/-45/45]. The shear-extension coupling
terms can be eliminated. From equations (4.18) and (4.12) to (4.15) or using the compliance
stiffness matrix (equation (4.26)), the engineering constants can be evaluated.

⎡ S11
⎢S
⎢ 12
⎢S
S ij = ⎢ 12
⎢0
⎢0
⎢
⎢⎣ 0

S12
S 22
S 23
0
0
0

0
0
0
S 44
0
0

S12
S 23
S 22
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
S 66
0

0 ⎤
0 ⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
S 66 ⎥⎦

(4.26)

From the result of section 4.3.2, the in-plane elastic constants corelate to the out-of-plane
constants. Furthermore, Q13, Q33, Q44 and Q55 are not completely indepdent, in the sense that, the
engineering constants G13, G23, and ν13 are not necessary tested for. Inverting the matrix (equation
(4.18)) and substituting for the constitutive equations of [Qij] results in
⎡ Q22 + Q23
⎢
R
⎢
Q
−
12
⎢
⎢
R
⎢ − Q12
⎢
R
S ij = ⎢
⎢
0
⎢
⎢
0
⎢
⎢
⎢
0
⎢
⎣

where

− Q12
R
Q22 Q11 − Q122
H
− Q23 Q11 + Q122
H

− Q12
R
− Q23Q11 + Q122
H
Q22 Q11 − Q122
H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
Q22 − Q23

0

0

0

0

1
Q66

0

0

0

0

R = Q11 (Q22 + Q23 ) − 2Q122
H = Q11 (Q222 − Q232 ) − 2Q122 (Q22 − Q23 )
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⎤
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
1 ⎥
Q66 ⎥⎦

(4.27)

Recall the 3-D compliance matrix; it can be expressed in terms of the 9 engineering
constants as shown in equation (4.28). Based on the same definition of [Sij], equation (4.28) is
equated to equation (4.27) and the 9 engineering constants for each orientation ply can be solved.
All the engineering constants for 0, 90, and ±45-degree laminae are shown in Table 4.6. The
bottom column of Table 4.6 remarks the coordinate system in ABAQUS, which the 2- and
3-direction should be swapped from the regular plane theory coordinate system.
⎡ 1
⎢ E
⎢ 11
⎢ − ν 12
⎢ E11
⎢ −ν
⎢ 13
E
S ij = ⎢⎢ 11
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0
⎢⎣

− ν 21
E 22
1
E 22
− ν 23
E 22

− ν 31
E33
− ν 32
E33
1
E33

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
G23

0

0

0

0

1
G31

0

0

0

0

⎤
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
1 ⎥
G12 ⎥⎦

(4.28)

TABLE 4.6
ENGINEERING CONSTANTS FOR DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS
Exx
Eyy
Ezz
T800S
7
6
Composite 2.138 10 1.185 10 1.185 106
Lamina

E11

E22
7

E33
6

6

νxy

νxz

νyz

Gxy

Gxz
5

Gyz

0.3170

0.3170

0.3170

3.510 10

3.510 10

4.498 105

ν12

ν13

ν32

G12

G13

G23

5

5

5

0-degree
90-degree
45-degree
-45-degree

2.138 10
1.185 106
1.324 106
1.324 106

1.185 10
2.138 107
1.324 106
1.324 106

1.185 10
1.185 106
1.291 106
1.291 106

0.3170
0.0175
0.8870
0.8870

0.3170
0.3170
0.0454
0.0454

0.3170
0.0175
0.0409
0.0409

3.510 10
3.510 105
5.487 106
5.487 106

3.510 10
4.498 105
4.004 105
4.004 105

4.498 105
3.510 105
4.004 105
4.004 105

ABAQUS

E11

E33

E22

ν13

ν12

ν23

G13

G12

G23

(The unit for moduli is in psi and unit-less for Poisson’s ratio)

•

Stability restriction on Engineering Constants

For engineering constant model, the examination of stability restrictions in equations
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(4.21) to (4.25) is integrated in Table 4.7 (defined in the ABAQUS coordinates). All the
plausible data satisfy the restrictions, yet the confirmation via ABAQUS is still needed to ensure
they are physical and reliable.

TABLE 4.7
INSPECTION OF STABILITY RESTRICTIONS FOR EACH ORIENTATION LAMINA
T800S
0-degree Ply
T800S
±45-degree Ply
from [45/-45]s
T800S
90-degree Ply

4.3.4

ν12
ν13
ν23
ν12
ν13
ν23
ν12
ν13
ν23

0.3170 <(E11/E22)0.5 =
0.3170 <(E11/E33)0.5 =
0.3170 <(E22/E33)0.5 =
Δ = 0.88489 > 0
0.0454 <(E11/E22)0.5 =
0.8870 <(E11/E33)0.5 =
0.0409 <(E22/E33)0.5 =
Δ = 0.20674 > 0
0.3170 <(E11/E22)0.5 =
0.0175 <(E11/E33)0.5 =
0.0175 <(E22/E33)0.5 =
Δ = 0.88489 > 0

4.247
4.247
1.000
1.012
1.000
0.987
1.000
0.235
0.235

Equivalent Isotropic Material Model

From section 4.1.3, the specified stacking sequences and the [A] matrices speak that only
OPT53-3 and OPT53-5 composite scarf joint models satisfy the quasi-isotropic restriction.
When using the engineering constants, the distinction among the plane stress, plane strain, and
3-D constitutive equations is clarified by Tables 4.8 to 4.10. Evidently, the results from the
plane strain state are close to those from the 3-D complete constitutive equations. If Eyy=Ezz and
νxy= νyz= νxz are assumed for theT-800S prepregs, the properties from the plane strain state
condition would be the same as the complete 3-D results. The values of Exx, Gxy, and νxy in
Table 4.10 will be imported to E, G, and ν in the isotropic material module in ABAQUS to
simulate OPT53 composite scarf joint models using the equivalent/quasi isotropic model.
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TABLE 4.8
EQUIVALENT ELASTIC PROPERTIES (psi) CONVERTED FROM
PLANE STRESS STATE
Model
OPT53-1
OPT53-2
OPT53-3
OPT53-4
OPT53-5
OPT53-6

Exx

6

7.267 10
9.303 106
7.793 106
8.895 106
7.793 106
9.061 106

Eyy

6

7.267 10
7.243 106
7.793 106
6.648 106
7.793 106
7.574 106

Gxy

6

3.203 10
2.632 106
2.918 106
2.918 106
2.918 106
2.609 106

νxy
0.3801
0.3350
0.3353
0.3920
0.3353
0.3185

TABLE 4.9
EQUIVALENT ELASTIC PROPERTIES (psi) CONVERTED FROM
PLANE SRAIN STATE
Model
OPT53-1
OPT53-2
OPT53-3
OPT53-4
OPT53-5
OPT53-6

Exx

6

7.339 10
9.390 106
7.875 106
8.970 106
7.875 106
9.151 106

Eyy

6

7.339 10
7.340 106
7.875 106
6.736 106
7.875 106
7.670 106

Gxy

6

3.204 10
2.634 106
2.919 106
2.919 106
2.919 106
2.611 106

νxy
0.3931
0.3501
0.3488
0.4066
0.3488
0.3333

TABLE 4.10
EQUIVALENT ELASTIC PROPERTIES (psi) CONVERTED FROM
3-D COMPLETE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Model
OPT53-1
OPT53-2
OPT53-3
OPT53-4
OPT53-5
OPT53-6

Exx

7.339106
9.390 106
7.875 106
8.970 106
7.875 106
9.151 106

Eyy

7.339 106
7.340 106
7.875 106
6.736 106
7.875 106
7.670 106
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Gxy

3.204 106
2.634 106
2.919 106
2.919 106
2.919 106
2.611 106

νxy
0.3931
0.3501
0.3488
0.4066
0.3488
0.3333

CHAPTER 5
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS ON SCARF-PATCHE-REPAIRED
COMPOSITE LAMINATES
Following the processes similar to ASTM D5656 analysis in ABAQUS, both 3-D stress
and 2-D plane strain finite element models are created for scarf-patch-repaired composite
laminates (OPT53 composite scarf joint).

The 3-D stress models (Figures 5.1and 5.2) use

laminated composite material and equivalent isotropic material ply-merged constructions,
respectively. The 2-D plane strain models use only laminated composite material constructions.
The purposes of using the 3-D equivalent isotropic ply-merged models (Figure 5.2) are (1) faster
to verify the elastic material properties with test results and (2) roughly to examine the ‘edge
effect’ of specimens. The purposes of using the 2-D dynamic models are to more quickly (1)
determine the strength of scarf joints using a dynamic failure model and (2) to apply a failure
criterion to certain parts such as matrix (resin) and ply layers within the adherend.

Without

doubt, the 3-D laminated composite model accommodates all advantages except for long
processing time, fair aspect ratio, and convergent difficulty. The comparisons between 3-D and
2-D simulation results will be presented in this chapter. The main disparity between laminated
models and isotropic ply-merged models is the layer-by-layer pattern of the adherends.
Adherends within laminated composite models are assembled layer by layer according to the
specified stacking sequence exactly and each layer represents one ply. On the other hand, the
isotropic ply-merged models under one equivalent material property are built up with appropriate
mesh layers, not necessarily equal to the specified number of ply, and each layer does not
represent certain ply group.
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Figure 5.1. OPT53 composite scarf joint 3-D finite element model.

Figure 5.2. OPT53 scarf joint 3-D isotropic ply-merged finite element model.
Barriers in Finite Element
Compared with finite element models of ASTM D5656, OPT53 composite scarf joint
models are much larger in the number of nodes and elements so that some negligible or tolerable
errors in ASTM D5656 models could be enlarged or magnified in OPT53 scarf joint models.
The dominant problems are processing time and the mesh in the adhesive section.
•

Processing Time
In dynamic analysis, according to the equations (3.1) and (3.2), the smaller element size
results in longer calculation time.

The number of elements and the density of materials

used also influences the processing time. Due to the pre-requisite of using composite
laminate adherends and adopting an acceptable aspect ratio, the number of the layers and
elements cannot be reduced easily. Furthermore, in explicit analysis, the element type is
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restricted to linear 4-node per element, in the sense that second or higher order element
types cannot be applied.

Alternatively, larger element size and larger mass density can

be adopted to reduce processing time in dynamic analysis, but the accuracy of the
analysis may be reduced as well. As a result, a high performance computer system with
clusters of CPUs and a large pre-memory unit is required.
•

Mesh in Critical Area
The scarf joint contains sections with tiny angles at both ends of the adherends and
adhesive, especially for layer-by-layer composite adherend models.

Lots of triangles

with minute angles arise in these sections. Numerical evaluation of integrals over actual
element involves the coordinate transformation from an actual element to a master
element using one-to-one/unique mapping.

This numerical approach requires the

determinant of Jacobian matrix, J e, greater than zero everywhere within the element (Ωe)
[53].
J e ≡ det. [J e] > 0

(5.1)

The geometrical meaning of the Jacobian (2-D plate problem) matrix denotes the ratio of
an area element in the real element to a corresponding area element in the master element.
It can be expressed as
dA≡ dx dy= J e dξ dη

(5.2)

where (ξ,η) signifies the natural coordinates in Gauss-Legendre quadrature. It is not
allowed that if J e is zero or very close to zero, a nonzero area element in the real element
is mapped into a zero area element in the master element.

Usually, this mapping is used

for a distorted element transformed to a rectangular master element.

Once the deformed

shape of a real element exceeds the limits of acceptable distortion, the finite element
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analysis will encounter errors and the job will be aborted.
Reducing the amount of triangular elements and total elements or enlarging the mesh size
and density (artificial density) as much as possible are the accesses to achieve converged analysis.
In the beginning, the 3-D composite models (Figure 5.1) are reduced to 2-D (plane strain)
composite models in ABAQUS/Explicit.

The mesh for 2-D dynamic models has been modified

several times until it can converge. Figures 5.3 to 5.5 show the fine, medium, and coarse mesh
of 2-D dynamic models used in ABAQUS, respectively. As extensive computation is taken to
process dynamic analysis when using the mesh shown in Figure 5.4, the scarf joint is
alternatively approximated by a stepped joint (Figure 5.5). The feature of stepped joints avoids
extremely distorted triangular elements and provides finer and more uniform mesh within the
adhesive section, which results in the higher accuracy of analysis. Based on the test results and
finite element simulations of full-scale equivalent isotropic static models, the remote adherends
(away from the overlap) maintain analogous stresses and surface strains along the loading
direction. The adherends are then trimmed in length and referred to as ‘reduced’ finite element
models for higher computational efficiency.

In the reduced models, the adherend outside the

overlap region is trimmed to 1.2 inches at each side of the overlap.

The dimensions of reduced

OPT53 composite joint models are tabulated in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1
DIMENSIONS OF REDUCED MODELS OF OPT53 COMPOSITE SCARF JOINTS

OPT53-1
OPT53-2
OPT53-3
OPT53-4
OPT53-5
OPT53-6

Length

Width

Thickness

4.3659 in.
4.3659 in.
6.0760 in.
6.5865 in.
7.8750 in.
8.8888 in.

3 in.
3 in.
3 in.
3 in.
3 in.
3 in.

0.144 in.
0.144 in.
0.236 in.
0.236 in.
0.360 in.
0.360 in.
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Scarf
Length
1.9 in.
1.9 in.
3.6 in.
4.1 in.
5.4 in.
6.4 in.

Scarf
Angle
4.334 º
4.344 º
3.763 º
3.305 º
3.763 º
3.814 º

Adhesive
Thickness
0.005 in.
0.005 in.
0.005 in.
0.005 in.
0.005 in.
0.005 in.

The 2-D composite models maintain one element per ply in stepped joint models and two
elements per ply, by default, in scarf joint models to reflect the composite properties.

For

convenience, the 2-D composite scarf joint model in Figure 5.4 is labeled as OP53-SCF and the
2-D composite stepped joint model in Figure 5.5 is marked as OPT53-STP.

Figure 5.3. Fine mesh of OPT53-SCF 2-D static model (scarf joint)
(non-uniform shape mesh in the adhesive).

Figure 5.4. Medium mesh of OPT53-SCF 2-D dynamic model (scarf joint)
(refined and uniform shape mesh in the adhesive).

Figure 5.5. Coarse mesh of OPT53-STP 2-D dynamic model (stepped joint)
(uniform shape mesh both in the adherends and the adhesive).
It should be noted that, the ‘Material Orientation’ must be defined within the created part
under ‘Property Module’ in ABAQUS except for isotropic materials.
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Because in section 4.3,

all material properties with different material orientations are pre-calculated in terms of stiffness
or engineering constants associated with the global coordinates.
here is set identical to the global coordinates in ABAQUS.

The ‘Material Orientation’

In 2-D model when only using shell,

composite material, and plane stress state, then the material orientation can be defined in the
‘Property Module’ by a given angle.

Otherwise, either changing to 3-D model or the

pre-calculation of material properties with respect to different orientations becomes inevitable.
The CPE4R plane strain element is used for both the adherend and the adhesive parts for 2-D
models, whilst the C3D8R element that represents the 8-node linear brick, reduced integration,
hourglass control, and explicit element is used in 3-D models.

To further reduce the number of

total elements, some 3-D models are cut into either half or quarter sections of the specimens due
to the symmetry of loading and geometry.

The information of mesh about each OPT53 reduced

specimen is summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

The geometry of 3-D dynamic finite element

reduced models will be discussed in section 5.1.

TABLE 5.2
INFORMATION ON MESH IN 2-D REDUCED OPT53 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MODELS
Specimen
Reduced Adherend
Adhesive
Code
Element
Node
Element
Node
OPT53-1STP
OPT53-1SCF
OPT53-2STP
OPT53-2SCF
OPT53-3STP
OPT53-3SCF
OPT53-4STP
OPT53-4SCF
OPT53-5STP
OPT53-5SCF
OPT53-6STP
OPT53-6SCF

5,526
10,404
5,526
10,404
13,768
27,510
13,472
23,552
27,360
48,096
24,600
55,836

6,058
10,902
6,058
10,902
14,593
28,317
14,300
24,266
28,498
49,072
25,589
56,956

(SCF: Scarf Joint Model; STP: Stepped Joint Model)
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1,224
1,388
1,224
1,388
2,688
2,796
2,688
2,796
3,360
4,662
3,400
4,982

1,652
2,084
1,652
2,084
3,570
4,196
3,570
4,196
4,479
6,995
4,515
7,475

TABLE 5.3
INFORMATION ON MESH IN 3-D REDUCED (QUARTER SIZE) OPT53 DYNAMIC
STEPPED JOINT MODELS
Specimen Code
OPT53-1-COM-QUA
OPT53-2-COM-QUA
OPT53-3-COM-QUA
OPT53-4-COM-QUA
OPT53-5-COM-QUA
OPT53-6-COM-QUA

Element
Adherend Adhesive
28,230
28,230
79,395
76,355
137,325
154,020

7,050
7,050
22,755
22,800
32,760
39,000

Node
Adherend Adhesive
33,168
33,168
89,856
86,592
153,120
171,424

9,856
9,856
29,792
30,256
43,152
51,040

5.1

Finite Element Analysis Results of OPT53 Composite Scarf Joints

5.1.1

Standard/Static Analysis
The purpose of using a static model is faster to confirm the linear elastic material

properties of the adherends without defining any dynamic parameter and failure criterion.

The

load applied (pressure load) for each specimen is given by the average ultimate stress from the
test results. The surface longitudinal strain (ε11) along the loading direction from the nodes on
the top surface within the overlap portion are extracted from the finite element results and
compared with test data recorded by the ARAMIS system.
a.

Equivalent Isotropic 3-D Model
The 3-D full-scale equivalent isotropic ply-merged models (Figure 5.2) are analyzed and

the surface longitudinal strains (ε11) on the top surface are outputted from the nodes which are
spaced from the edge by a distance ‘h’ that is the individual thickness of each specimen, in order
to diminish the interference of ‘edge effect’.

The equivalent elastic material properties such as

E, G, and ν of the composite adherends follow Table 4.10. The results from static analysis are
marked as ‘-3D-ISO’, which represent 3-D models with equivalent isotropic properties. The
finite element data and test data curves are plotted in Figures 5.6 to 5.11.
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Test Data 1(F=29,089 lbf)

Strains ε11 (in/in)

Test Data 2(F=29,089 lbf)
OPT53-1L13W3-3D-ISO Static (F=29,089 lbf)
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Figure 5.6. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and
OPT53-1 SCF 3-D static full-scale model.
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Figure 5.7. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and
OPT53-2 SCF 3-D static full-scale model.
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Figure 5.8. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and
OPT53-3 SCF 3-D static full-scale model.
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Figure 5.9. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and
OPT53-4 SCF 3-D static full-scale model.
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Test Data 1 (F=77,678 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=77,678 lbf)

Strains ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-5L13W3-3D-ISO Static (F=77,678 lbf)
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Figure 5.10. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and
OPT53-5 SCF 3-D static full-scale model.
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Figure 5.11. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and
OPT53-6 SCF 3-D static full-scale model.
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b.

Composite Laminate 3-D Reduced Model
Similar to the size reduction method based on the symmetry of the geometry and loading

of the specimens, which were utilized in various researches [4,5,11,20,21,25,26,64], OPT53-1
and OPT53-2 3-D composite laminate models (Figure 5.1), are further reduced to one half the
size (Figure 5.12) of the original reduced models (dimensions specified in Table 5.1).

Based on

the antisymmetry of the geometry about the geometric center of the specimen and symmetric
loading conditions for large-sized models of OPT53-3 to OPT53-6 specimens, they are further
reduced into quarter size models (as Figure 5.13) to reduce the immense number of elements and
nodes so that the job can be implemented successfully.

Symmetry Axial

Figure 5.12.

One half size OPT53 SCF reduced model.
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Figure 5.13.

Quarter size OPT53 SCF reduced model.

The anisotropically elastic material properties of the composites follow the anisotropic
matrices (section 4.3.2 [Dijkl] for each degree lamina).

The results converted from tests and

static finite element analyses are plotted together for each OPT53 composite scarf joint model in
Figures 5.14 to 5.19.

The static finite element results, scripted as ‘3D-COM-SYM’ in Figures

5.14 and 5.15 for specimens OPT53-1 and OPT53-2, represent 3-D symmetrically half size
composite model with anisotropic material properties.

For specimens OPT53-3 to OPT53-6,

the curves symbolized as ‘3D-COM-QUA’ (in Figures 5.16 to 5.19) stand for quarter size
composite models with anisotropic material properties.
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OPT53-1 3-D COM-ISO-SYM Static (F=29,089 lbf)
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Figure 5.14a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and half size
OPT53-1 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and isotropic properties).
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OPT53-1 3-D COM-ENG-SYM Static (F=29,089 lbf)
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Figure 5.14b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and half size
OPT53-1 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and engineering constant properties).
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Test Data 1 (F=25,292 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=25,292 lbf)
OPT53-2 3-D COM-ISO-SYM Static (F=25,292 lbf)
OPT53-2 3-D COM-SYM Static (F=25,292 lbf)
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Figure 5.15a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and half size
OPT53-2 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and isotropic properties).
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Figure 5.15b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and half size
OPT53-2 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and engineering constant properties).
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Figure 5.16a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-3 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and isotropic properties).
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Figure 5.16b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-3 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and engineering constant properties).
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Test Data 2(F=54,766 lbf)
OPT53-4 3-D COM-ISO-QUA Static (F=54,766 lbf)
OPT53-4 3-D COM-QUA Static (F=54,766 lbf)
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Figure 5.17a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-4 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and isotropic properties).
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Figure 5.17b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-4 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and engineering constant properties).
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Test Data 2 (F=77,678 lbf)
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Figure 5.18a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-5 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and isotropic properties).
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Figure 5.18b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-5 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and engineering constant properties).
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Figure 5.19a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-6 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and isotropic properties).
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Figure 5.19b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and quarter size
OPT53-6 3-D static-reduced model (anisotropic and engineering constant properties).
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c.

Composite Laminate 2-D Reduced Model
For 2-D plane strain models, the surface longitudinal strains (ε11) are extracted from the

nodes on the top surface.

In the results shown in Figures 5.20 to 5.25, ‘SCF-ANISO’ and

‘STP-ANISO’ denote a scarf joint and a stepped joint with the adherends of anisotropic material
properties, respectively.

‘-ENG’ accounts for the orthotropic material model using the

engineering constants for their adherends.

0.014

Strains ε11(in/in)

Test Data 1(F=29,089 lbf)
Test Data 2(F=29,089 lbf)
OPT53-1SCF-ANISO-T4-2D Static (F=29,089 lbf)
OPT53-1STP-ANISO-T4-2D Static (F=29,089 lbf)
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Figure 5.20a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-1
2-D static-reduced model (anisotropic material properties).
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Test Data 2(F=29,089 lbf)
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Figure 5.20b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-1
2-D static reduced-model (engineering constant material properties).
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Figure 5.20c. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-1
2-D static reduced-model (isotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.21a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-2
2-D static reduced-model (anisotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.21b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-2
2-D static reduced-model (engineering constant material properties).
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Figure 5.21c. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-2
2-D static-reduced model (isotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.22a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-3
2-D static-reduced model (anisotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.22b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-3
2-D static-reduced model (engineering constant material properties).
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Figure 5.22c. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-3
2-D static-reduced model (isotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.23a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-4
2-D static-reduced model (anisotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.23b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-4
2-D static-reduced model (engineering constant material properties).
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Figure 5.23c. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-4
2-D static-reduced model (isotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.24a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-5
2-D static-reduced model (anisotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.24b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-5
2-D static-reduced model (engineering constant material properties).
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Figure 5.24c. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-5
2-D static-reduced model (isotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.25a. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-6
2-D static-reduced model (anisotropic material properties).
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Figure 5.25b. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-6
2-D static-reduced model (engineering constant material properties).
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Figure 5.25c. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-6
2-D static-reduced model (isotropic material properties).
5.1.2

Comparison and Observation of Standard/Static Finite Element Analysis Results
The finite element analysis of scarf joints using Standard/static analytical model are

accomplished by the 3-D models and the 2-D plane strain models based on different assumptions.
After comparing all results, several conclusions can be drawn:
a. As expected, the 3-D models are superior to the 2-D plane strain models in all respects.
The reduced models, 3-D half and 3-D quarter size models, produce as satisfactory
results as do full-scale models.

It confirms that the simplification of geometry is a valid

method.
b. The 3-D models with pre-calculated anisotropic material properties produce results which
correlate well with the test results.

Compared with the work [22] using cross ply

composite laminates in 3-D simulations, OPT53 3-D composite scarf joint results within
the overlap from ABAQUS display much higher fidelity.
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It confirms that the

transversely isotropy (anisotropic elasticity model) assumed is correct and realistic.
Compared with other elasticity models, the anisotropic (transversely isotropy) models
provide the most satisfactory curve-fitting results, while the orthotropy—engineering
constant models produce slightly less accurate but smoother strain curves than anisotropy.
This can be explained by that the shear-shear coupling terms of ± 45 degree plies are
deleted using the stacking sequence [45/-45]s, which generates less mismatch of elastic
constants between of ± 45 degree plies and adjacent plies and results in smoother strain
distributions.
c. As discussed in section 4.1.3, only the stacking sequences of OPT53-3 and OPT53-5
models satisfy the restrictions of quasi-isotropic elasticity model.

From the 3-D finite

element simulations (as shown in Figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.18), OPT53-1, OPT53-2, and
OPT53-4 models are still applicable for the quasi-isotropic elasticity model, especially
OPT53-1 which is very close to quasi-isotropic stacking sequence..
d. For 3-D quasi-isotropic elasticity models, irrespective of the construction or modeling
manner (ply-merged models or layer-by-layer composite laminate models for adherends),
the same results are generated under the same material properties.

It also implies that

the irregularly fluctuating strain distributions obtained from other elasticity models
(except for quasi-isotropic models) are not caused by the layer-by-layer modeling, but by
the mismatch of elastic constants of various ply orientations.
e. The highly fluctuating strain distributions are mainly due to the anisotropic
characteristics of the adherends, whose elastic constants vary in different orientations
resulting in different load-carry capacity of each ply orientation within the adherends [18].
It is also attributable to the displacement continuity restrictions, which must be satisfied
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between ply orientations in the laminates.

Mismatch of moduli and Poisson’s ratios in

adjacent plies with different orientations should be adjusted to satisfy continuity and
equilibrium restrictions.

Without existence of any fracture and crack, the displacement

filed must be continuous in the sense that the deformation becomes piece-wise smooth.
It can be confirmed by the smooth strain distributions yielded from the composite models
using quasi-isotropic materials without non-homogeneity nature, i.e., no mismatch of
moduli and Poisson’s ratios.
f. Compared with experimental results, the numerical results tend to display extreme strain
values near the taper tip.

Singularity occurs in this area with steep geometry change,

which results in high stress gradient. It can be shown by the plastic strain or effective
plastic strains distributions from ABAQUS contours.

This tapered part, especially at

scarf tip, is difficult to modify and still contains singularity problems even though the
stepped feature has been applied. Furthermore, too many transition elements such as
triangular elements (2-D) or hexagonal (3-D) fully integrated brick elements exist in this
area and those elements are so rigid that they cause ‘shear locking’ which produces
erroneous solutions. Under these considerations, the extreme values near the taper tip
should be neglected.
g. Even though the load is applied in-plane only (along the x-direction) and the stacking
sequence is designed symmetrically, the loading pattern twists to eccentric loading owing
to the geometry feature—antisymmetric taper-taper.

The deformed specimen shows that

there exists bending effects, which are significantly magnified nearby the overlap, and the
bending effects are minimized around the constrained (fixed) and the loading end of
specimens.
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h. For 3-D orthotropic elasticity models using the engineering constants, the finite element
results agree with the results from anisotropic (transversely isotropy) models completely.
It speaks that the engineering constants pre-calculated for all ply orientations are realistic.
The most important issue is that the engineering constants of a ±45 degree lamina derived
from the stacking sequence [+45/-45]s or [-45/+45]s should be used.

In other words, the

elasticity of laminates can only be described in terms of the engineering constants when
utilizing a balanced and symmetric stacking sequence.
i. For 3-D anisotropic models, the stiffness constants derived, based on the assumption ν12=
ν13= ν23=0.317, provide almost the same results as those from assumption ν23=0.444.

It

suggests that, without test data of ν23, the premise ν12= ν13= ν23 is valid. However, for
unidirectional fiber-reinforced composites, the assumption G12= G13= G23 is inappropriate
due to its physical phenomenon.
j. Regarding the simplification or size reduction of the 3-D model, in addition to the
reduced model used in this study, some other options, such as lumping of layers [62,63]
and change of the 3-D solid element to 2-D shell element can be used.

The method of

the lumping of layers as discussed in other researches [62,63] can be treated as a special
case under consideration of the material properties ν12= ν13= ν23 and G12= G13= G23.
Furthermore, if the adjacent layers are the same fiber orientation (could have ± angle as
[+θ/-θ]s angle ply), or the lumped layers can generate a balanced and symmetric stacking
sequence equivalent to orthotropic materials, and the lumped layers should be far from
the critical regions interested (which contain high gradients of stress/strain states or
geometry change); then, the use of lumping could be applicable.

However, the amount

of the layer which can be lumped depends on the results of the simulation.
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k. For OPT53 2-D plane strain models, where the static finite element simulations have
more than a 15% deviation from the test results, except for OPT53-6.

The implication is

that the interlaminar or out-of-plane stress/strain state is significant and must not be
neglected. Generally, 2-D plane stress or plane strain models provide lower or upper
bound of the solutions compared with 3-D models.

In this study, the 2-D static plane

strain model provides the lower bound of the strain distributions within the overlap.
Furthermore, the 2-D stepped joint models give much agreeable results than 2-D scarf
joint models, which means that the error contributed by element shape and type in
composite scarf joint is significant (explained in remark f).
5.2

Explicit/Dynamic Analysis
Based on the observation of failed specimens, the blue color film adhesive was intact on

both bonded interfaces within the tapered portion of each torn apart specimen.

It suggests that

the failure of the composite joint is basically adhesive failure mode—cohesive fracture in shear
[27,52] as shown in Figure 5.26.
Adhesive Failure
Tension
Tension

Figure 5.26.

Adhesive failure mode of cohesive fracture-shear[27].

The failure mechanism-dynamic shear failure is defined only in the adhesive for each
specimen.

The failure criterion and plastic properties required for the Metlbond F1515-3

adhesive film follow the results from the analysis of ASTM D5656 using the classical metal
plasticity model.

All bonded interfaces (matrix/resin to fiber, ply to ply, and adherend to

adhesive) are assumed to be perfectly bonded and no voids or cracks exist within OPT53
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composite scarf joint models.

Once the adhesive fails, the ultimate load and the surface

longitudinal strains (ε11) recorded right at failure are read from historical output files at the same
time.

Table 5.4 shows the numerical data from 2-D dynamic anisotropic reduced models

under Explicit/dynamic analysis are compared with test data.

The comparisons focus on the

overlap portion along the loading direction only. The appropriate artificial density and damping
factor are applied and all processes repeated are similar to ASTM D5656 simulation.
TABLE 5.4
ULTIMATE LOAD COMPARISONS BETWEEN TEST DATA
AND 2-D ANISOTROPIC DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS DATA
Adhesive Failure (Adhesive Shear Failure = 0.25)
OPT53 2D Models
OPT53-1STP-ANISO
OPT53-1SCF-ANISO
OPT53-2STP-ANISO
OPT53-2SCF-ANISO
OPT53-3STP-ANISO
OPT53-3SCF-ANISO
OPT53-4STP-ANISO
OPT53-4SCF-ANISO
OPT53-5STP-ANISO
OPT53-5SCF-ANISO
OPT53-6STP-ANISO
OPT53-6SCF-ANISO

Test Data

29,089.3 lbf
25,292.0 lbf
56,768.3 lbf
54,765.6 lbf
77,678.3 lbf
71,333.3 lbf

ABAQUS Data

Deviation %

35,813.5 lbf
36,845.9 lbf
35,760.5 lbf
42,773.3 lbf
68,322.8 lbf
62,276.7 lbf
65,975.2 lbf
80,956.1 lbf
82,294.9 lbf
82,423.3 lbf
109,229.0 lbf
92,867.2 lbf

23.1
26.7
41.4
69.1
20.4
9.7
20.5
47.8
5.9
8.5
53.1
30.2

Evidently, all the ultimate loads are substantially over-estimated.

The surface strains are not

necessary to plot and compare with test data. The specimens of composite scarf joints need to
be examined microscopically to inspect 90-degree or 45-degree plies whether they failed at the
same time or earlier than the complete failure of the adhesive.

In fact, the fracture or failure

happens so instantaneous that it is difficult to determine whether the failure initiated from the
composite or the adhesive.

In addition, the finite element analysis should be investigated and

any other possible failure mode should be taken into account to explain this over-estimation.
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5.2.1

90-Degree Ply Failure
Due to the incorrect dynamic simulations, all the failed OPT53 specimens need to be

scrutinized microscopically.

From the lateral free surfaces of the real specimens and the

interfaces of the adherend and the adhesive as sketched in Figure 5.28), the failure or
delamination of mostly 90-dgree plies is observed.

90 and 0-degree ply bonded areas
(high stress concentration at adhesive)

Figure 5.27. Stress concentrations within adhesive
(OPT53-2 2D anisotropic dynamic model).

90 and 0-degree ply bonded areas

Figure 5.28.

90 and 0-dgree ply bonded areas within free edge parts of the overlap
(OPT53-2 3D anisotropic static model).

As a result, since the failure of the entire adhesive cannot reduce the over-estimation of
reaction force, another failure mechanism-the lamina failure or the delamination of 90-degree ply
should be considered. A close-up contour on the adhesive in ABAQUS provides that there exist
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localized stress concentrations nearby the portions adjacent to 90 and 0-degree plies (Figure 5.27)
or ±45 and 0-degree plies.

This high stress gradient is caused by the mismatch of elastic

constants and Poisson’s ratios from 90 and 0-degree plies bonded together.

The adhesive

around these portions may reach the failure criterion first, and then the failure propagates to other
portions of the adhesive, and finally breaks through it (Figure 5.26).

Concerning all different

orientations of lamina, the 90-degree ply is the weakest one and is assumed to be an additional
failure mechanism.
In ABAQUS, the restriction of the dynamic shear failure is limited to isotropic materials
only, because the failure criterion is based on the classical metal plasticity (von Mises criterion)
and is only applicable for isotropic materials. It implies that failure strengths in any direction
are the same.

Even though the dynamic shear failure can be combined with Hill’s failure

criterion, where the strengths vary in different directions, the elastic properties of the material
under this criterion are still subject to isotropy. This is completely against the characteristics of
the orthotropic material, a 90-degree lamina.

Alternatively, the concept of an interface

resin-rich epoxy interlayer modeling (matrix layer) is introduced from other researches [28,30] to
overcome this bottleneck.

This artifact interlayer modeling more realistically expresses the

interfaces of laminates and demonstrates that the continuously varying material properties
through the plies do not generate singular interlaminar stresses at free edges [28].

The

drawback to this interlayer modeling is that it only generates concentrated finite interlaminar
stresses.
The intensity of singularity relies on the material properties of adjacent dissimilar
materials. If each ply is considered as a dissimilar anisotropic elastic material, the free edge
elasticity analysis gives singular interlaminar stresses.
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As a result, elasticity modeling with

singular free edge stresses is not appropriate in the prediction of the interlaminar tresses.
Furthermore, in reality, the thin epoxy-matrix (resin) interlayer exists between adjacent plies
(Figure 5.29).
Matrix Layer 0.075tp
Ply Thickness tp

90-Degree Ply
Matrix Layer 0.075tp

Figure 5.29.

Matrix layer modeling within 90-degree ply.

Neither matrix nor fiber can completely occupy the volume of a lamina.
fibers together and extra matrix surrounds the bundle of fibers.

The matrix holds the

As a result, between the

adjacent plies a very thin layer of matrix can be added into finite element models.

The purpose

of adding an isotropic matrix layer is under the premise that the 90-dehree ply failure
(delamination) is caused by matrix failure.

The failure of matrix decomposes the cohesion of

fibers in the sense that the 90-degree ply delaminates consequently.

Such a composite failure

mechanism of the matrix and fiber failure is classified as intra-laminar failure, and the
delamination of the 90-degree ply is referred to as inter-laminar failure [49].

Both of the

failures belong to internal damage modes [65], namely matrix cracking, matrix-crack-induced
micro-cracks, matrix-crack-induced delamination, and fiber breakage.
Typically, for a carbon-epoxy lamina, the fiber has higher strength than the matrix in the
longitudinal fiber direction, whilst the transversely and shear properties of the lamina are
matrix-dominated [1].

The matrix is more vulnerable to shear stress than the fiber and usually

fails first within a laminate.

From reference [12], both uniform lap repair and scarf repair

models use interlayer failure (adhesive layer) in shear to predict joint failure using computational
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code, RAS.

Therefore, the intra-layer (matrix layer) exists between plies and is suitable for

shear failure model because the stress transfer across the matrix is dominated mostly by shear.
In references [27,49], in-plane shear strength and in-plane shear terms were utilized in the matrix
failure criterion (Hashin-Rotem criterion) for matrix cracking in tension and compression tests.
Dávila et al. [66] also developed a new set of failure criteria for fiber reinforced laminates by
modifying the Hashin’s criteria for unidirectional composite laminates and Puck’s action plane
concept.

A modified term, effective in-plane shear strength, for matrix shear and compression

has been presented by Sun et al. [67] and Puck et al. [68].

Puck also determined that the matrix

failure dominated by in-plane shear occurs in a plane that is normal to the ply and parallel to the
fibers.

Accordingly, from the Hashin criteria under plane stress and modified criteria [60] for

the matrix failure under tension or compression, the shear strength, shear stress, and effective
in-plane shear strength are determined to be a critical factor in the mechanism of fibrous
composite failure.
The isotropic matrix layer follows the isotropic material properties of epoxy [30] and the
isotropy failure model (dynamic shear failure) is valid. The 90-degree ply keeps orthotropic
nature and is bonded by the top and bottom layers of isotropic matrix (Figure 5.29). Note that
the dynamic shear failure is now applied to surrounding isotropic matrix layers instead of
90-degree anisotropic plies directly. The matrix layer is the site of failure investigation.

There

is no failure criterion defined in 90-degree laminates in ABAQUS. Using 3-D finite element
method, the stress profile of six stress components in the isotropic matrix region are calculated
and subsequently are imported into the dynamic shear failure criterion for failure predication.
5.2.2

Adhesive Combined with 90-Degree Ply Failure

Modeling Change of a 90-Degree Ply
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The failure criterion of 90-degree plies is founded on the matrix failure premise.

There

is no existence of plastic or post-yielding behavior of brittle materials like carbon fiber
reinforced composites whose yield criterion can be treated as their failure criterion. Once the
brittle materials yield, the failure occurs as well.

In contrast, polymer matrix (resin) such as

epoxy behaves with a high degree of plasticity after yielding.

The failure mechanism has been

changed to the matrix failure (isotropic material failure) within 90-degree plies.

In ABAUQS,

this mechanism can be implemented by the classical metal plasticity model.

The effective

stress limit (effective yield stress) of the epoxy matrix layer is given by test data 5,548 psi, which
is equivalent to the tensile strength associated with the von Mises criterion.

Note that this value

is determined by the tensile strength test of a T-800S/3900-2B 90-degree prepreg using ASTM
D3039 Standard at room temperature instead of the mechanical property of the pure epoxy
matrix.

Because the interactions between the fiber and matrix should be considered, in the

sense that, the effective stress limit of 5,548 psi given for matrix layers is to approximate the
overall failure stress for 90-degree plies.

Once the stress state of the matrix layers reaches this

limit, the matrix layers fail and the bonded 90-degree ply delaminates at the same time.

This

can be interpreted as that both 90-degree ply and its matrix layers failing at the stress limit of
5,548 psi. The isotropic hardening model of the epoxy matrix is assumed to be perfectly plastic.
The dynamic shear failure parameter (Sf) is given by 0.24, which is taken from epoxy adhesive
data and is modified by iteration based on the results from ABAQUS.

Two matrix layers (top

and bottom layers) modeled within a 90-degree ply are assumed to be 15% of the original ply
thickness for each specimen (0.15 tp). The thickness of the top and bottom matrix layers is the
same as 0.075 tp but is different from one specimen to another (Table 5.5).
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TABLE 5.5
THICKNESS OF THE MATRIX LAYER WITHIN A 90-DEGREE PLY
Model
OPT53- 1
OPT53- 2
OPT53- 3

Matrix Layer Thickness
0.00060 in
0.00060 in
0.00055 in

Model
OPT53- 4
OPT53- 5
OPT53- 6

Matrix Layer Thickness
0.00055 in
0.00056 in
0.00054 in

In 3-D Dynamic analysis, the governing equations of motion become more sophisticated
due to the appearance of additional ‘shear terms’ and additional degrees of freedom, especially
for composite materials (components of extension stiffness and bending-extension stiffness are
different from one to another).

Therefore, there are more ‘modes’ to be solved in eigenvalue

equation sets, which require excessive processing and memory unit.

Furthermore, the damping

factor or frequency (ω) obtained in the 3-D model differs from those in the 2-D model, especially
for non-isotropic materials.

In addition, more stress concentrations will occur in those areas

(especially through the width of the specimens) subjected to steep gradient of geometry change
or high stress gradient [1, 69].
For composite laminates, the interlaminar stress and edge effects should be taken into
account as well [1,49,65] and will be presented in section 5.3.

The results of dynamic

simulations for both the 2-D and 3-D models, including the surface strain distributions along the
loading direction (longitudinal surface strains) for each composite joint model outputted from
ABAQUS, are compared with their experimental data, respectively.

Figures 5.30 to 5.35

display the 2-D plane strain numerical results. Figures 5.36 to 5.41 illustrate the 3-D numerical
results.

The ultimate loads from ABAQUS and test results are tabulated and compared,

correspondingly (Table 5.6 for 2-D plane strain anisotropic models and Table 5.7 for 3-D
anisotropic models). Note that the 2-D numerical data are obtained from scarf joint models,
whilst the 3-D numerical data are from stepped joint models, due to the convergent difficulties of
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3-D scarf joint models in ABAQUS.

The alphanumerical code ‘-90MATRIX’ marked for finite

element results represents the result from the matrix failure within 90-degree plies dynamic
model.

Note that all the data are from finite element simulations using the matrix layer failure

within 90-degree plies.
TABLE 5.6
ULTIMATE LOAD COMPARISON BETWEEN TEST DATA
AND 2-D ANISOTROPIC DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS DATA
90-Degree Ply Failure (Effective Stress Limit = 5,548 psi)
Adhesive Shear Failure PEEQ = 0.25 / Matrix Shear Failure PEEQ = 0.24
OPT53 2D Models
Test Data
ABAQUS Data
Deviation %
OPT53-1SCF-ANISO
29,089.3 lbf
31,807.7 lbf
9.3
OPT53-2SCF-ANISO
25,292.0 lbf
22,241.3 lbf
-12.1
OPT53-3SCF-ANISO
56,768.3 lbf
54,758.1 lbf
-3.5
OPT53-4SCF-ANISO
54,765.6 lbf
54,105.6 lbf
-1.2
OPT53-5SCF-ANISO
77,678.3 lbf
79,426.0 lbf
2.2
OPT53-6SCF-ANISO
71,333.3 lbf
79,216.4 lbf
11.1

0.015

Test Data 1 (F=29,089.3 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=29,089.3 lbf)

Strains ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-1SCF-ANISO-T4-90MATRIX 2D Dyn (F=31,807.7 lbf)
0.013

0.010

0.007
-2.10

-0.77

0.57

1.90

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.30. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-1
2-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
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0.012

Test Data 1 (F=25,292.0 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=25,292.0 lbf)

Strains ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-2SCF-ANISO-T4-90MATRIX 2D Dyn (F=22,241.3 lbf)
0.010

0.007

0.005
-2.10

-0.77

0.57

1.90

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.31. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-2
2-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.

0.015

Test Data 1 (F=56,768.3 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=56,768.3 lbf)

Strains ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-3SCF-ANISO-T4-90MATRIX 2D Dyn (F=54,758.1 lbf)

0.013

0.010

0.008
-2.90

-0.97

0.97

2.90

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.32. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-3
2-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
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0.013

Test Data 1 (F=54,765.6 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=54,765.6 lbf)

Strain ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-4SCF-ANISO-T4-90MATRIX 2D Dyn (F=54,105.6 lbf)
0.011

0.009

0.007
-3.10

-1.10

0.90

2.90

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.33. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-4
2-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.

0.013

Test Data 1 (F=77,678.3 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=77,678.3 lbf)

Strain ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-5SCF-ANISO-T4-90MATRIX 2D Dyn (F=79,426.0 lbf)
0.012

0.010

0.008
-3.00

-1.00

1.00

3.00

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.34. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-5
2-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
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0.012

Test Data 1 (F=71,333.3 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=71,333.3 lbf)

Strain ε11 (in/in)

OPT53-6SCF-ANISO-T4-90MATRIX 2D Dyn (F=79,216.4 lbf)
0.010

0.008

0.006
-3.00

-1.00

1.00

3.00

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.35. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-6
2-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
TABLE 5.7
ULTIMATE LOAD COMPARISONS BETWEEN TEST DATA
AND 3-D ANISOTROPIC DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS DATA
90-Degree Ply Failure (Effective Stress Limit = 5,548 psi)
Adhesive Shear Failure PEEQ = 0.25 / Matrix Shear Failure PEEQ = 0.24
OPT53 3D Models
Test Data
ABAQUS Data
Deviation %
29,089.3 lbf
14,035.5 lbf
-51.8
OPT53-1 COM-QUA
25,292.0
lbf
18,166.0
lbf
-28.2
OPT53-2 COM-QUA
56,768.3 lbf
27,660.4 lbf
-51.3
OPT53-3 COM-QUA
54,765.6 lbf
38,727.2 lbf
-29.3
OPT53-4 COM-QUA
77,678.3
lbf
45,984.8
lbf
-40.8
OPT53-5 COM-QUA
71,333.3 lbf
36441.4 lbf
-48.9
OPT53-6 COM-QUA
90-Degree Ply Failure (Effective Stress Limit = 16,000 psi)
Adhesive Shear Failure PEEQ = 0.28 / Matrix Shear Failure PEEQ = 0.28
29,089.3 lbf
30,582.6 lbf
5.1
OPT53-1 COM-QUA
25,292.0 lbf
28,551.0 lbf
12.9
OPT53-2 COM-QUA
56,768.3 lbf
63,658.2 lbf
12.1
OPT53-3 COM-QUA
54,765.6 lbf
48,648.2 lbf
-11.2
OPT53-4 COM-QUA
77,678.3 lbf
86,959.0 lbf
11.9
OPT53-5 COM-QUA
71,333.3
lbf
69,174.2
lbf
-3.0
OPT53-6 COM-QUA
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0.016

Test Data 1(F=29,089.3 lbf)
Test Data 2(F=29,089.3 lbf)

Strains ε11(in/in)

OPT53-1 3-D COM-QUA 90MATRIX Dyn (F=30,582.6 lbf)
0.013

0.011

0.008
0.12

0.75

1.37

2.00

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.36. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-1
3-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.

0.012

Test Data 1(F=25,292.0 lbf)
Test Data 2(F=25,292.0 lbf)

Strains ε 11 (in/in)

OPT53-2 3-D COM -QUA 90M ATRIX Dyn (F=28,551.0 lbf)
0.009

0.007

0.004
0.00

0.60

1.20

1.80

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.37. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-2
3-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
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0.016

Test Data 1 (F=56,768.3 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=56,768.3 lbf)

Strains ε11(in/in)

OPT53-3 3-D COM-QUA 90MATRIX Dyn (F=63,658.2 lbf)
0.014

0.011

0.009
0.20

1.13

2.07

3.00

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.38. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-3
3-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.

0.013

Test Data 1(F=54,765.6 lbf)
Test Data 2(F=54,765.6 lbf)

Strains ε11(in/in)

OPT53-4 3-D COM-QUA 90MATRIX Dyn (F=48,648.2 lbf)
0.011

0.009

0.007
0.20

1.17

2.13

3.10

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.39. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-4
3-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
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0.016

Test Data 1 (F=77,678.3 lbf)
Test Data 2 (F=77,678.3 lbf)

Strains ε 11 (in/in)

OPT53-5 3-D COM -QUA 90M ATRIX Dyn (F=86,959.0 lbf)
0.014

0.011

0.009
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.40. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-5
3-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.

0.011

Test Data 1 (RF1=71,333 lbf)
Test Data 2 (RF1=71,333 lbf)

Strains ε 11 (in/in)

OPT53-6 3-D COM -QUA 90M ATRIX Dyn (F=69,174.2 lbf)
0.009

0.007

0.006
0.15

1.15

2.15

3.15

Overlap X-Coordinate (in)

Figure 5.41. Longitudinal surface strain comparison of test data and OPT53-6
3-D anisotropic dynamic-reduced model.
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5.2.3

Comparison and Observation of Explicit/Dynamic Finite Element Analysis Results

a. In contrast to static models, the 2-D dynamic composite scarf joint models gave more
satisfactory strain distributions than did stepped joint models due to their more precise
geometric feature.

Moreover, the reduced integrated liner elements were used in

dynamic analysis so that some inherent error source such as ‘shear locking’ is avoided.
However, during the simulation, the 2-D composite scarf joint models were much more
unstable and difficult to converge than the stepped joint models, and also took more
processing time, particularly in OPT53-3 and OPT53-4 composite scarf joint models.
Due to the irregular element shapes and material non-linearity in scarf joint models, the
ratio of deformation speed to wave speed is easier to exceed 1.0 in ABAQUS, which
caused job to abort.

Accordingly, either the time-consuming iteration of applied force

should be performed or the ‘section control’ or the high value of artificial density can be
utilized to accomplish the analysis.
b. For 3-D composite scarf joint models, the tapered part of the adhesive causes geometry
convergence problems. The elements within this part are difficult to adjust and easily
exceed distortion limit in ABAQUS, even though the element refinement (adaptive
meshing) is applied.

Accordingly, the 3-D composite scarf joint configuration is altered

to a stepped joint shape, whose elements are more uniform (Figure 5.5) in both the
adhesive and adherend.

From the stepped joint models, the range of value in the

vicinity of the peak in the surface longitudinal strain distributions is wider than the test
data or that obtained from the scarf joint models.

This is owing to the fact that the

adhesive layer within the stepped joint is modeled larger in length when it reaches the
upper surface of the specimen.

The surface layer of the adherend nearby the overlap is
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trimmed to delete its angular taper tip, and the neighboring adhesive is merged to fill in
this trimmed end.
c. Regarding the ultimate load of the OPT53-1, OPT53-3, and OPT53-5 model whose
stacking sequences are classified as quasi-isotropic or close to quasi-isotropic (OPT53-1),
their ultimate loads under tension are higher than those of the OPT53-2, OPT53-4, and
OPT53-6 models, respectively. Although the percentage of 0-degree ply within the
stacking sequence is lower (Table 4.5), the quasi-isotropic models still exhibit higher
tensile strength.

Those simulations are consistent with test data, which can be shown by

comparisons between OPT53-1 and OPT53-2 models.

Their geometry and dimension

are identical; however, the OPT53-1 model whose stacking sequence is closer to
quasi-isotropic, has a higher tensile strength.
d. Comparing the 3-D with the 2-D dynamic ABAQUS results, the failure parameters
(PEEQ and effective stress limit) defined in the 2-D dynamic models significantly
underestimated the ultimate loads as expected when they were applied to the 3-D
analytical models (Table 5.7).

The adhesive failure criterion parameter—PEEQ is

changed from 0.25 to 0.28 and the effective stress limits of the adhesive and the matrix
layers are higher in 3-D dynamic analysis than those used in 2-D analysis (Table 5.6
versus Table 5.7).

The reason for this change can also be explained by the equations

(2.7), (3.6) and (3.7). In order to maintain the same ultimate load or effective stress
under the existence of the out-of-plane terms in the 3-D dynamic model, the failure
PEEQ based on equation (2.8) must be increased. This increase is significant in OPT53
composite scarf joint models owing to remarkable strain concentrations, caused by the
composite’s characteristics such as anisotropy, the edge effect, and the stacking sequences
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followed by interlaminar stress and strain components.

It also can be proved by the fact

that the adhesive failure PEEQ of OPT53 2-D composite scarf joint models is consistent
with that in ASTM D5656 2-D models.

This implies the importance of using consistent

2-D or 3-D models for material characterization and subsequent failure analysis.
e. Concerning the progressive failure results, the loading trends outputted from ABAQUS
show that the 2-D non-quasi-isotropic specimens (OPT53-1, OPT53-2, OPT53-4, and
OPT53-6) have an evidently progressive (stepped) decrease (Figure 5.42).

The

quasi-isotropic specimens, OPT53-3 and OPT53-5 do not behave in the same manners
(Figure 5.43).

Because OPT53-1 is close to quasi-isotropic, its loading trend does not

exhibit this significantly progressive (stepped) decrease. Those loading trends clearly
provide the progressive failure history of laminated composites. It indicates that the
failure of the non-quasi-isotropic specimens (the 90-degree plies are grouped in the
manner of [45/90/-45/0]) propagates from one 90-degree ply to another 90-degree ply
until the structure collapses. For quasi-isotropic specimens (the 90-degree plies are
grouped in the manner of [0/90/0]), the failure of the adhesive and 90-degree plies occurs
almost at the same time.

The different results between quasi-isotropic and non-isotropic

models could be caused by the stacking sequences.

The mismatch of the elastic

constants in the manner of [0/90/0] is severer than those in [45/90/-45/0] and then the
stress gradient of the 90-degree plies within [0/90/0] is higher. Therefore, the failure of
90-degree plies in the manner of [0/90/0] affects the tensile strength more significantly.
These stress distributions through the thickness (ply-to-ply) of the specimen can be
verified by the outputs of stress components from ABAQUS contours.

In fact, from

ABAQUS steps/frames PEEQ contours, the failure initiates first from the adhesive layer
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and then to certain 90-degree plies.
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Figure 5.42.

Dynamic trends of OPT53 non-quasi-isotropic composite scarf joint models.
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Figure 5.43

Dynamic trends of OPT53 quasi-isotropic composite scarf joint models

f. The edge effect in 3-D dynamic models reveals that it can be considered as one of the
failure models of composite laminates.

The edge effect is remarkable nearby the joint

area especially within 90-degree plies.
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From the stress contours abstracted from

ABAQUS (Figures 5.44 to 5.46), it can be seen that the edge effect and stress
concentration do, indeed, exist on different dimensional analyses for OPT53-1 specimen.
The remarkable stress concentrations are localized nearby the free edge within the
overlap shown in 3-D simulation.

Those elements which reach the failure criterion and

fail first (Figure 5.46) are initiated from the edge portions within the overlap.

Those

high stress concentrations, which trigger the failure of the elements, are not only owing to
geometric changes, but are also owing to the inherent characteristics of composite
laminates. Therefore, the failure model mentioned in section 5.3 is valid and realistic.

Figure 5.44. OPT53-1SCF 2-D dynamic model—adhesive failure only.

Figure 5.45.

OPT53-1SCF 2-D dynamic model—adhesive and 90-degree ply failure.
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Figure 5.46.

5.3

OPT53-1COM-QUA 3-D dynamic model—adhesive and 90-degree ply failure
(edge effects accounted).

Interlaminar Stress and Edge Effect
In CLPT, the interlaminar stresses such as σzz, τxz, and τyz (σ22, τ12, and τ32 in ABAQUS)

along the out-of-plane direction are not taken into account [1].

These interlaminar stresses are

caused by mismatches in elastic properties between different orientation plies [1,30] and exist on
surfaces between neighboring layers and also can subsist within the plies themselves.

However,

the largest value usually occurs at the layer interface and is zero at the top and bottom stress-free
surfaces of the specimen.

The reason why the interlaminar stress components should be

considered is that those highest interlaminar stresses are considered to be an important factor for
failure mechanisms—delamination.

Dissimilar (heterogeneous) material properties between

different orientation plies usually generate serious stress concentration/singularity near the free
edges (or stress free boundaries) of composite laminates [28,29]. The free-edge stresses are
distinctive characteristics of composite laminates, which initiate the failure of laminates called
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free-edge delamination.

Actually, the edge effect also exists in isotropic models

(quasi-isotropic laminate models).

This edge effect is caused by the high transverse shear and

peel stress gradient around free edges/ends. They are shown in various studies [22,42,52,58,69]
and the ABAQUS contours of OPT53 3-D isotropic ply-merged models, especially the stress
distributions of the adhesive nearby the free ends. This kind of edge effect is due to geometric
factors and is not discussed here.
Generally, the free-edge can be either the side face of a laminate, penetrating holes, or
notches inside a laminate and the interlaminar stresses around these areas can be high enough to
de-bond the laminate (crack or gap occurred/initiated) [26,61-63,69,70]. The initiation of the
debonding or the delamination of a laminate nearby a free-edge area will propagate; therefore,
the laminate’s failure is caused by the growth of the delamination breaking through the bonding
interface along its width.

From reference [26], a 3-D finite element [±452/04]s tapered

composite beam has been analyzed.

The stress-free edge decreases the interlaminar normal

stress σzz while increasing the interlaminar shear stress σxz at the free edge.

These effects may

influence the prediction of free-edge delamination, especially the effects on σyz.

Under in-plane

loading, changing the stacking sequences (but remaining the same number of plies) results in
changes of tensile strength.

Such changes of strength, due to different stacking sequences,

could be explained by the effect of interlaminar stresses [18].

Different adjacent plies produce

different interlaminar stresses and result in the changes of strength.
Edge Effect and Transverse Surface Strains
In order to explore the edge effect, a test is designed to record the distribution of surface
longitudinal strains εxx, across the width (y-direction) of the specimen (Figure 5.47) at structure
failure.

This experimental confirmation, referred to as the Moiré technique, has been performed
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by Pipes and Daniel [1].

Additional detailed experimental investigations on a hole in laminated

composites are shown by David H. Mollenhauer [71].

Y, εyy (transverse direction)

X, εxx (loading direction)

Overlap

Figure 5.47. Transverse strains measured on upper surface within overlap
through the Y-direction of OPT53 3-D composite model.
Therefore, within the overlap and across the width of the specimen including the boundary
(free-edge), the stress variation that causes changes of strain can be interpreted. Using this
indirect method, the extent of the laminate failure caused by the edge effect can be evaluated.
In this study, the transverse strain distributions within the overlap, obtained from ABAQUS 3-D
anisotropic models (3 inches wide) using 3-D solid/brick elements under the failure loads (given
by test data), are compared with experimental results.

The distributions of transverse surface

strain outputted from both the 3-D static model, without the matrix interlayer modeling, and the
3-D dynamic model, with the matrix interlayer modeling, are plotted together to compare with
experimental data (Figures 5.48 to 5.53).
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Figure 5.48. OPT53-1 3-D transverse surface strain εyy through the Y-direction
within overlap (anisotropic static model).
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Figure 5.49. OPT53-2 3-D transverse surface strain εyy through the Y-direction
within overlap (anisotropic static model).
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Figure 5.50. OPT53-3 3-D transverse surface strain εyy through the Y-direction
within overlap (anisotropic static model).
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Figure 5.51. OPT53-4 3-D transverse surface strain εyy through the Y-direction
within overlap (anisotropic static model).
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Figure 5.52. OPT53-5 3-D transverse surface strain εyy through the Y-direction
within overlap (anisotropic static model).
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Figure 5.53. OPT53-6 3-D transverse surface strain εyy through the Y-direction
within overlap (anisotropic static model).
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From ABAQUS deformed contour of OPT53-1 3-D dynamic failure model (Figure 5.54),
the 1-direction defines loading direction.

The lateral face behind the model is the axisymmetric

face, and the lateral face in the left-hand side is the stress-free face.

For OPT53-1 laminated

composite, these portions within the overlap that are close to the free edge as well as the
stress-free face both delaminated furiously. In Figure 5.54b, the shaded layer, which denotes a
90-degree ply with matrix layers, delaminated dramatically.

This 3-D contour demonstrates

that the edge effect is also an important factor, causing the delamination of the 90-degree ply
with matrix layers. In addition, the 3-D contour (Figure 5.54) confirms the existence of edge
effect by approximating the interlaminar stress test results shown in Figure 5.48.

The 3-D

dynamic model offsets the inadequacy of 2-D plane strain dynamic analysis, which cannot
account for this edge effect.

Axisymmetric plane
(constrained face)

Free edge
(stress-free surface)
2, Y
1, X
Figure 5.54a.

3, Z

Delamination portions

OPT53-1 3-D delamination of 90-degree ply with matrix layers within overlap
from dynamic model contour (edge effect causes delamination).
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Adhesive

Delaminated 90-degree
ply with matrix layers
(shaded layer signifies
90-degree ply)

2, Y
3, Z

1, X

Figure 5.54b. Enlarged OPT53-1 3-D delamination of 90-degree ply with matrix layers
within overlap from dynamic model contour.
5.4

Conclusions and Remarks Regarding Finite Element Analysis on
Scarf-Patch-Repaired Composite Laminates
Through all the finite element analyses, some conclusions can be drawn.
a. Considering the material property only, static finite element analysis is the best choice
requiring neither density nor damping factors. Usually after the high temperature curing
process and cooling procedure, the density and conditions of specimens sometimes
degrade or change unexpectedly.

Because information concerning the damping property

of the materials is frequently not available from the venders, it is usually necessarily to
perform the frequency extraction of the material and the structure studies in advance so
that the dynamic analysis can be executed.
b. If the structure analysis is focused on the 3-D model, the initial characterization of the
materials should be obtained consistently from 3-D analysis in order to obtain higher
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accuracy.

Although 3-D and 2-D analysis may not deviate too much for isotropic

materials, there is the potential that error will occur in analysis of composites
(non-isotropic), especially for large stress/strain and post-yielding behavior analysis.
Moreover, the frequency/damping extraction, involving the eigenvalue problem, will
result in different values in 3-D and in 2-D analysis for non-isotropic materials.
c. The material properties of Torayca 800 (G12=0.351 Msi), obtained from the tests in this
study, may not reflect the true material behaviors.
significantly

lower

than

any

data

The test data obtained are

mentioned

in

related

researches

[11,20,24,27,33,34,49,57,64] or the technical data sheets in the Torayca website (Table
5.8), especially in reference [49], which uses the same material T800/3900-2.

This is

possibly the reason why the 2-D dynamic composite scarf joint models, such as OPT53-3
and OPT53-4, have encountered difficulty of convergence. The reasonable value of G12
should be around 0.5~0.7 Msi or as high as 0.9 Msi [49] when compared with the E11, E22,
and ν12 of similar material composites.

Moreover, based on the earlier finite element

iterations, the G12 of 0.6 Msi can complete all OPT53 dynamic 2-D analyses without any
convergence problems.
TABLE 5.8
TORAYCA COMPOSITE PROPERTIES (1)
Composite Properties - Cured Semi-Toughened Epoxy
Longitudinal (0°) Tensile Modulus (Msi)
ASTM D-3039
19.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
20.0 (250 °F cure epoxy)
19.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
20.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
21.5 (250 °F cure epoxy)
19.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
20.0 (250 °F cure epoxy)
23.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
25.0 (250 °F cure epoxy)
22.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
22.5 (250 °F cure epoxy)

T300
T300J
T400H
T700S
T800H
T800S
(Data abstracted from Torayca website)
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In-plane Shear Modulus (Msi)
0.64 (350 °F cure epoxy)
0.64 (350 °F cure epoxy)
0.64 (350 °F cure epoxy)
0.64 (350 °F cure epoxy)
0.64 (350 °F cure epoxy)
-

d. In edge effect analysis (as shown in Figures 5.48 to 5.53), the 3-D simulation results
across the width of the models correlate fairly well with the test results except for
quasi-isotropic models (OPT53-1, OPT53-3 and OPT53-5 model).

Furthermore, based

on experience, the ABAUQS results from the material property data set with G12 =0.6
Msi are relatively closer to the test results than are those from the currently used material
property data set with G12=0.351 Msi. From conclusion (c) and (d), the test results of
Torayca 800 lamina and the test results from the edge effect analysis should be inspected
and discussed in order to determine those factors causing such noticeable deviation.
e. Concerning the tensile strength of 90-ply lamina tested at room temperature, the test
results is 5,548 psi, which is much lower than that from the technical data sheet reported
by Torayca (Table 5.9) for other similar materials.

In addition, the material properties

and strength data of T800/3900-2 tabulated in reference [49] show the tensile strength in
the transverse direction to be 8,720 psi.
TABLE 5.9
TORAYCA COMPOSITE PROPERTIES (2)
Composite Properties - Cure Epoxy (ASTM D-3039)
Transverse (90°) Tensile Strength (ksi)
11.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
T300
11.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
T400H
10.0 (350 °F cure epoxy)
T700S
11.5 (350 °F cure epoxy)
T800H
T1000G
(Data abstracted from Torayca website)

11.0 (250 °F cure epoxy)
9.5 (250 °F cure epoxy)
10.0 (250 °F cure epoxy)
9.0 (250 °F cure epoxy)
8.5 (250 °F cure epoxy)

Based on the 3-D numerical results from ABAQUS, the effective stress limit of a
90-degree ply is 16,000 psi (based on the von Mises criterion) which is close to the
in-plane shear strength of 13,760 psi listed in reference [49]. The results could be
interpreted by that the intra-laminar failure (matrix failure mode in this study) is
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dominated primarily by shear rather than tensile. Accordingly, the tensile strength in the
transverse direction (90-degree ply) is not appropriate to use, even though the 2-D
dynamic models (using tensile strength 5,548 psi) produce desirable results. Since the
finite element method is based on the dynamic shear failure, the use of in-plane shear
strength is more appropriate for performing numerical simulation.
f. The finite element results of composite scarf joint are compared with test results only in
this study because the analytical/theoretical data are not applied.

In the case of

interlaminar stress analysis, the current analytical/theoretical model for composite
laminate plates is based on a simple plate, ignoring geometric factors (cut or bonded with
a joint).

Therefore, the interlaminar stress components, such as σzz, through the

thickness of a laminate plate are difficult to test/measure.

Without analytical results and

test data, it is more expedient to compare the results from 2-D and 3-D simulations or the
results from different finite element packages.
g. It is not recommended to apply the Drucker-Prager plasticity model to the adhesive
within OPT53 composite scarf joints due to the extreme convergent difficulties.

The

possible reason is explained by the geometric shape of the scarf with tiny angles, which
results in unacceptable elements, such as vertex angle elements [53].

Large numbers of

vertex angle elements (linear triangular element) exist in the tapered area and cause
singularity and lead to convergent problems. The Drucker-Prager plasticity model is a
more robust model with more complicated functions than the von Mises plasticity model;
therefore, it is more suitable for finite element models with uniform element shape and
mesh.
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h. From Figures 5.48 to 5.53, the results from 3-D 90-matrix dynamic failure models
produce lower responses in transverse surface strain than those from 3-D non-90-matrix
failure static models, especially for quasi-isotropic models.

Furthermore, the surface

longitudinal strains from the 3-D 90-matrix dynamic failure models (Figures 5.36 to 5.41)
and 2-D 90-matrix dynamic failure models (Figures 5.34 and 5.35) are more difficult to
match with the test data. These are owing to the stacking sequences, involvement of
interlaminar stress/strain components, and the matrix layer modeling.

The effects of the

stacking sequence are discussed in remark (e) in section 5.2.3. The stress variations of
σyy through the thickness of the specimen obtained from ABAQUS (also can be proved by
the reduced stiffness matrices predicted in section 4.1.3) provide that the σyy stress values
are higher in quasi-isotropic models (OPT53-1,-3, and -5). Furthermore, the poison of
the 90-degree plies in quasi-isotropic models is right under the surface layer (45-degree
surface layer).

Once the 90-degree plies within quasi-isotropic models fail (delaminate),

the surface strain distributions (especially for transverse strains) of the 45-degree surface
ply are affected and result in lower responses.
i. Regarding the matrix layer modeling, reference [28] stated that the matrix modeling can
reduce the singularity problem and peak values of interlaminar stress, but no effect on
interlaminar strain along the y-direction were mentioned.

Moreover, the thickness of

the interface matrix layer was assumed to be (tp/12.5) in reference [28] and was given as
0.1 tp in reference [30] respectively.

These values were chosen irrespective of any

values confirmed by other theories or criteria. The thickness of the matrix layer could
be treated as an experimentally fitting parameter. In this study, the isotropic matrix
layers are only given within 90-degree plies rather than given for every ply within the
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composite laminates [28,30].

The degree of the influence of modeling matrix layers

into an inter-ply needs more studies on the various thicknesses of matrix layers in finite
element simulation.

The relations among the thickness of the matrix layer, the ultimate

load, and the distributions of transverse surface strain across the width needs further
study.
j. Guided by the integration of the adhesive failure and the 90-degree ply failure, together
with the matrix interlayer modeling method, and edge effect estimation procedure, the
failure mechanism of OPT53 specimens becomes more complete and realistic. It can be
postulated that the strength of composite scarf joints should be predicted via a
combination of these three failure models, namely adhesive failure, 90-degree ply failure,
and edge effects.

In conclusion, (i) the characteristics of the adhesive, (ii) high

stress/strain gradient and concentrations within the adhesive caused by partial failure of
the 90-degree plies and (iii) the edge effect contributed by the stacking sequence of
orthotropic composites, together construct a good guideline for strength analysis.
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APPENDIX A
RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT CALCULATION OF 4-PINED (KGR-1)
MODIFED METHOD
The concept of 4-pinned revised method [44] is illustrated as Figure A-1 below. The
specimen is deformed and the four points remarked as nodal numbers represent the 4 holes to
which the KGR-1 is mounted.

Points A and B are the mid points of nodes 4462 and 3482 and

nodes 2559 and 2879, respectively. Figure A-2 depicts, V1 and V2 denoting the position vectors
from point A to B and node 2559 to 2879, respectively. The angle θ is measured between
vector V1 and V2 after deformation of the specimen. The relative displacement, measured from
mid point A to B, using this revised method represents the average relative displacement of the
four nodes (pinholes). The relative displacement is along the direction from node 2559 to 2879,
which is the direction vector of V1.

The relative displacement calculated is not equal to the

relative displacement along the global x-direction.

Y

X

Figure A-1. 4-Pined (KGR-1) conceptual contour after specimen deformed
(abstracted from finite element results).
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Y

Vector V2

Node 4462 Mid Point A

X

Node 3482

θ

Mid Point B

Node 2559

Vector V1
Node 2879

Figure A-2. Symbolic scheme for KGR-1 after deformation of specimen.
The location of the nodes, in terms of mathematical expression (refer to Figure A-2), can be
described by
Node 2559 (x1,y1)

Node 2879 (x2,y2)

Node 3482 (x3,y3)

Node 4462 (x4,y4)

The coordinate data of the four pins (nodes) can be either recorded by a test machine or from
finite element software for each time increment.
Mid point A ( 12 ( x3 + x4 ), 12 ( y3 + y 4 )) Mid point B ( 12 ( x1 + x2 ), 12 ( y1 + y 2 ))
Position vector V1 [(x2-x1),(y2-y1)]

Position vector V2 [(x3-x4),(y3-y4)]

According to the dot product rule, the angle can be obtained by

cos(θ ) =

V1 ⋅ V2
,
V1 V2

θ = cos −1 (

V1 ⋅V2
)
V1 V2

(A-2)

The length of the point A to B is signified as

LAB = V2 = ( x3 − x4 ) 2 + ( y3 − y4 ) 2

(A-3)

Therefore, the relative displacement of point A to B along the direction V1 is equal to

LR = L AB cos(θ ) = V2

V1 ⋅ V2 V1 ⋅V2
=
V1 V2
V1
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(A-4)

The first-order shear deformation plate theory (Hencky-Mindlin assumptions) has applied
to describe the displacement field of lap joints. The rotation angle of the cross section of the
overlap (contributed from adherends, owing to their large thickness relative to thin adhesive) can
be derived from equation (A-4).

From other researches [44,50], the adhesive stress states can

be expressed in terms of the moduli of the adhesive with associated strain states of the adherends.
Because the displacements measured are from the adherend parts rather than directly from the
adhesive itself.

The displacement field along loading direction (x-direction) and the rotated

angle can be defined as
u ( x ) = u o + zϕ ( x )

ϕ ( x) =

dx
= 90 − θ
dw

in which uo indicates mid-plane displacement and θ is replaced by equation (A-2).

(A-5)
The angle θ

quantifies the rotation of the adherends due to shear and implies the extent of deformation of the
adhesive.
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